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Acomp,my ""'" lm,,>1 fo, ,n, -1/ar.c af ,., ,� ft!J«!ally 
when it starts earning profits. Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR) is the companys way of giving back to the society. Section 
13of the Companies Act, 2013 mandates every company including 
Central Public Sector Enterprise ((PS] to spend at least ? per cent 
of its average net profit made during the preceding three financial 
years on CSR activities listed in Schedule V/ of the Act 

Pree Minister, Sri Narendra Modi has given a clarion calf foe 
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, Make in India, Skill India and Digital 
lndia. These will lead the country on the path of progress to build 
anew India by the year 2022 when we would celebrate 75th year of 
independence, Thi4 i the time when we have to work together to 
bring a change in our mindset, channelise our energy and strength 
to accomplish the 90alg. his is also the year when we have to take 
into consideration development of 1$ aspirational districts which 

New Delhi 

have to be put on a fast track trajectory of growth 
while Department of Public Enterprises (DP has been guiding the 

PS£g, they have resoled to put the dedicated amount to worthy 
use for the development of the nation 

lam pleased to share this book titled Building a mew Indio, 
which brings to light the CSR initiatives of the CSE a0rots 15 
prominent sectors, namely Swach.h Bharat, drinking water and 
nutrition, education, healthcare women empowerment, skl India, 
environment, sports, art and culture, heritage among others 
lt showcases the sincere steps taken by CPSEs towards holistic 
development of rural communities at the grassroots level 

/do hope th.ls first-of4ts-kid book will each out to readers giving 
clear picture of the CSR activities of (psEs for past three years. tam sure 
this will serve as a benchmark for best practices in the domain of (SAR 

ANANT G GEETE 
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FOREWORD 

BABUL SUPRIYO 
Union Minister of State 

Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises 
Government of India 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is one of the most talked about 
subjects and is highly relevant in today's scenario. This book on CSR 

by Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) comes at an excellent time 
in the socio-economic journey of India. The country is at a transitional 
phase in many ways as it comes to terms with its place in the world as a 
vibrant young nation with the potential to chart its own path. 

I am pleased to share that by the concerted efforts of Department 
of Public Enterprises (OPE), this book on CSR initiatives taken by 
CPSEs during the last three years has been created. CPSEs have been 
acting as a catalyst for social development by providing diverse 
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services at the grassroot level. 

The book has highlighted the praiseworthy initiatives of CPSEs in 
the field of CSR, which have played a laudable role in the development 
of underprivileged people and underdeveloped regions of the 
country. I am glad that some CPSEs have even contributed towards 
enriching and upholding our art and culture and have restored 
historical monuments in different part of our country. 

Through this book, we celebrate these accomplishments and hope 
it inspires many such efforts by all cooperates in times to come. 

BABUL SUPRIVO 
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FOREWORD 

The efforts of Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) in the field 
of corporate social responsibility (CSR) are vital in supporting 

the socio-economic development of India. CPS Es have taken a lead 
in this field and helped the country to take great strides in promoting 
the flagship schemes of the Govt, which aim at empowering the 
disadvantaged sections of the society. The key focus areas of CSR 
include Swachh Bharat Mission, rural development, education, 
healthcare, women's empowerment and skill development. 

I extend my heartfelt gratitude to Airports Authority of India 
(AAl), who cofloboroted with OPE in bringing out this book titled 
'Building o New Indio'. The book highlights some of the mojor CSR 
case studies and best practices of CPSEs. ft also showcases the key 
areas of concern. The CSR spends of the CPSEs have grown from 
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Rs 2,450 crore in 2014-15 to Rs 3,336 crore in 2016-17 and it is 
heartening to know that many CPSEs have spent more than 2% of 
their profit before tax (PBTJ on CSR which shows their commitment 
towards improving the life of the underprivileged and marginalized 
section of the society. The book also reveals that most companies 
have addressed concerns such as establishing a dedicated team 
for handling CSR activities, streamlining the process, providing 
training and collaborating with various NGOs and third-party 
entities for the execution and monitoring of their projects. 

I am sure that these efforts of CPSEs will encourage others 
to undertake more CSR initiatives, create awareness among 
different sections of society and motivate people to work towards 
building a new India. 

SEEMA BAHUGUNA 
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"Thousands of candles can be lifted from a 
single candle, and tfe life of the candle 

will not be shortened. 'Happiness 
never decreases by being shared" 

Gautam Buddha 

India made it mandatory for companies 
to undertake CSR activities under 
the Companies Act, 2013. With the 
enactment of the Act, India has become 
the forerunner to mandate spend on 
CSR activities through a statutory 
provision (Section 135). The provision 
postulates that companies exceeding the 
fiscal threshold by a certain amount are 
expected to spend a minimum of 2 per 
cent of their average net profit earned 
during last three consecutive years for 
CSR initiatives. Also, the new Act brings 
more companies into the fold thereby 
increasing the total CSR spend. 

CSR has cemented an aspect of inclusive 
growth in the society. In alignment with 
Schedule VII of the Act, a wide spectrum 
of activities have been listed out under 
CSR programmes in sectors like 
education, health, livelihood creation, 
skill development and empowerment 
of underprivileged sections of society, 
among others. These companies focus 
on holistic development of the villages 

CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 

(CSR BY CPSEs) 
0 ver the years, India as a nation 

has gone through social, economic, 
technological and corporate growth. 
From the corporate perspective, the era 
of industrialisation has given birth to 
entities thatarestill evolving, and thereare 
other undertakings which have acquired 
a strong market position. However, there is 
one factor of commonality binding them 
together- Corporate Social Responsibility, 
often abbreviated as 'CSR' It is a valuable 
way for companies to demonstrate their 
humanity by doing their part for society, 
the environment and their stakeholders. 

The Central Public Sector Enterprises 
(CPSEs) have been traditionally engaged 
in CSR activities voluntarily, until the 
Department of Public Enterprises (DPE), 
under the Ministry of Heavy Industries 
and Public Enterprises, laid down policy 
guidelines on performance parameters 
for these companies. 

In order to streamline the philanthropic 
activities and ensure more accountability 
and transparency, the Government of 
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Swachh Bharat 
Mission 

46% 

Others 
Skill India 10% 

4% ' 
Environment 

6% 

Healthcare 
7% 

Education 
13% 

CPSEs (Figure 1). Among the areas of 
CSR spends, Swachh Bharat Mission 
( 46 per cent), rural development (14 per 
cent), education (13 per cent), healthcare 
and environment remained the preferred 
ones while skill development and sports 
require a further impetus in terms of 
spends(Figure 2). 

The flagship programmes of the 
Government like Make In India, Skill 
India, Digital India, Beti Bachao Beti 
Padhao, Sarva Shikshya Abhyan and 
many others have been integrated in 
true spirit of the CSR initiatives by 
CPSEs. The CSR initiatives by CPSEs 
are building hope about a sustainable 
and comprehensive development of 
society. 

medical and sanitation facilities, build 
schools and houses and help the villages 
become self-reliant. They impart 
vocational and entrepreneurial skills to 
the village population. The companies 
carry out these activities through their 
own trusts and foundations or by 
pooling their resources with another 
company or by collaborating with some 
non-government organisations (NGO). 

The CSR expenditure for the year 2014- 
15 amounted to <2,450 crore while for 
2016-17 it rose to <3,274 crore showing a 
substantial improvement of 15. 6 per cent 
CAGR in the CSR performance of these 
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Grett Visakhapatnam Municipal 
Corporation (GVMC 
Innovative solutions towards sanitation 

are also employed by Central Public 
Sector Enter prises such as mobile toilets 
tn villages to stop open defecation ad 
btldtng separate tolets for women 
living in rural areas. Oil and Natural 
Gas Corporation (0NGO), along withe 
Indian Mountaineering Foundation 
(IMF), has been carrying out cleaning 
campaign in high attitude Himalaya 
areas tehdle Gas Authority of (India) 
Limited (GAIL) is doing the same in 
hard wg-la region 

The emphasis ls not only on 
construction of toilets ad making India 
open defecation free, but importance is 
being given to bring about behavioral 
changes in rural and urban citizens 
The progress made in a short time 
frame is exceptional and raises hope for 
a cleaner and healthier India 

and its rural areas have been part of 
the campaign with the active support 
of Central Puwbie Sector Enterprises 
(CPSEs), As part of the flagship 
programme Sachh Vied yala ya 
Abhlyan' a national drive on 'Clean 
India Clea Schools Central Public 
Sector Enterprises hate made their 
contribution by pro#ding clean ad 
well-maintained toilet facilities. 

Among may potoer generating 
copay National Thermal Power 
Corporation (NTPC) has enabled 
a total of 29,000 toilets in 17 states 
across the country under the 'Sachh 
Vityalagyar scheme, 'Swachha Hi Seta 
ts another campaign which resoled 
to create a clean healthy ad New 
ncdia. Goa Shipyard Limited (0SL 
engaged women in 'Swachhta Hi 
Sewar'campaign in Goar as a part of 
the mtsston, whle Rashtrya Is.pat 
Nigam mdted (RINL) provided big 
dumper bins at various locations of 

clean India would be tfe best tribute India could pay to 
9Mahatma Gandfi on fis 150 6lrf anniversary in 2019. 

rendra 9Modi 

Clean India, healthy India 
TM "Swo,;h/1 BharM Abh/yan" 

(Clean India Campaign), 
launched on 2nt October 2014, the 
I45th brth anniversary of Mahatma 
Gandhi, is the most sign(flcant social 
and reformative campaign launched 
by Prime Minister Narendre Modi. A 
clean India is thought to be the best 
tribute paid to Bapu for his I50th birth 
anniversary celebration in 2019 

The objectives of Swachh Bharat 
Abhtyan include eliminating open 
defecation through the construction of 
household ad community toilets ad 
establishing an accountable mechats 
of monitoring toilet use. The ambitious 
project also ams to chage people's 
perception of ad behaviour towards 
cleanliness. It is also one of the largest 
cleanliness dr toes in the world, tetth a 
toorkforte of three mlion government 
employees who are directly or indirectly 
molted in the programme 
In Indio, over 4,000 cities, tows 
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loner volunteers ea the greet of egarluruu,karate.k as part of cleallies.s 0Milek of ea.galore #Refry ad Petrochelcak Lilted (MR/ad #Ra krl.hue 
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'SWACHH MANGALURU 
ABHIYAN' 

More than 400 drives and the 'Swachh Mangaluru 
Abhiyan' still stands tall! Entering its fourth year, 

the latest phase of 40 weeks Swachh Bharat Shramdan 
programme, under 'Swachh Mangaluru Abhiyan', 
creates awareness among the masses about cleanliness. 
Involving nearly 110 gram panchayats around the city, 
the abhiyan ensures that rural areas are not left out of the 
ambit of the cleanliness mission. 

Cleaning the nation is not a day's job. It demands 
participation from each and every responsible citizen. We 
all should strive to keep our homes, streets, surroundings 
and the city clean, as 'cleanliness is next to godliness'. 
Taking a pledge to keep the city of Mangaluru clean, the 
officials of Mangalore Refinery and Petrochemicals 
Limited (MRPL) and Ramakrishna Math and Mission, 
Mangaluru, Karnataka, actively participated in the 
swachhta activities. The volunteers formed groups and 
took steps to clean streets, bus stands, auto stands and 
other public areas of the city. Youth, adults and senior 
citizens, living in and around the surrounding areas, too 
joined the cleanliness drives. 

In addition to the pledge to clean the city, during 2015-16, 
Mangalore Refinery and Petrochemicals Limited, contributed 
14 lakh towards this cause and during 2016-17, the oil 
refinery, extended a financial support of <50 lakh 
towards 400 drives of the abhiyan. Cleanliness drives 
take place on a daily basis now as part of this initiative. 

Mangalore Refinery and Petrochemicals Limited made a lot 
of effort to ensure that awareness could be created regarding 
cleanliness and the mission. 

Cleanliness drives taken up by Mangalore Refinery and ► 
Petrochemicals Limited (MRPL) at Mangaluru, Karnataka 
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Cleanliness drive at Kamrup district Assam, by 
lndia Oil Corporation Limited's (OCLJ volunteers 
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Swechhta hi ewer'camp@rig of Goar Shipyard Limited (GSL)engorges the local 
of Perren ala.k, South Goa, in city cleanliness riv 
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CLEANLINESS DRIVES  
ENGAGING MASSES 

Ba-1 on the clarion call of Pnrn, Minimr l',armdro Modi,"" 
Gandhi Jayanti, in 204, asking the nation to build a clean India, 

Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) stepped forward to join the 
mission of 'Swachh Bharat Abhyan 

Shipbuilding company, Goa Shipyard Limited (Gs4), has 
delivered on its commitment to make Goa a clean and a model state 
in terms of cleanliness. Started with a Swachhta sha path the 
Stachhta hi sea'campaign, twas executed by three different 
teams in various parts of the port town. Local women from 
Pernem Taluka, South Goa, joined hands to make their city 
clean. Garbage disposal vans were also donated by Go 
Shipyard Limited 

Sports icons such as ohit Sharma and Cheteshear Para actively 
took part in the cleanliness initiatives of Indian oil Corporation 
Limited (0ct) The oll and gas company, initiated the campaign, in 
various locations across the country The corporation's employees, 
at amrup district, Assam, voluntarily took steps to clean the 
surrounding market area. Regular inspection of toilets at fuel 
stations too became part of the drive 

The employees of Power Grid Corporation of India 
(POWERGRID), on the other hand, contributed about 60,000 
ma-hours, during February-Jue2o16 towards the abhiya. The 
employees reached out to the local communities for cleaning of schools, 
hospitals, roads, ponds and other public areas near establishments of 
Poter Grid Corporation of India across the country 

Such drives are a wonderful opportunity for people's participation. 
They are, indeed, ma/or avenues to raise awareness on the importance 
of cleanliness in one's neighbour hood through motivational talks, 
nukkad nataks, awareness campaigns etc 

◄ H:h¾;Rlo'\..,oo\.J41>7"-G,ldCr; o:r ,�- 
090ERG4p)employees toward each.h Bharat Ab.hyen' in 
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As part of Swachh Vidyalerya Ab.hi/yea, National Aluin.lm Copy (NALCO) 
constructed toilets at An@gut, 0dis.ha .... 
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'SWACHH VIDYALAYA 
ABHIYAN' 
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Bharat Electronics Limited's (BEL) initiative in setting up toilets in ► 
Azhividaithangi, Tamil Nadu, sensitised girls, about the health 

hazards of open defecation 

The Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government 
of India, launched 'Swachh Vidyalaya Abhiyan' in 2014 

to ensure that all schools in India have access to separate 
functional toilets for boys and girls. Partnering the government's 
initiative, Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs), took several 
initiatives towards promotion of appropriate hygienic practices in 
schools and among children. 

Central Railside Warehouse Company (CRWC) has taken it 
as its duty to be a catalyst to this change and has tried to ensure a 
sustainable approach towards carrying out the 'Swachh Vidyalaya 
Abhiyan'. Suitable infrastructure was founded to address the 
problems of open defecation, urination etc. by construction of 
separate urinals with wash facility for girls in the government 
schools of Haryana. National Aluminium Company Limited 
(NALCO) constructed toilets in schools in Angul and Koraput 
districts of Odisha and Visakhapatnam district of Andhra 
Pradesh. Schools in remote locations were supported with ready 
made toilets. 
About 1,000 toilets for boys and girls, in government schools, 

in seven states across India (Andhra Pradesh, Haryana, 
Maharashtm, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Uttarakhand and Uttar 
Pradesh), were built by Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL). The 
provision of water, sanitation and hygiene facilities, made 
through construction of separate toilets for girls in government 
schools at Azhividaithangi, Tamil Nadu,fosters a healthy school 
environment and protects children from illness. 

'Swachh Vidyalaya Abhiyan' is playing an active role in providing 
hygienic sanitation facilities to children in schools. It has already 
brought about significant improvement in the attendance of girl 
students in schools and directly benefitted lakhs of students across 
the country. 
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A CLEANING EXPEDIioN I0 /7% 
CHANDRA VALLEY e e 

BARA SHIGRI REGION, H.P. 
l st zt 

· bpons@rd By: 
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation 

Indian Mountain~sing Foundation 
4% 

# 
Cleaning expedition to Chandra Valley and Bara Shigri Region, Himachal Pradesh, by Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) and Indian Mountaineering Foundation (IMF) 

Waste disposal bins placed as part of cleanliness drive, at Khardung-La in Ladakh, Jammu and Kashmir, by Gas Authority of India Limited (GAIL) 
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CLEANLINESS DRIVES IN HILL REGIONS 

T It• prlstlnt bto ury of /ti/ls Is averyenriching 
ad pleasurable experience, which needs to 

be preserved, so that it can be appreciated by our 
future generations. From launching cleaning 
expeditions to creating public conveniences 
and setting up specialised medical facilities in 
the htls, otl and gas companies are helping in 
preserving the pristine Himalayan beauty 

Conscious of the sensitivity associated with 
natural habitats and ecoo-systems, Oas Authority 
of India Limited (GAIL), supported the Clea 
Himalaya'expedition, by reaching K hared,g- 

a Top, at 18,380 feet. Gas Authority of die 
Amited, supported, the world's highest 
motorable path in the Ladakh region of 
Jam ad Kashumr, by installing waste 
disposal bins, across the are6. 

On the other had, Oil and Natura Gears 
Corporation Limited (0NG€), partnered 
with Indian Mountaineering Found at to 
(IMF), to reach upper Himalayans, where 
no cleaning initiative had been taken. The 
Journey to cleanliness started at Tomoriri Lake 
and went across Bara Shigri Glacier through 

upper Kao Himalayas and further went 
to the south-west of Nanda Devi and finally 
concluded at Tapovan. A team of young men, 
brought back garbage along with them, for 
proper disposal, from all the camps along the 
summit route 

The main objective of these projects was 
to remove the hazardous waste generated 
by tourists ad create awareness among the 
mountaineers ad local inhabitants abot the 
importance of keeping the environment clean 

As art of th clee drive programme, Ga Authority of lndia Lilted (GAAL)reach harding-la inLadakh, Jen ad Ka.hum.lr .... 

54 RCC 

AL ALL WEATHER ROAD IN THE WORLD 
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Under wechh Bharat Abh/yea, National Thermal Power Corporation (NT9¢ Satluj lea Viyut Nigeam Limited(gs/yN built toilets in difficult terrains of 
constructed separate toilets for women in Utter Pradesh Uttar#as.hi U/ftarakhand 



MAKING INDIA 
OPEN DEFECATION FREE 

Imm,dwtt/:, aft,r PM Mod, took up a broom ar,d ,wrt<d c/mn/ng 
the city on the birth anniversary of Mahatama Gandhi in 2015, 

celebrities didn't take long to join the mission to achieve an Open 
Defecation Free (0DP) India by 2 October 2019. While some of the 
celebrities were seen supporting the cause by picking a broom, Akshay 
Kumar's satirical comedy film Toilet Ek Prem Katha' did it in style 
to support the Abhyian 

However, it is not only the film and celebrities giving the push to 
Swachh Bharat, the massive Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR 
initiatives of Central Public Sector Enterprises (PSEe) have gone 
mostly into construction of toilets. National Thermal Porer 
Corporation (NTPC) allotted a substantial 28 crore for 
construction of toilets, The major challenge at hand was the vast 
geographical spread, with toilets located about 20 km away 
from its locations, With strata ranging from rocky to sandy and 
terrain posing difficulty in supply of relevant construction material, 
transportation of toilets was accomplished by head load in some cases 
and through river in many others. 

Satluj Jal Vi@dyat Nigam Limited (SVN) to encountered host 
of challenges related to land issues and construction being 
affected in dtfteult terrain of Uttarkashut, Uttarakhand. Frequent 
landslides obstructed transportation of material and hampered the 
progress. Adverse weather condition posed a challenge for toilet 
foundation too, when Tehri Hydro Development Corporation 
(THDO), took steps to construct the same at Deen Gaon, Tehri, 
Uttara#hand. 

In spite of the countless challenges, the Central Publie Sector 
Enterprises, because of thetr dedication and efforts, were successful 
in overcoming them and constructing tollets n the remotest locations 
across the country 

◄ T•ltrlH)'<lt� 0,,.,,,1 ,...,tCo,po,•tlon Um/ttd /THOCJ !00,\- st,rp,ln 
constructing toilets in Deen Gron, ehr Utterakhand 
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ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY - 
'ECO TOILETS' 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi's ambitious project 'Swachh 

Bharat Abhiyan' not only endeavours to solve the problem of open 
defecation but also works towards building affordable, sustainable and 
environment friendly toilets across the nation. especially in areas which 
are remote and poorly connected with transportation infrastructure. 

The most 'appropriate' technology for rural areas, in terms 
of cost, sustainability and reuse, the twin-pit model has been 
adopted. This is the predominant model in rural India and is effective 
in most contexts. Emptying one (while it is closed) of the two toilet pits by 
the householder himself is also a simple, safe and environment friendly 
task, with the organic compost that is generated ideal for agricultural 
purposes. 

Over the halfway mark into the implementation of the Swachh 
Bharat Abhiyan, Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) have been 
playing an increasingly pivotal role in accelerating progress. National 
Buildings Construction Corporation Limited (NBCC) has come 
up with creative solutions for the problem of open defecation. It 
has installed mobile toilets in Kolkata, West Bengal. As part of 
'Swachh Vidyalaya Abhiyan', National Fertilizers Limited (NFL), 
has built eco-friendly bio-toilets in government schools of Panipat, 
Haryana. 

Spreading awareness about separate toilets for males and females, 
Metallurgical and Engineering Consultants (India) Limited 
(MECON) installed pre-fabricated bio-toilets in MHRD schools of Ranchi, 
Khunti, Deoghar and Hazaribagh. The engineering consultancy 
company has installed pre-fabricated bio-toilet at UPG Primary 
School, in Patra Tali village, Lohardaga district of Jharkhand. 

These initiatives, undertaken by several Central Public Sector 
Enterprises, are helping in building greater momentum/or the 'Swachh 
Bharat Abhiyan'. 

As part of 'Swachh Vidyalaya Abhiyan; National Fertilizers ► 
Limited (NFL} constructs eco-friendly bio-toilets in government 

schools of Panipat, Haryana 

23 
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get Vi«akcha' cleanliness initiative by Rashtriya 1 

ya«a Limited (RNL) in Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pr""" .. �, 

A ~,, «a waste managment system by Balmer Lawrie and company (BL at victoria Memorial, Kolkata, e""""" 
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WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

W""" 1!111""6"/!ltnJ " an /nUgro/ f)tlr/ 
of the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan' In an 

ambitious move to make India free from waste, 
the goterent latched a massive ta$e 
management campaign and a nation-wide 
guideline for following a 2-bin system - a 
green bin for biodegradable wet waste and 
a blue one for dry or no.biodegradable 
waste in 44,000 cities across the country 
eh this ripe, citizens are taught about the 
importance of waste segregation at soree 
which has been made compulsory under the 
Solid Waste Management Rules 2016. In order to 
achieve the target of Swachh Bharat Abhiya 

Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSE's) have 
implemented various waste management 
sys4ems, 

Under the Swachh Bharat Abhdyan, 
e heritage moment in olkate, Wes 
Bengal .e, Victoria Memorial, was taken 
up by Balmer Lawrie and Company, for 
installation of composting nit to convert 
0gqie waste into more for re.e in the 
garden. The company also distributed waste 
bins to schools, held rallies, quizzes and essay 
competitions to build awareness. 

Housing and Urban Development 
Corporation (IUDCO) has extended financial 

assistance for the proposals of solid waste 
management to various municipalities, local 
bodies and government agencies in par ious 
sates. It has set up garbage pickup vans for 
waste management in Guwahti, Asa. 

Towards making Visakhaptnas eleas, 
Swachh Visakhar', e project of providing 
30 big dumper bins t various locations of 
Greater Visakha Municipal Corporation 
(GVMC), was taken up by Rashtriya Ispat 
Nigam Limited (RNL), to address the 
infrastructure needs of waste management 
and improving the sanitation in the city of 
Visakhapatnar, Andhra Pradesh 

Garbage pickup vars for waste management at Grwahart Assam, provided by lousing and Urbas Development Corporation (400CO 
w 

4t 
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A life of joy and happiness is possible only on tfe 
basis of Knowledge and science. 

Dr Sarvepalli Radlakrisfnan 

Marching India, from literacy 
to education 

Tlw 1/U>rncy pn,srnmm, in India 
has been a success story% then seen 

through the lens of enrolment in primary 
schools. Almost all children, who need to 
be there in primary schools are getting 
there. But the country still has to go 
long tty to keep its students in schools 
The quality of education and the strength 
of students in schools go hand in hand 
Efforts aiming to increase the quality wtll 
result in students staying in school. Our 
efforts now need to focus on keeping these 
students in school. Many studies/surveys 
have been undertaken to gain perspective 
on the same and it twas observed that the 
dropout ratio, especially among girls, 
heeds to be improved. 

More importantly, literacy doesn't 
always mean education. While India's 
literacy gains in quantitative terms seer 
mpressloe, much needs to be done on the 
frontof improving thequalltyof education, 
Having worked in the interiors ad cul de 
sacs of a mind-bogglingly diverse India, 
Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPS.E's) 

have grasped the gaps in the educational 
system, and have gone about solving pieces 
of this jig aw pzle. For one, when some 
of them realised that lack of toilets 
and long-distance walks are ttwo main 
reasons why drop-out rates of girls shoot 
ap after primary schools, particularly in 
tllages, Airports Authority of India 
(AAD) vowed to build girls toilets 
across the country, an ester 
Coalfields Limited (we), National 
Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC), 
Mineral Exploration Corporation 
Limited (ME€L) gave out cycles to 
teenage girls. 

When some of the Centre Public 
Sector Enterprises realised the quality of 
education, they chipped in to make learning 
fun ad expose them to computer educations 
through smart-classes. oil tdia Limited 
(0IL created mobile vans to cover 
more kids under its Project Dikhya' 
National Hydro Power Cor poration 
(NHPO) has created such classroom in 
upper reaches of Himalayas. Some have 

doled out scientific tools to stimulate 
learning other have given out classroom 
aids- computers, projectors, sports articles, 
shoes. At places, public sector enterprises 
have distributed lakhs of black-boareds, 
notebooks, pens, desks and benches ad 
erected buddings to serve as classrooms 
Some like Gas Authority of India 
Limited (GAIL), are selecting brightest 
minds from economically disadvantaged 
sections, intensely mentoring them to help 
them crack the most competitive of 
exams such as Is. Consequent by they 
are butlding role models for this country 

Another notable contribution has been 
Project Ujfwal' from Gas Authority 
of India Limited which has upgraded 
infrastructure in various schools of 
several parts of India. Whle a fully 
educated and empowered India may 
still be miles away, these strides taken 
by Central Pubtie Sector Enterprises are 
covering a long distance in the direction 
of that destination 
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Girls march forward spreading awareness about female 
education, an initiative by Airports Authority of india AA) in 
'ihangarh, Aimer district, ajasthan 
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geiBachao Seti Padhare' campaign by 'elri yr Development 
Corporation (4Din is.hikes.h, Uftarakhan 



'BETI BACHAO, BETI PADHAO' 
Rllk/ya Kl>aWn lloun'I dropped out of tcAool 

like her sister But like may fellow students, 
she skips her breakfast to escape using the uncle 
toilet in school, More than three fourth of schools 
in India are government-run but half of them do 
not have separate totlets for girls 

Of the total number of girls who drop-out of 
schools by class X, may cite 'lack of toilet as 
a reason. An initiative by Ahr ports Authority 
of India (AAD is solving this problem through 
Sue&chuh Vie yala ya Campaign The campaign 
ls committed to blading to#lets in 76 schools 
in 37 districts across India ad maintaining 

them for two years. The engineers of Airports 
Authority of India are at work in six locations 
Rakot, Tirupati, Ra/ahmundry, Uda pr, Kolk@ta 
and Por badar already Aeteitioally, they have 
butlt a new school bulleting for Dumdum Airport 
Git's High School 

Also contributing to higher education of girls 
ls Tehri Hydro Development Corporation 
(THDC) by butting girls hostels for a 
engineering college it helped establish in 
Uttarakhad for economically marginalised 
sections. The hostel which it has co-funded with 
Rural Electrification Corporation (REC), 

would house 15 girls. In the East, National 
Aluminium Corporation Limited (NALCO) 
has funded education of 65s tribal children of 
orapt at Katinga Institute of Social Sciences 
It has butt over 400 to#lets in schools, surpassing 
its commitment. It has also launched 'NALCO 
ki la@dli, to promote education of meritorious 
girt children who have completed class X In 
most parts, these initiatives are responses to the 
clarion cat! Bet BacharoBetl Padhro, Prime 
Minister Narendra Mod gave in 2015 to save the 
girt child and empower her through education. 

'he smiles of tribal girls of Kalinger institute of Social Sciences (/) Bhubanswer, Odis.ha, are an outcome of quality education by 
National Aluminium Company Limited (ALCO) .... 
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A 
Students in Slvas.agar district, Asa, befitted through Oil 
inia Lilted's (0Mi)mobile cornpter bes 
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Comprehensive audio-visa education encouraged by 0if 
lndia Limited (Oil in Dibrgarh district Asam 



PROJECT 'DIKHYA' 
E � - .,,1,n N,UO,. Man<hla, whffl 

he says that education is the most powerful 
tool with which you can change the world. But 
what if the way it's imparted is not effective 
oil India Limited (0IL) wants to change that 
perception by making learning faun, so that 
students are involved and attentive enough in 
the classes. 

Oil India Limiteds initiative Project 
Dikhya'ls an umbrella of several educational 
programmes, among them most important 
being #ts effort to take computer education to 
rural schools. It manages to do so through state 
of-the-art mobile buses and vans that serve as 
delightfully designed class-rooms equipped with 

laptops, colour fl furniture and large spacious 
glass panes for windows, These travel around 
schools in Dibrugarh, Tinsukia and Siva.sager 
districts of Assam and Arunanchal Pradesh to 
teach computers to students. There are sessions 
on creative studies, environmental science, 
cleanliness and behavioural science and 
mobile library too, The programme has so far 
benefitted 19, 466 students, 

Another interesting programme under Dikhya 
ls called Knowledge-Yan wtth k-Class. Since 
2014, when it was launched Oil India Limited 
has distributed 35@ audio-visual education 
devices called Knowledge-Yan or k-Yan 
all fitted with high-end computer, advanced 

projection system, DD layer and in-bult audio 
system to help students grasp difficult concepts 
Along with students, 600 of teachers, mainly 
from primary schools of rural areas have been 
trained about innovative teaching methods 

Not Just students and teachers, educating 
adults is also a part of project Dikhoya - where 
classes are conducted for semi-literate and 
elderlies - in 30 targeted rural and tea-gardens 
in Assam. In 201-17, 1500 people were 
traimed through the programme. If learning 
can be made so much fun, little change-makers 
of Mandela s dream may be Just a few schooling 
years away 

Oil #ndia Limited' (Oil Project Dlkhyr'bots th confidence of girl students i emote ares of Asam .... 
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A 
Western Coalfields Limited (WL) makes travel to schools easy for 
girl students in Chandrapur, Maharashtra 

A 
Mineral Exploration Corporation Limited (MECL) distributes cycles to girl students 
at Raniganj, Jharkhand 



THE RIDE OF FREEDOM 

Bl'IIVIII&" /IK St:OrChlllil wn qf Ml:)\ ,. vr,,;p Qf girl• 
demanded that their village school in Rag@rh of 

Haryana be upgraded to offer classes till standard XII Om the 
other hand. many girls, once in adolesoenoe, silently drop out 

Ome of the major education challenges India faces is to 
keep its girls, particularly in villages studying after primary 
schooling. I is at this sage that enrollments in schools pluge 
sharply and drop-outs soar As collated by the National 
Institute of Educational Planing and Administration 
(NIE.PA), ministry of human resource and development, the 
net enrollment ratio for girt children dip from 88.7 per cent 
at primary to 51.93 per cent at secondary and further to 32.6 
per cent at higher secondary levels. Roughly oe in every fie 
girts enrolled in schools drops out after class VIII. Parents 
cosider sending girls eight nine kilometers walking both 
physically draining ad unsafe. May of those who walk it 
end upmissing the first period, complain teachers. 

while it may take time and resources to build more schools 
some Central Public Sector Enterprises(CPSEs)have responded 
brygiving cycles to teenage girls, to retain them in schools. 
Western Coalfields Limited (WCL) has distributed 55.3 
cycles to school-going girls in Chandra pr district of 
Maharastra, allowing them a mew lease of freedom. Gas 
Authority of India Limited (GAIL) has given out over 
16 cycles to girls in government schools of Telangena 
and Asam. In a similar initiative, Mineral Exploration 
Corporation Limited (MECL) has distributed cycles to 
underprivileged girls in the mining areas of hark had, 
Chhatisgarh, Raja.sthan and Madhya Pradesh. 

Such interventions have increased girls enrolment in 
secondary school by 3 per cent in cases, a National Bureau 
of Economic Research study estimated. Globally, with a 
bicycle, students attendance go p by 28 per cent, and their 
academic performance increases up to 59 per cent, reckons 
World Bicycle Relief 

Cycles by Gas Authority of tndia Limited (GAIL help girts at 
elean9a0a pedal their wary to school 
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A 
Gar Authority of lndia Limited (GAAL) supports education of girt children across the country 

.4wecilied residential FAES coaching to students by Gars Authority of 
indie Limited(Gt/project Utkarsh' in Kanpur, Utter Pradesh 



PROJECT 'UJJWAL AND UTKARSH' 
0� hu/Wrod l)l'Olllh/111/ brt,h< Sludomls from 

the economically disadvantaged section 
are selected on merit to be trained for India's 
best engineering colleges including IIT. These 
meritorious students are given a at±expense 
paid, specialised residential coaching along with 
an intensive coaching so that they can give their 
best shot in the hyper-competitive engineering 
entrance examinations, where they wotut compete 
with lakhs of other students. 

Oler 9 hoe male it, no mean achievement give 
the obstacles they overcome. In 201617, 96 of them 
had qualified for IT Mains and other exams. 
The year before, 94 had qualified. Little wonder 

then, this initiative of Gers Authority of (die) 
Limited (GAIL named Project 'btkars.he' is 
becoming wildly poplar among aspiring 
engineers in Kapur, Utter Pradesh 

Utkarsh is @ subset of the ambitious Project 
bi/wa! 'that is a umbrella education initiative of 
Gas Authority of Indict, that has touched the lives 
0f 83,000 beneficiaries in 2016-17 aloe, Under 
Uwa, which means towards a bright future', Gas 
Authority of India Limited has set up smart classes 
in schools and junior colleges across Karn.take, 
Tlargana, Uttarakhand, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, 
Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajas.than 
and Gujarat and funded distribution of school 

furniture, teaching aids, computers, protector 
ad water coolers in select govern.met schools of 
Telagaa, Punjab, Harry@ana and Raja.sthan. 
Orissa, it set up a hostel for tribal students so that 
they could study in a safe environment. In Jen.me 
and Kashmir an Asar, it partnered withe 
Nation Foundation for Cotuna! Hermy 
to offer scholarship to 404 children affected by 
violence 

Utkarsh doest Just make engineers out of 
students, it males role models out of them. Fr 
the rest it covers under Uijwa, it sculpts a 
brighter future 

Gar Authority of idle Lilted' (GAAi) ///wl' bots the outreach of education, by revamping s.chef infrastructure, in flag.and .... 
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A 
Girl students enjoy quality education by Hindustan Petroleum Corporation 
Limited (HPCL) in Visakhapatnam 

• . • 
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A 
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCL) brings smiles on the 
faces of girl students in Paderu, Visakhapatnam district, Andhra Pradesh 
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town.hip Schol pvides quality education to children fro village i vicinity f pit and Natural Gas Corporation' (0NGC Community Schol fosters scienfe 
National Thermal Power Corporation's (pJ pr to.jct thinking in students in Sitapur, Utter Pradesh 



SCIENTIFIC LEARNING 
II you ;n,,r tM scltiw classroom of the 

Community School at Sitapur in Uttar 
Pradesh that is set up by oil and Natural 
Gas Corporation (0NGO, don't mistake it 
for a pathological test lab Here, the students 
are not doing medical analysis but are deeply 
engrossed tn investigating a particle under their 
microscope as part of their school curriculum 
This school uses public-private partnership 
model under which Oil and Natural Gas Limited 
funds these classes and its not-for-profit partner, 
a trust operates them 

Such model schools where latest tech g 
aids stimulate minds for scienttfle learning are 

coming in vogue after may Central Puc.bie Sector 
Enterprises (ePSE) have started taking keen interest 
in smart-learning to equip the children for future, 

Smart classrooms have emerged as trendy aids 
which have taken over the boring black and white 
blackboard classrooms in many private run 
schools tn urban India, These audio video tools 
offer interactive learning ways that help students 
imagine, visualize and understand scienttfle 
concepts n a better way 

In 206 17, O and Natural Gas Corporation set up 
may such smart classrooms in schools of National 
Capital Region. It has also helped establish digital 
classrooms in sir schools of Mehsaa in Ouarat 

three government schools of Madore in Rag/ast ha 
anet Kratka in Puuctuucherry 

National Thermal Poer Corporation 
Limited (Npp0), on the other hand, is 
encouraging students to develop a scienttfle 
bent of mind by provt@ding merit scholarships 
and organising annal quiz competitions 
like Me@dha Pratlyogit It takes students of 
schools near ts power -plants to vtst a science 
city, tohile bringing computer education to their 
classrooms. These efforts of Central Public 
Sector Enter prises are preparing young minds 
of [cia to be a part of the rapidly evolving 
technological revolution tn the word today 

Children hoe thlr lee acumen at Oil and Natural Ga Corp.ratio' (0NG Couty Schol in Sitar, Uttar Pre.dee sh .... 
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UPGRADING: CLASSROOM INFRASTRUCTURE 
I""'l/in,asdtroiwlJitouldesk,andbmch,s.,and 

a blackboard. Imagine a student without Dog's 
and note books. These image mary sound too unreal 
but in some far-flung and remote under.nesoroed 
areas of the country, sch reality exists 

Thanks to an initiative of Indian Railway 
Construction Company Limited (ROON) 
children today sit comfortably on benches a 
schools in Ramban ad Reasiof Jam& Kashmir 
lt has also bought hundreds of desks and benches 
for schools in Sivok and Rangpoof Wiest Bengal and 
rural areas of Biha Before that, it wasn't unusual 
to see students perched on floors or at best gno 
sacks in these parts. It has pgraded furniture in 

may others such as Akola in Maharashtra 
Some primary and middle schools in tribal areas 

and countryside still use rote memorization for the 
teat of teaching ids. They can't even afford the 
most basic teaching aid, a black board. Central 
Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) through their 
Corporate Socia Responsibility (CSR) camp0gs 
are changing the teaching learning process in 

many of these government schools across India 
Indian Railway Construction Company Limited 

with its pan India presence and experience of 
working in remotest corners has understood 
the need for classroom infrastructure. It has 
distributed thousands of school bags, note books, 

and geometry bones to facilitate learning Over 
3.200 school-students of Baihal in I&, 
have benefited Also, infrastructure has been 
provided by Gas Authority of India Limited 
(GAIL), to schools in Telangaa. 

National Building Construction Corporation 
(NBOO} on the other hand has tied up with 
Bhubaneshwar Odisha based Kalinga Institute 
of Social Sciences to back meritorious tribal girl 
students by providing financial support in the 
form of hundreds of educational scholarships. 
These class-room aids, fellowships go a long way 
in making the school life fulfilling 

infrastructure upgraded of govern.et school by lie #alley Coutructie Copay Lilted (RCON) at Ako.la, Maharashtra .... 
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Rural Electrification Corporation (REC) motivates children through 
bags distribution in New Delhi 

Group of primary school kids of Silora Village, Ajmer district, Rajasthan, 
feel joyous after being gifted toys by Airports Authority of India (AAIJ 



GIFTS OF 
ENCOURAGEMENT 

E.....-, c/11/d datn>es ¥')O<I «tuoo/1,m, !Mich Is their b<ul< rl,/11� 
This quality education is essential because it will shape the 

chld 'sfuture and will transform them into professionals, researchers, 
professors, decision makers later in tfe. A child who grows up in 
rural community may not be able to see the rest of the world, but if 
given the motivation to attend school, exposure to books by creating 
libraries, ad other required basics, s/he could be kept well informed 
about the society 

At Rural Electrification Corporation (REC), the belief is to 
work towards real development which comes not Just by ig h ting 
the houses through electricity, but also by illuminating the minds of 
children through education. Libraries, which become the eentra 
meeting point for communities, hate been set p for promoting 
literacy and educatioat aces. This initiative has benefited 
may children from under pr wlegend families with high illiteracy 
rates, which hat little or no access to libraries. Teaching and learning 
tools for English and Mathematics are provided to children aiming 
at improving their learning levels. An educational programme for 
school children executed in New Delhi, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar 
Pradesh improves their access, retention and learning outcomes 
Amenities like computes, uniforms, bags, he been funded 
with the goal of enabling them to lead lives of dignity and 
improve the quality of education for thens. 

Airports Authority of India (AAI) considers it important to 
bring smiles on the faces of the children. The children studying 
at primary school in Silora tillage, Rajas.than, are motivated 
through distribution of toys, playing material, spray guns at 
Holi among others. This aets as a motivator for children 

With Central Public Sector Enterprises (PSE) stepping ahead in 

leaps and bounds, they are not fast helping children purse education 
but also create happiness through their efforts. 

Rural Electrification Corporartloin (REC improves learing. 
outcome in ch#le in#Madhya roes.h 
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A 
h school at Ballupet #armataka, got a infrastructure 
pgrade from Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) 

A 
Students of9 igh Schol at Ga/uwaka, Vi.akh.carte.a, befitted with facilities like mo 
classrooms, hygienic tollets etc provided by Reas.htr/ya lat Niga Lilted (RNL/ under Vi 
Vik initiative 
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LOWER SUBANSIRI DISTRICT, ARUNACHAL PRADESH 
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II cool</ l>t � "'4S>1<, I.Jul """1t /II, <l<wroom <n I/ii, 
school in Leh, students chick away to a different world They 

are getting ready for their future, in their digital classrooms 
at the higher secondary school. It is National Hydro Power 
Corporation (NP€}, which has equipped this room with 
computer systems. Athas given away such gadgets, green boards 
sports articles to schools across the country I south, Bharat 
Electronics Limited (BEL) has equipped schools with dig tta 
libraries at Batupet, armatak 

Where the needs were more basic, its approach was different.For 
instance, Vivekananda Kendra Vidyaloya in the Dollugmmukh 
area of Arunocha Pradesh. They didn't even have a building to 
hold classes. National Hydro Power Corporation changed th 
and helped them erect an infrastructure that has benefited 
$000 people. Bharat Electronics Limited constructed me 
buildings at Government primary School at Ball pet of 
Karataka an Peechkula of Haryand. 

Rastriya spat Nigam Limited (RINL) is bridging the 
infrastructure gap in the government Schools by its initiative 
Vidya Vikas It has ensured five additional class rooms 
with furniture to P High School of Gajuuwaka in 
Visakhapatnam district. These facilities have benefitted 1500 
children. Additionally 1800 tables ad chairs have been provided 
to schools including 6ashram schools in tribal areas 

In a country where tilt 205 only S8' per cent of all road connected 
schools had buildings, only 5T per cent had a drinking waler 
facility, 5 per cent had toilets and 16 per cent had a compute, 
these Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPS) are paving the 
road to future by investing in physical and digital infrastructure 
for schools 

FUTURE READY 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS 
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efout fealtf life is not ife; it is only a state of languor 
and suffering - an image of deatf 

Gautama Buddha 

- 

• - 

India llas altafned .<(gnVJ<Mt i>Mllll 
related milestones tn last too decades 

The country has largely conquered 
Leprosy, was declared Polio_free in 2014 
and has almost halved new HIW infections 
between 2000 ad 20I7 

Still, access to healthcare services  
both primary and advanced, rem@in 
an overwhelming challenge, It rerains 
a bigger challenge for the poor and the 
rural population. About 80 per cent of 
doctors, 60 per cent of hospitals and 75 
per cent of pharmacies are concentrated 
in urban areas 

Healthcare For All is an important 
objective, given the cha lenges mentioned 
above. Private healthcare has seen 
exponential growth in last two decades, 
but still a lot of improvement is possible, 

It is in this complex oonext that Central 

Public Sector Enterprises (CPS.E's) have 
tried to pick some unresolved pieces of 
healthcare and invested their energies 
and resouroes to make a dierenoe. Many 
of them, have funded mobile medical vans 
that travel regularly to the remote regions 
in rural areas and slums tn urban areas 
to offer primary healthcare services oh.le 
some others host health check caps and 
focus on detecting disease eat Projects 
of Oil India Limited (OIL). Rashtrbye 
lspat Nigm Limited (RIN1), 
Engineers India Limited (EIL) and 
National Thermal Power Corporation 
(NTpey have made significant and 
steady progress on healthcare models of 
this kind, benefittig lakhs of patients 
between the 

Some others like Container 
Corporation of India Limited 

(0ONOOR) focus on distributing 
free medicines and assist/ve 
devices, sch as artfielat Limbs 
and spectacles. Berefuting 3 takh 
beneficiaries, National Hydroelectrie 
Power Corporation (NHP€) project 
panda', deploys medical units 
in several districts of Assam. Cochin 
Shipyard Limited (CSL) has designed 
a marine ambulance to save lives, when 
the waters turn rough. An Indian oil 
Corporation Limited (0CL flace 
surgeries that are the most prohibitive 
component of healthcare in terms of cost 
India's healthcare picture cannot chage 
overnight but these CPSEs, together have 
brought health ad happiness to mlions 
of people. The concerted efforts of the 
CPSEs is ensuring that India attains the 
mission of Quality Healthcare For AAl 

47 

'Healthcare, grasping the story 
beyond numbers 



Villagers of pibrugerh, Assam, undergo health check ups under Project 
Sparsh, supported by Oil India Limited (0ll pibwugerh, As.arr 



PROJECT 'SPARSHA 
W"""" drof)td fn oolourj)JI soro.,gs, /w/d/1111 

umbrellas queue up before an elongated 
rectangle thatched htmet with elevated floors 
that is surrounded by lush green fields and 
swaying banana leaves. A4 may on the first sight be 
mistaken for rural tourism but tide the htment, 
in this village in Assam, a doctor is pumping a BP 
machine, to check the vital parameters of an elderly 
naive woman. Many others sit on the floor, watch 
the proceedings, bt what they are really waiting 

for is their turn for a redicat check-up 
What'sgoing on inside is Project Spars.ha', Oil 

India Limited 's(OIL initiative to take primary 
healthcare to remote regions in Dibruugarhe, 
Tinsuki and Charaideo districts f Assam ad 
Miao and Manab.hum of Arucha Pradesh, 
where access to any kind of healthcare is a challenge 
These 'mobile dispensary services' by Oil India 
Limited, have in the last 3 years, (from 201415 to 
201617) coducted around 3,860 camps screening 
well over fie and half lakh patients. A total of 
approx 1.5 lakh villagers have benefitted from 
Project Sparsha. The first such mobile dispensary 
was organised by Oil India Limited in 1980s, but with 
Spars.ha, the programme has gqrmered momentum 
in last few ears 

Such initiatives by Central Public Sector 
Enterprises (0PSEs) are major steps to ensure that 
the mission of 'Healthcare For Al!' is achieved in 

our country 

1.5 lakh villagers benefited from Oil todia Limited'l (0project Spars.ha, a mobile healthcare service,in 
pibwugerh, As.arr 
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.-Methrajyothi, er welf equipped mobile eye care van, run by Rashtriya #spat 
Nigum Limited (Ng meets cataract and surgery requirements of villagers 
residing in Visakhapartnan, Ad'he Pradesh • 
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MOBILE MEDICAL VANS 
r. pth/Jk cannol walk !he /on8 milts ,o lw/111 

service providers for diagnosis, healthcare must 
walk into their neighborhoods. This was the lelee 
behind mobile medical vans, which now diagnose 
a rage of disorders from eye related ailments to 
caoer across the country - for urban slams of 
Delhi to remote villages in Adhra Pradesh ad 
Telegaa. Many of these initiatives are funded 
by the Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPS.E's) 
such as Rashtriva spat Nlgam Limited (RINLJ 
Engineers India Limited (EIL) ant National 
Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) The steel 
making company Ras.htr iya spat Nlgam Limited, 
for instance tied up with Visakha Ee Hospital Truest, 
to operate mobile eye elides. These mob~le chinos 
travel into remote villages around Visakhapata, 
Andhra Pradesh, such as Agaa.mp04d ad 

Pedagooyada to diagnose and treat a rage of eye 
aments such as cataract, diabetic retinopathy 
glaucoma, corneal blindness, some of these could be 
potentially binding tf left untreated 

The project, in 204 set a goal for conducting 
000 cataract operations in floe years. In 20I6 
l7 alone, Nethrapyothi had set eye camps n 
240 villages, ad carried out over 900 cataract 
surgeries. Rashtrtya lspat Nlgam LAmted's firs 
mobile clinic initiative, launched in po, had 
aimed to detect acer through mob4le pas 

under a project named San/eevan' 
Asimilar initiative of Engineers India Limited 

that screened for cancer in Delhi was called A.she 
Kira ad was launched in 2o12 A state of the 
art mobile medical untt, equipped with country's 
flrst tele-radiology ser vioe on a moving platform, 

this van went into service a.rotund September 
2014. By the end of the first financial year it had 
screened 3,610 people. Despite its large size, it 
travelled through the urban slums, and pared 
itself near A (Jhuggt-Jhopro colonies, ad 
many of those screened for cancer ha led from 
economically disadvantaged sections 

Covering a much wider geographical expanse 
is another initiative by National Thermal 
Poer Corporation. Manned by a doctor, nurse, 
pharmacist among others, its self suffeien 
network of mobile health clinics have already 
covered 80 villages, taking healthcare to the 
doorsteps of about 50, 000 people, in Kor be, 
Chhattisgarh. These are several innovative 
solutions that are being delivered by Central 
Public Sector Enterprises 

Engineers Andie Limited's (Eli Aha Kira' acer detection mobile medical van, equipped with-rery and mammography machine, in New De¥ ... 
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PROJECT 'SPANDAN' 
Ac/alh lx,nn,r of National 11:,dr-oel«rrlc Po,,,u 

Corporation (NHPOis tied to a bamboo structure 
made for drying clothes on one side, and a palm tree 
on the other. A doctor sits on a table-chair under the 
shade of a tree, checking patients with diligence. The 
set-up may be make-shift but the intention behind 
is rock-sold. This is a still from project Spanda' of 
National Hydroelectrie Porer Corporation, that 
takes healthcare services to rural Assam. Each such 
mobile medical unit of Project Spandan is manned 
by a doctor, a nurse and supporting paramedics. It ls 
well stocked wth generic medicines, basic diagnostic 
equipments, first aid materials and other necessary 
medical gadgets 

Launched two years back, in Dhema district of 
Assam on 25 February 2016 the project reaches out to 
floe villages in the state through 2o of its mobile vans. 
The idea ts to take primary healthcare to remote areas 
in districts of Dheal, Lakhimpr, Sonitpur, Ma/ul 
and Bistwanath where the population has little or no 
access to such basic health amenities. Whet the project 
does ls to diagnose and treat common ailments a/ic ting 
infants, mothers, school going children and elderly 
Besides, the programme also tagets a few diseases 
endemic to the region and other common health ssues 
such as addictions that render the population of the 
area unproductive. Natoma! Hydroelectrie Power 
Corporation has partnered with Piramal Swasthya 
Management ad Research Institute, to implement 
this programme. In a short span of two years since 
inception, Project Spanda has already covered 
over 3 lakh beneficiaries, which is a remarkable 
achievement 

Sanden, a healthcare outreach programme implemented. 
by National Hydroelectric Poer Corporation (0 
deploys mobile medical units i Au itict Ass.cm 
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Cochin Shipyard Limited (CSL)extends healthcare spport to the villagers of West Cochin area, Ermakula district Kerale 



MARINE AMBULANCE SERVICE 
In 11,,,,.,,,,.,,,,,, of //015, o �y,cr-<>idflsh,rm,,n 

collapsed and fell unconscious into the Arabian 
sea on the coast of erala where he twas fishing 
in deep sea for tipelt/hood. By the time, floe other 
co-fisher men took him to the district hospital An 
Ayikhara, he was no more. Sutch in/wries happen 
more frequently during monsoon, as the sea turns 
rough, overturning boats thus increases chances 
of boat accidents 

This is the kind of situation Cochin Shipyard 
Limited (CSL) wanted to avert, by nudging 

its technical division to design a marine 
ambulance that could provide emergency 
medical aid to fisher men at sea, a long-standing 
demand of the local fishermen community They 
have partnered with other stakeholders such as 
ndla Navy, Ker@la Ports, India Coast Guard 
among others. 

Such a Speed Boat ICU Ambulance also benefits 
the islanders of scattered islands at West Cochin 
area, Ernaklam district, Kerala, which are not 
connected by roads to reach hospitals quickly in 

cases of emergencies. The marine ambulance ls 
fitted with lifesaving ad medical equipments 
along with navigational, communication and 
firefighting machinery 

This initiative by Cochin Shipyard Limited is 
a stellar example of an initiative taken up by a 
Central Puublie Sector Enterprise (CPSE) which 
has, in an innovative way, delivered a relevant 
solution to a challenge for the people of West 
Cochin, 

Marine ambulance service for the islanders of#est Cochin area Ernokuar district #erol promotes 
preventive healthcare measures taken by Cochin Shipyard Llrit (st 
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Villagers of Salemabad get medicine assistance by National Small 
Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC) in Ajmer, Rajasthan 
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Rural population at Nalgonda district, Telangana, benefitted with medical 
assistance offered by Electronics Corporation of India Limited (ECIL) ..... 
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HEALTH CHECK-UP CAMPS 
H,,.u,,g /ffflfflll Ma/th mmµ acrau slln to ..,....,, for diseases 

among economically disadvantaged grotips may be a frequently 
preferred path to corporate social responsibility but some initiatives from 
Centre Public Sector Enterprises (PSE) tend to be more specific and 
specialised. For instance, one CSE focuses on a single village. another 
on the health of school children and a third one on under privileged 
population around mines 

Central Ratlside Warehouse Company Limited (CRWO) bcuses on 
turning Lcoxmipura village in Sava Madhopur district of Raja.sthan into 
an ideal one, and improving its health and sanitation levels is right on top 
of its priorities. I works with non government organisation, Sustainable 
Action Towards Human Empowerment (SATHEE to renovate tollets ad 
water facilities there. The COPSE has named this initiative as 'Adears.he 
Gram Proleet The free pills distributed help cut medical bull of 
thousands of people in need. This is on top of the regular health camps it 
hosts and free medicines are distributed to those who attend the caps 

India Railway Construction Company Limited (ROON on the 
other had whle organising such health camps in New beth focuses on 
schools around ralway colonies and areas where it is operating projects 
Some of these camps, particularly arotund schools are for preventive 
healthcare check-ups and some others offer primary healthcare services 
and also had out free-medicines. Some of its camps in A& and West 
Bengal are meant to create health awareness. Ore programme of Indian 
Railway Construction Company Limited supported 3 specially 
abled people of Jammu with artfietat-timbs, another provided 
ambulances to public hospitals in Bikaer, A/mer of Ra/ast ha 
and Ramban of & 

Similarly Eastern Coatfetds Limited (EL conducts health camps 
in the villages around the mining areas of West Bengal, At has tied 
up with Woeckhere Foundation to offer medical services through mobile 
medical vans tn villages around SP Mimes areas. These customised 
healthcare caps have successfully met the special needs of the 
targeted groups 

◄ c.-R:Mrl1z ...._,,h:: Ce,-,,; UmlMd'>(CIIWCJ '.Adarsl7Gtmr. 
Project' provides medicines to the villagers of Leonipra, Serwel 
Madho.pr district Raja.the 
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Villagers of 83 districts across 17 states benefitted by National Thermal Power 
Corporation's (NTPC) Directly Observed Treatment-cum-Designated Microscopy Centre 
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A 
Indian Oil Corporation Limited's (IOCL) 'Project Muskaan' brings smiles to 
young kids who were assisted with cleft surgeries in Karbi Anglong and Nagaon 
districts of Assam 
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SURGICAL SERVICES 
It had been eight years since her birth and 

the beautiful Assamese girl hadn't smiled 
once without shame. And then one day, she 
did and gave her parents a priceless gift. She 
in turn had been gifted this smile by Indian 
oil corporation Limited's (ocL) project 
Maskaan' that helps fund surgeries for cleft 
lip and palate correction. 

Every year, it is estimated that about 35,000 babies 
are born with cleft lips or palates in India. That 
leaves the total number of untreated clefts at 
whopping IO lakh cases. Most parents, particularly 
from remote regions are not aware that a cleft 
can be fully corrected. Those who do are unable 

to afford the surgery. This is the challenge IOCL 
undertook, promising to bring back smiles on 
hundreds of faces. It chose North-East because of 
their operational presence, and in 2015-16 alone 
funded corrective surgeries for 204 cases, of 
which 90 were girls. 

Surgeries are the last resort and one of the 
most expensive bits in the spectrum of healthcare 
services. But CPSEs have decided to shoulder 
this burden and included such programmes in 
their corporate social responsibility. Eastern 
Coalfields Limited (ECL), for instance, has 
partnered with Piramal Swasthya to provide 
surgical assistance to villagers in Netaji Eye 

Hospital, Purulia district, West Bengal, 
mostly mining areas it has presence in. 

National Thermal Power Corporation 
Limited (NTPC), operates mobile operating 
units near few of its projects. However its flagship 
TB treatment project helps rural population in 83 
districts across 17states. Tit date, 13,840 patients 
have registered for treatment, 2,268 patients 
have started treatment and 1745 patients have 
completed treatment. Surgical and non-surgical 
interventions of public sector enterprises have 
helped under-privileged in marginalised areas 
afford a smile and healthy life. 

Eastern Coalfields Limited (ECL) along with Pamal Swasthya provide surgical assistance to the villagers at Netaji Eye Hospital, Purulia district, West Bengal ,., 
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I call upon tfe nation to take a pledge to make India the 
sKl Capital of tfe 'world 

arendra 9Modi 

Intl/a /J a parodax. On one hand, it is 
home to millions of unemployed youth 

waiting for the right opportunity and on the 
other, it faces a gaping shortage in skilled 
resources. Employers often struggle to find 
job-ready resources to match various job 
roles. Being one of the youngest countries, 
with half of its population under the 
age of 25 years, it also faces the prospect 
of millions of working-age population 
entering a rapidly growing economy 
But are they being prepared to meet the 
challenges and opportunities, a rapidly 
evolving country presents? 

A NASSOOM survey of 2o1I, reckoned 
that over Z per cent of technical graduates 
in the country, are not job ready This insight 
was supported by finding's of human 
esource consultant Manpower Grotup 
which claimed that 48 per cent of India 
employers report difficulties in filling job 

vacancies due to talent shortage. 
Global economists warn that if Ind id 

doesn't use its 'demographic dividend' it 
may lose the biggest opportunity it has. Tb 
address this challenge, Narendra Modi, 
the Prime Minister of India, launched 
a skill India mission 'aushat Bharat, 
Kshat Bharat' on July 15, 20IS. The 
mission has set an ambitious target 
of training 4 crore people in various 
skills by 2022. Responding to this call 
of the prime minister, the Central Public 
Sector Enterprises(PSEe) are pitching in 
various ways, including Cor porate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) programmes to skill 
the youth of India 

India's natural gas company, Gas 
Authority of India Limited (GAIL), is 
offering rural youth free residential 
coaching for engineering courses 
alongside skilling thousands of young 

men and women through its programme 
Kaushal Similarly, initiatives of Rural 
Electrification Corporation (REC), and 
oil India Limited (0IL) have already 
trained thousands of youth ad found 
them jobs as welders, electricians, 
mqchdndsts ad even software 
programmers 

Some initiatives by South Eastern 
Coalfields Limited (SECLA Rashtrbya 
lspat Nigam Limited (RINL) focus on 
skiting women and others like Oil and 
Natural Gas Corporation Limited 
(0NGC ad Garden Reach Shi pbdlders 
and Engineers Limited (GRSE) focus 
on specially-abled groups. Despite their 
diversity these programmes of the Central 
Public Sector Enterprises, intend to harness 
the untapped potential of India's youth, 
make them self reliant and provide the 
county a productive and skilled workforce 
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A 
omen are gleed at a stitching centre ueder oil tie Limited4 (04J 
project Swablmban, a placement linked gel raining and capacity 
building programme, in Assam 

A 
0if tia Limiteds(0l/ project Swab@lamb.an encourages th 
unemployed youth in Asam, to take up the placement linked gke training 
and capacity building programme 
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On 1M tff,c,a/ FrJabook pag, qf 0,./JJtfil/Jl,.- llAFS 
Institute of Skills (1IS), a picture of a bunch of young 

men in white shirts, black trotters and black ties has been 
posted showing them balancing white bone china plates in both 
their hands. This skill would come handy when these smartly 
dressed boys wold turn professional servers. Looking at their 
hopeful and determined faces in the pictures, it's hard ro gun, I that may of them have dropped out of school, and may more 
belong to economically weaker sections. Their struggle to find 
a job would have probably gone on much longer if they had 
not been found and trained bry Oil India Limited's (0IL 
skilling initiative Swabalamban' which translates to 
erretaee. a aeor e proramme enas o imbibe m lit 
these young Indians. 

Sine 201314, the year when the programme twas 
formally launched, more than 9,000 such yo0mg men ad 
women have been trained in a variety of skills sch as 
housekeeping hospitality and retail management, industrial 
""'in&,]fi,,,lln)' making qnd even as ,l«lrldan,. Olll of th« 

"- 

total trained youth, over 6500 candidates have been placed in 
various industries across the country Most of those who were 
made jobready by the initiative came from states like Assam 
and Rajasthan, where Oil India Limited already had a presence 
through its business operations. That the project is already 
making quiet a difference on ground bry turning young Indians 
sereliant'can be gauged by the fact that 78 per cent of the 
trained youth has already found jobs. With the mushrooming 
numbers, Oil India Limited's placement linked skill training 
and capacity building programme can be dubbed a success 

PROJECT 
'SWABALAMBAN' 

Oil tndia Limited s(Ott.) project Swab@lambent 
placement liked ell teal.lg programme benefits 

ore the 9,0000men ln As. 
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Young men supported by Gr Authority of idle Lilted (GA)4earn th art of 
manufacturing plastic product in 4co Uta re.des.h 

A 
tuderts get hand-on trailing et Gar 
Authority of lndia Lilted s (Glt) Sklf 
fallg latitute le Negara village £et 
Godeveri ditlet Adle Pradesh 
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PROJECT 
'KAUSHAL' 

Maddala Sa<ya Kiron and Kunapareddy Lakshmaa 
Sarisaikumar, two young men hailing from a 

remote village in Andhra Pradesh sound upbeat of their 
employment prospects in near future, his optimism is 
unusual but stems from hawing seen their seniors land 
good jobs' at the 'institute' where they are now being 
trained in the skills of welding and electrical works. 
Among the young men these skill sets are now locally 
being referred to as 'job guaranteed programmes' At 
the other end of the country, in Rajasthan's ota, Pooja 
Mehra, a daughter of a fruit vendor read about a 'skill 
programme' in a newspaper and enrolled herself for it 
online. Having learnt to operate plastic manufacturing 
she is today a breadwinner of her household. Enthusiasm 
is not the only common thread between these two young 
Indians. Both of them have benefited from 'Kaushal 
a skill development initiative of Gas Authority of 
India Limited (GAIL) that is training thousands of 
og Indians in a variety of skill sets helping them 
become job-ready 

In financial year 2o6-17, Gas Authority of India Limited 
has helped over 2.000 young Indians to get trained as skillful 
welders, fitters, electricians, solar technicians, instrument 
technicians, assistant surveyors, assistant masons. Of 
them, some have even mastered software programmes 
such as Auto GAD These training programmes not only 
hone their technical sklls but also give a positive outlook 
to life 

This endeavour of encourage youth makes Gas 
Authority of etia Limited's dream of turning the 
marginalised ' into 'agents of change'a reality 

.4Project ashoat by Gas Authority of india Limited (6At.) 
provides elf training to youth le Guan,ah Pradesh 
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Youth aero Pujab, glven employment-oriented training by Aura 
Electrification Corporation Limited (REC 



SKILLING 
GOING LOCAL 

Acqufrfng t«llnlcal !kl/ls "' met/ aJol)'• demand today ca 
possibly mean distancing young Indiams from thetr local 

milieu and traditional crafts. Central Puublie Sector Enter prises 
(CPSEs) such as Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited 
(BPCL) ad Goa Shipyard Limited (0SL) are tapping into 
local strengths while designing thetr skiting initiatives. 
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Lmtted, for instance #n one 
of its programmes in Uttar Pradesh, trans youth hr wed tng. 
Afer helping them acquire skills, Bharat Petroleum Corporation 
Limited, makes them facially independent, either through 
placements or through helping set up their establishments 

On similar lines, Goa Shipyard Limited is attempting to 
bridge the skill gap among the youth of 6epen, South 
Go, by imparting skills which can male the Job-ready for 
ship blading fabrication and ship repair in particular On one 
had, such initiatives are helping school drop-outs in the state get 
a second chaoe to rebuild their skills ad on the other, it is filing 
the technicians shortage that exists in the ship- building industry 
particularly in areas like 3G welding 
Howeter, some loge scale skilling initiatives remain pa 

India in their approach. For instaoe, Rural Electrification 
Corporation (REC has already trained 18,5.000 y00g men ad 
women fro economically weaker section in Odis.ha, Utter 
Pradesh, Bihar, Har ya.a, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgorh, 
Puunab, Tamil Nead, Jhark hand and Rajas.than. Of 
these, 8000 have already found jobs as data entry operators, 
electricians, industrial fitters and machinists, advanced welders 
and industrial setong operators 

Such initiatives by Central Public Sector Enterprises are 
making for a skilled workforce, proficient in welding 

Overhead 3G welding training provided by Goa Shipyard 
Limited (GL)to the youth in Qupem, South Go 
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manufacturing ult« #ell4pr, Chhettisgrh, 
a initiative by South aster Coalfield 
Limited (S&CL 
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Vocational ad gke/ development centre bult by #Rall di fchuleal and 
Economic Service Limited (RITES) in Udalp, oj es.then 
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BAGGING A LIVELIHOOD 
T"""" a <nndy ball "' ,.,.,,, """"""'' dnl� 

but some young women who haven't ha a 
particularly privileged life themselves have gone 
beyond. Thanks to t skill initiative of South 
Eastern Coalfields Limited (SECLJ, these young 
women are playing a part in manufacturing 
those fancy bags, so that thousands of other girls 
ca carry them. This initiative trains rural 
tooen to help the earn their livelihoods 
at bag-manufacturing unit in Bilaspun, 
Chhattisgarh 

A similar initiative by Indian Railway 

Construction Company Limited (ICON), 
trains unemployed young women in tailoring ad 
embroidery In ote such programme, it arranges 
for expert trainers from Dholpur based ITT to 
visit the countryside to equip the rural youth with 
latest skill.sets. In another programme, it trained 
5women inmates of district jail of Greater Nolda 
in Uttar Pradesh. et another initiative, it 
extends vocational training to the youth, at 
its newly built centre, in Madhya Pradesh 

Another subsidiary of railways, Rail Inti 
ehuiea and Eeooie Service Limited 

(RITES), has ambitious plans too. It wants 
women to showcase their skills oh internatioa 
platforms. For this it has set up vocational cu 
skill development & training centre Vis.hoes in 
ldaipr Rajasthau. This centre hopes to raise 
the living standards of villages so that the rural 
population is gainfully employed and there is less 
migration to urban centres 

These livelihood centric initiatives are training 
and motivating youth in different skills across the 
country 

Vocational training offered to the youth by India Rail/wry Construction Comp@my Limited (Ro at its newly built centre in Madhya Pradesh .... 
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Women trained on latest designs an initiative by le.die #restructure lea.de 
Company Limited (if CL) in Palekkad, Kerl 
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fallowing training provided to women, an initiative by Res.htriya ls.part Nigar 
Limited (RN( le Vi.akchaptram, Anh Pre.des.h 
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TAILORING A FUTURE 

Tiu !l(;M(J/<lrop m,i. qf Ch/ttoor in Andhra Pradesh 
and Pelak#ad in erala are not a lost cause. Al 

they need is belief and a nudge in the right direction 
India Infrastructure Finance Company Limited 
(CL) didn't give up on them. t picked 500 of them, 
trained them in various skills to help them lead an 
economically independent life. The chosen lot didn't 
disappoint either, with a whopping three quarter of them 
bagging employment contracts at the end of the training 

The public sector unit didn't give up on the remaining 
123. After completing their tailoring courses, they made 
sure that they became self employed and earn above the 
minimum wages. In the neighbouring distriet Vizag 
Andhra Pradesh, Rashtriya spat Nigam Limited 
(RINI), taught 139 young scheduled caste women, 
techniques of garment manufacturing ad operating 
of industrial sewing machines 

Simultaneotusby 2.500 youth out of which 5o0 are women 
were extended embroidery and stitching training in 
Bila spur, Chhatttsgar h, with an intention to turn them 
into self sufficient artisans. Months of training equipped 
them with knowledge of new designs and technical know 
how of tailoring equipments. A fortnight spent on the job 
training and exposure visits to trade fairs in Delhi and 
Mumbai were part of the exercise. A/er wards, the newly 
trained artisans were given a had loom ad a stipend to 
start a business of their oton and an opportunity to turn 
entrepreneurs 

These women entrepreneurs have not Just ta lored 
garments but have also become success/l in giving wing.s 
to their dreams 

◄ Sli«ll/nfmo/m,lfl<I _,,In 8jlospo,,, � 
by South Eastern Coalfield Limited (Sea 
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A 
Training in plastic engineering initiated by Eastern Coalfields Limited (ECL) at 
Central Institute of Plastic Manufacturing (CIPET), Bhubaneswar, Odisha 

A 
Developing skills of the youth on operation of high-end machines by Power 
Grid Corporation of India Limited (POWERGRID) in Jamshedpur, Jharkhand 



THEMANWHO 
POWERS YOUR HOME 
A

lfl"OIJP ef" frknd, - )'OURlf m,n m tlwlr IWrnlld ,dl,n 
squinted their eyes to ae p at the 100 foot tall 

transmission tower whle crossing the lash paddy fields 
of their village near Kanchipuram in Tamil Nad. They 
bragged to each other about how one day they wold climb 
right till the top. Little did they no, that each one of them 
would, as part of their job soon 

That set of unemployed youth twas trained by Power 
Grid Corporation of India Limited (PowWERGRID) 
in three months, all expenses paid, training programme 
of Power Transmission Line Tower Erection and then 
employed by contractors and subcontractors of the public 
sector enterprise. So twere 5,000 other men and women in 
different parts of the country, including in remote areas 
like Salakatt of Assam ad Nagpur, Maharashtra. Some 
of the men, about 360 of them are being skilled in the 
Ando-Danish took-rooms at Jamshed pr, hark hand 
and Patna, Bihar, while women, numbering about 400 
are learning how to process fruits ad vegetables in rural 
Andhra Pradesh. 

A little up north in Angal, Orissa, India Trade 
Promotion Organisation (7Po), has partnered with 
0P Jindal Community College to train scores of 
young men as electricians and plumbers. In the same 
state, Eastern Coalfields Limited (CL). is funding the 
skill acquisition of many more unemployed youth at 
Central Institute of Plaslies Engineering& Technology 
(CIPET), Bhabaeswar, Otis.ha, training them on hoe 
to operate machines that make plastic 

These young men are defiteby making a mark in skilt 
trades like transmission line tower erection, plumbing ad 
do-Danish tool rooms 

lndia Trade Promotion Organisation (TO) provides 
killing in plumbing trade in Anut, 0dis.ha 

I 
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8lock petting training to specially bled children in arat0la, wet Bengal, ar'. 
initiative by Garden #each Shipbuilders d Engineers Limited (GS.E) 

CANDLE MANUFA 
PROJECT t 
Rs. 1,19, 
DEDICATE 

STUDENT 
ASANSOL BRAIL 
(A RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL f 

ADDA INDUSTRIAL EST 
WEST BENGAL 

A 
Students of Asansol Braille Academy nurtured with candle making skill at a candle manufacturing centre set up by Ester Coalfield Limited (Lin West Bengal 
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LIGHTING UP HOMES WITH A SPECIAL CANDLE 
A11,1·o•JfJ W JtiJtU/ll$ from AS<ll1$0l Braille 

Academy make candles that are truly 
special. These will tight p homes like other wax 
sticks but their makers will not be able to see the 
light themselves. Thanks to the training and 
jobs offered by West Bengal-based cad le 
manufacturing unit set up by Eastern 
Coalfields Limited (ECL), enabling them to 
contribute to their family income, despite 
being specially-abled 

In addition to Eastern Coalfields Limited's 
initiative, Garden Reach Shipbuilders and 
Engineers Limited (GRSE) has tied up with 

Kolk@ta.base India Institute of Cerebral 
Palsy to help 4to 18 year old young men ad 
women with severe multiple impairments 
learn block printing, paper beg making and 
other pre.vocational skills. 

A similar initiative is being funded by 
oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited 
(0NGC) at Dehradun, Uttarak had based 
Raphael Ryder Cheshire International, an 
organisation known to train specially.able 
people with challenges like autism, cerebral 
pads, and multiple disabilities. Of those 
special-abled men trained by the school, some 

like Sachin, Akhi and Debes.h hare even started 
working as regular employees, in different work 
places, As they claim their economic independence 
and integrate into the mainstream, these young 
men have proped indeed that they are special in 
more than ome wary 

For those ho are often perceived to be a burden 
on the society they are proting to be set6reliant 
through candle manufacturing, block printing 
among other skills. This has been made possible 
due to the initiatives taken by Central Public 
Sector Enterprises (CPS.Es) 

$i./ development of the specially-abed children of #Raphael School Der@dun, Uttarakhand, pported by Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (0NG¢J .... 
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Leave your drugs in tfe chemist's pot if you can feal tfe 
patient wit food. 

'Hippocrates 

Building a fealtfier tomorrow 
While providing safe drinking water 

to the last mile is a priority of 
Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs), 
supplying nutritious meal for children is 
another important focus area. It is a fact 
that a nutrient-rich diet is a must for proper 
growth and development of a child. The 
Government of India's mid-day meal 
scheme 'Akshaya Patra' which ensures 
a wholesome and freshly-cooked lunch for 
children, has not only addressed the issue of 
malnutrition but also helped in overcoming 
the problem of absenteeism in schools. 

More than 1.29 lakh school children, 
across the districts of Gujarat, get 
nutrition-rich meals through 30 vehicles 
from Oil and Natural Gas Corporation 
(ONGC). Hundreds of customised vehicles 
have been made available by steel producers 
Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Limited (RINL) 
and Steel Authority of India (SAIL) 
to transport fresh mid-day meals to 
students. In Karnataka, 48,000 children 
of Bellary district, Karnataka, enjoy 

healthy food supplied through vans 
offered by National Mineral Development 
Corporation (NMDC). 

Efforts havebeenmadetoprovidedrinking 
water through pipeline and hand pumps. 
Central Public Sector Enterprises have 
voluntarily taken up the job to shoulder the 
mission for providing safe drinking water 
in the country. The companies have taken 
initiatives like building-capacity of local 
community, mapping water resources, 
water budgeting, improving access to water 
supply, providing alternate water supplies 
and regenerating water systems. Setting 
up automated water dispensing units, 
setting up RO plants in various parts 
of the country, promoting awareness 
for safe drinking water etc. are adding 
strength and effectiveness to achieve 
the mission. 

National Thermal Power Corporation 
(NTPC) has provided tap water in dry 
areas of Rajasthan, while Metallurgical 
& Engineering Consultants and Rail 

Vikas Nigam have made drinking 
water available through hand pumps 
in rural India. Schools, panchayats, 
gram sabha etc. have been provided with 
proper infrastructure to get clean and 
safe drinking water. 'Kalash', a project 
by National Hydroelectric Power 
Corporation (NHPC), provides safe 
drinking water to educational institutes, 
community halls, etc. located in various 
districts of Assam. 10,000 people living 
in and around Taloja, in Raigad 
district of Maharashtra have access 
to clean drinking water with a water 
tank set up by Balmer Lawrie. 

These initiatives by the Central Public 
Sector Enterprises are ensuring that two 
important necessities i.e water and balanced 
nutrition are available in more parts of the 
country. 

Benefitting the environment in the long 
run, the nutritious meals and safe drinking 
water promote healthy habits and healthy 
lifestyle. 
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Engineering Projects (India) Limited (EPI) installed RO plant at 
Pilibhit, Uttar Pradesh 
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National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) has set up RO water plant at Dhaurahara, 
in Kushinagar, Uttar Pradesh 
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REVERSE OSMOSIS PLANTS 
I"""' ha, th, la'll'f"I rural drlllk"'I{ u,ar,r 

supply programme in the world serving about 
1.6 million habitations spread over 15 diverse 
ecological regions and about 742 million people 
The need for safe drinking water in the country's 
rural areas, stemming from inadequate quality 
provides a strong rationale for the role of village 
level water treatment facility in the form of Reverse 
Osmosis (RO) plants. Hence, several Central 
Public Sector Enterprises (ePSEs) have identified 
a number of villages where the quality of drinking 

twater is not up to the mark and launched a special 
drive to ensure safe drinking water stupply to those 
villages through the RO plants. These enterprises 
also take care of the maintenance of the plants. 

National Small Industries Corporation 
Limited's (NSI) has installed the RO plants 
at Dharahara, in shin.agar district of 
Uttar Pradesh, and delivered purified water at 
the people's doorsteps. Engineering Projects 
(India) Limited (PI set out to provide clean 
and safe water supply through its RO plants 

at Pitibhit district, Uttar Pradesh. Oil and 
Natural Gas Corporation Limited (0NG€) too 
ensured safe and quality drinking water to the 
people of Mehsana, Gujarat by providing O and 
other water purification systems in the area 

The O plants installed in the areas have 
improved the quality of drinking water 
significantly. Not only has there been a drop in 
the Total Dissolved Solids (TBS) in the water, 
but also, hardness of water nitrogen content and 
turbidity have been brought down 

plants installed in Mehaa, Gujarat by Oil and Natural as Corporation (0NC/ensures 24 availability of drinking wcarter 

"' 
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fa wcarter facilities provided by Relf Vilar Ng Llrted (RVNL)in 
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TAP WATER 
FACILITIES 
Sun/ta Das no longer rides bu/lod cart to fetch 

water from the borewell ttwo kilometres away 
Instead, she now gets water through a tap at home in a 
village of Assam. Thanks to National Hydroelectrie 
Power Corporation (N4PO) supported 'Praect 
Kalash many fellow villagers of Sundta now have 
a water connection at home, Providing safe drinking 
water to villagers in rural India is no more a challenge, 
as National Thermal Power Corporation Limited 
(NTPC also took steps to supply clean water across 
Simhadri, And hr Pradesh; Korba and Sipat, 
Chhattisgarh. Even the initiative of Rall Vias 
Nigam Limited (RNL) has gone a long way in 
ensuring that rural families in South 24 Parganas, 
West Bengal receive a dependable supply of piped 
water in their homes. 

The Government of India has committed to provide 
every person liotg in rural areas safe and adequate 
drinking water, which meas enough safe water 
to drink, cook, bathe and water livestock. As per 
guidelines, this has been quat(fled at o titres per 
capita per day (LPCD) by 2022. Therefore, a family 
of floe wtll get 350 LPCD preferabby from a tap in or 
ear their house 

Today, oter 3 per cent of rural households obtain 
their drinking water supply through taps which are 
more convenient. A large number of successful models 
of providing sustainable ad safe drinking water have 
been implemented throtug hot the country 

- 
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A 
Central Coalfield Limited(CCL)has installed had pump at Lupug village in 
Ranchi, Jhearkhad 
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A 
Mad pumps set up by Oil and Natural Gers Corporation (0NG 
in Udaipr, Rajas.than 



HAND PUMPS FOR RURAL INDIA 
G""'nd "'°ter ....,,., the great majority of 

people who live in rural India ad have a 
water-supply sys4em of one type or aother The 
reason is that, among the various sources of 
su4pp ground water is by far the most practical 
and safe. Ground water will be the most important 
so0roe of sappy for most rural communities of 
this part of the world. Among various water 
sources, had pumps are the most widely used 
in India's rural areas. The Central Public Sector 
Enterprises (CPSEs) have played an important 

role in rural water supply programmes 
Central Coalfields Limited (CCL) has 

installed hand pumps for the villagers of 
Lupung in Hazaribagh district of hark.hand 
These hand pumps were installed based on the 
geographical locations, like in low land area.s 
had pups were elevated to fie feet whereas 
in high load it was raised to three feet. oil add 
Natural Gas Corporation Limited (0NG€) 
erected had pups in the outskirts of Udaipu 
Rajas.tho, resolves the problem of water saeity 

in that area, Many rural households across the 
country have been berefitted by Gars Authority 
of India Limiteds (GAIL) initiative hand 
pups installation wader the "Steach.h Bharat 
Abhiyeon' 

Today, India's rural population has access 
to some form of water supply infrastructure 
Although ow there are a number of villages that 
are covered bry piped-oater supply, around85 per 
cent of water sappy in rural areas isgroundwater 
based mostly in the form of had pumps 

0me leakh students were befitted by leltlatleg talky Gar Authority of lei Leite (GAL 

w 
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water AT'Ms by oil and Natural Gas Corporation (0NGC Muftis the• 
need of clean riling w@rte le armers Utter Pode.h 

A 
0if and Natural Gas Corporation (0NG/installs water ATM's in Varanasi Utter Pradesh 



PROJECT 'JAL 
AMRIT-SHUDH JAL 
KENDRA' 
CanlalnllllltiM af drinking woltr has been identified 

as a critical public health issue by the World Health 
Organisation (WHO), causing 80 per cent of all diseases 
ln India alone, water borne diseases claim 1,600 deaths 
every day Moreover, with the staggering increase in the 
country's population, there is an increasing burden on 
the drinking water sources 

Taking cognisance of this issue, a community-driven 
initiative has been undertaken by oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation (0NGO, in tine with the vision of Swacch 
Bharat Abhbya'. In a bid to provide safe crinking water 
to the people in Varanasi, Utter Pradesh, Oil anet Natural 
Gas Corporation, as part of lits et Amit- S#th eat 
Kendra' project, approached Erekn Forbes, a water 
purification copay to install water ATM«. The water 
ATM ensures that everyone gets access to safe and healthy 
drinking water The plat is operational on all days of 
the week between 8 am to 8 pm ad dispenses around 5,000 
litres of safe and healthy water every day in the holy city 

The plant which is designed by Eureka Forbes makes 
water available through.as RFIDeater dispensing Smart 
Card. There is also a automatic and remote monitoring 
plat to check various parameters like Tota Dissolved 
Solids (TDS), water pressure, consumption, etc., making 
the water fee from microbiological contaminants, while 
retaining essential minerals preset in the water With 
sign~float groundwater depletion and contamination 
over the years, these water ATM's are bringing respite to 
citizens facing water scarcity ad water contamination 

.-hder project al Amrit-Shuadh Jal Kendre, Oil and 
Natural Gers Corporation (0G4installed water 
4444 in Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh 
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A 
Construction of water tank by National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) at 
Gollagunta, Andhra Pradesh 

A 
Villagers living in Taloja, Maharashtra, have access to clean drinking water 
through tank installed by Balmer Lawrie and Company 
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WATER STORAGE TANKS 
Wour Is fmportant a/Id pncio<,s os U 

fulls the basic necessity of life. A large 
proportion of India population lives in rural 
areas, but only fetw of them have potable water 
supply It is not feasible to cover all villages with 
piped water supply because of various constraints 
hike scattered and inaccessible nature of villages, 
non-availability of near by water sources. Heoe, 
the Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPS.E's) 
through their various initiatives, have come 
out with a stable water supply scheme tn 
accordaoe with demands ad requirements of 
spec(fie areas. 

The @drinking water supply scheme established 
at Chottadkkara Gramme Pancharyath in 
Erna#lam district, erala ts a model rural 
project of Cochin Shipyard Limited (CSL) 
wherein local population donated their lad for 
erecting over-head water tanks. The Grammar 
Pencharyat.h also contributed thetr might 
in realising this dream project of nearly 700 
households mostly belonging to SC category 
with poor meas of livelihood. As part of the 
Balmer Lawrie ad Company Limited's initiative 
under Sc@ch.h Bharat Abhya' a water tank 
with a capacity of 1.So lakh titres was installed 

at Padg he village, Tloja, Maharashtra near its 
Industrial Packaging Plat, benefiting around 
0,000 villagers 

Villagers living in ad around Gollagunta, 
And hra Pradesh, now have easy access to hygienic 
and clean drinking water through a water 
tank installed try National Ther»tat Power 
Corporation Limited (NTpC 

The water tals not only ensure a constant 
supply of safe and clean water to the rural 
population for drinking ad household purposes, 
but also keep diseases away, thereby promoting 
better health 

Drinking water supply scheme by Cochin Shipyard Limited (CSL/resolves water shortage in Chottanikkara at Erek.lam, #era.le 
w 
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d 
Students enjoy healthy mid dery meal provided by Steel Authority of lndia (SAAL) in Bhlal Ch.hattisgarh 



'AKSHAYA PATRA: THE MID-DAY MEAL PROGRAMME' 
wer a period of time a visible improvement in 
the health of the children was witnessed along 
with increased enrollment, steady attendance and 
better concentration during class hours thanks 
to midday meal, a wholesome freshly-cooked 
lunch, which is currently served to over 1.6 million 
school children across 2 states in India. Working 
in partnership with the Central Government and 
various state governments, along with the support 
of numerous NGOs, Akshaya Patra is an incentive 
for the children to continue their education 

The Akshaya Patra Foundation, which is 

taking care of the mid day meal, follows both 

centralised and decentralised kitchen formats 
to implement the programme. The National 
Programme of Nutritional Support to 
Primary Education (NP.NSPE) guidelines cite 
the Foundation's centralised kitchen format as a 
model infrastructure for large scale production 
of midday meals. Aksharya Petra also serves 
as a member of the National Steering-cum 
Monitoring Committee (NSMC) for the mid day 
meal programme 

In recent years, Central Public Sector Enterprises 
(CPSE) too have become increasingly involved 
in supping meals to schools as part of the 

government 's midday meal scheme. Tehri Hydro 
Development Corporation's (T4DO), under 
its Naived yam scheme supplies nutritious 
midday meals to school children, in Rishikes.h 
Uttarakhant oil and Natural Gas Corporation 
(0NGO) provides nutrient-rich meals to school 
children, in Surat, Gujarat. Steel Authority of 
India Limited (SAL) facilitates the supply of 
healthy and nutritious mid day meal for school 
children in and around Rorkela, Odis.ha 

The Akshaya Patra kitchen infrastructure rives 
an overview of its compliance to Food Safety and 
Quality Standards while preparing the meals 

if ad Natural Gar Corporation (0NG though it temperature controlled vehicles, ppy nutrient-rich meals to students across Surat, Gujarat .... 
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Reashtriyarks.pat Nigem Limited (NJ improves student errollrent an 
attendance in Visakhapatnan, Andra Pradesh 



DISTRIBUTION INFRASTRUCTURE: NUTRITIOUS MEALS 
0""' lht mkl-day mtt,/ S!cht- """" 

mandated centrally by the government 
of [cia in 2003, Akshaya Petra partnered 
with the goterent to serve cooked meals 
at all government schools. To be able to work 
towards tackling hunger in association wth the 
government and several Central Public Sector 
Enterprises (CPSEs) was a welcome step by 
Akshaya Petra. Spread across 34 locations in 
2 states, feeding over 1.6 million children 
ln government schools, A#shaya Petra ls a 
result of successful partnerships with various 
state governments ad generous supporters like 

Central Pubtie Sector Enterprises. 
The initial days of implementing the programme 

were not smooth saltg for the Ashay@ Petra 
Foundation. The mat concern was lack of 
vessels and vehicles to pack and transport the 
cooked food to the schools. Mohandas Pai, one of 
the pioneer philanthropists of the Foundation, 
donated the first vehicle to deliver food to the 
schools. Today tetth the support of the Central 
Puublie Sector Enter prises, may custom designed 
vehicles are used to distribute freshly cooled mid 
day meals to children in government schools 

Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited 

(0NGO through its temperature controlled 
vehicles, supply nutrient-rich mid -day meals to 
students, across the districts of Srat, Gujarat 
Vehicles maintained by Rashtriya lspat Nlgem 
Limited @RINL carry the mid-day meals for 
cluster of schools in Visakhapatam, Ad hurt 
Pradesh. Freshly cooked meals aredistributed 
by Steel Authority of India LAmted (SAIL 
to the schools in the states of Chhattisgar h 
ad Odis.ha 

With this Infrastructure support from these 
Central Public Sector Enterprises, the mid-day 
meal programme is becoming a success 

29la.kh school students across the districts of Surat, Gujarat enjoy nutritious meals carried by several vehicles, 4i part of 
Akheya Petre' mid decry me scheme supported by Oil and Natural Ga Corporation (0NGC .... 
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A 
Nearly 4,000as a dry are prepared by villagers of Ame.w, #Me.hare.htra, 
at a mega solar kitchen st up by 0ill ad Natural Ger Corporotles (0.NG-CJ 

A 
Under th elder meal programme, Oil ad Natural Gees Corporation 
(0NG} prowls nutritious meas to students in Surat, Gujarat 



FACILITIES FOR 
NUTRITIOUS MEALS 

The mid-day meal scheme is a school meal programme of 
the Government of India designed to provide nutritious 

meals to school going children nationwide. The programme 
supplies free lunches on working days for children in primary 
and upper primary classes in government and government 
aided schools supported under Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, 
and National Child Labour Project schools run by the 
ministry of labour. The programme has undergone many 
changes since its launch in 1995. 
In 2001, the Supreme Court of India passed a mandate 

that cooked mid-day meal is to be provided in government 
and government-aided primary schools in all the states. 
Nearly 12 crore children are so far covered under the 
scheme, making this school lunch programme the largest in 
the world. The scheme has impacted children in many ways. 
Attendance has increased, classroom hunger has reduced, 
malnutrition among school going children has reduced. 

The involvement of a number of Central Public Sector 
Enterprises (CPSEs) in the implementation of the mid-day 
meal scheme has resulted in visibly better performance. Steel 
Authority of India Limited (SAIL), with the support of 
State Government of Chhattisgarh, provides nutritious mid 
day meals by engaging villagers in and around Bhilai. 
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (0NGC), provides 
nutritious meals to the schools in Surat, Gujarat, under the 
mid-day meal programme. Oil and Natural Gas Corporation 
has also found an efficient household cooking solution where 
4000 meals a day are prepared in a mega solar kitchen. 

With the help of these Central Public Sector Enterprises, 
the government has managed to scale the mid-day meal 
scheme substantially. 

Steel Authority of Indio Limited (SAIL) engages villagers in ► 
the preparation of nutritious meals at Bhilai, Chhattisgarh 
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Women today are well aware of the 
fast-changing social milieu. They 

are making sustained efforts to scale 
the ladders of social progress with their 
zeal and dynamism. They can make 
independent decisions on their personal 
development as well as shine as equals 
in society. This can happen faster if 
several welfare initiatives are taken 
towards the empowerment of women. 
Various Central Public Sector 

Enterprises (CPSEs) have initiated 
programmes that strengthen and build 
livelihood and skilling among women. 
Besides imparting training in various 
skills like beauty, tailoring, knitting, 
embroidery work and handloom 
weaving, the Central Public Sector 
Enterprises are also providing fast food 
and baking training to these women. 
'Shrijan', is one of its kind initiatives 
of Gas Authority of India Limited 
(GAIL), which not just educates women 
in baking and nutrition, but also adds 

to their household income. Engineers 
India Limited (EIL) has taken an 
initiative to provide culinary training 
to women in Kashipur, Uttarakhand. 
Training in tailoring and dress 

designing by National Thermal 
Power Corporation (NTPC) help 
women to learn and get skilled in 
Godavarikhani, Karim Nagar district, 
Telangana. In Ashar village, Ramban 
district, Jammuand Kashmir, tailoring 
and embroidery training is provided 
to womensupported by Indian Railway 
Construction Company Limited 
(IRCON). Another notable contribution 
is by Bharat Electronics Limited 
(BEL) which supported ITI Mlshi, in 
vocational training of women in dress 
making in Pune, Maharashtra, 
Many Central Public Sector Enterprises 

have also realised that empowering is 
not only about giving skills training 
but also making women understand the 
nuances of personal hygiene and make 

a living out of it. In continuation with 
this thought process, they concentrated 
on puberty education and provide 
training to women in making cost 
effective sanitary napkins that have a 
good market in rural/backward areas. 
Sanitary napkin machine units 
setup by National Thermal Power 
Corporation Limited (NTPC) have 
made rural women both the producers 
and the sellers and also created 
employment opportunities for them in 
Sipat, Chhattisgarh. Girls from Purulia 
district, West Bengal, were made aware 
about the importance of sanitation 
and menstrual health by Coal India 
Limited (CIL). 
With the commendable efforts of Central 

Public Sector Enterprises women are 
making their presence felt in every field. 
Skills Training across various fields is 
enabling the mission of providing self 
reliance to women in rural and urban 
centres. 
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Rising as equals 

There is no chance for the we[fare of the world unless 
the condition of woman is improved. It is not 
possible for a bird to fly on only one wing. 

Swami Vivekananda 
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Hindustan Copper Limited (CL 

A 
Manganese Ore (lndia Limited (MO4l organised Mahie 
ogar Melava at Masar, #Maharashtra 



CO AWARENESS 
PROGRAMMES 
In a bid u, •- 1M margina/u,d "'°"""' many C,n,n,/ 

Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) strive to create an 
environment where these women can make their oten decisions 
for their personal growth, family growth and for the growth 
of the society at large. Besides making women aware of their 
rights and enabling them to tap various government schemes for 
their benefit, these enterprises also facilitate income generation 
training programmes to help them be independent and be a 
added source of earning in their homes. The Central Public 
Sector Enterprises believe that when it comes to corporate 
sustainability the presence of gender inclusive leadership helps 
create a new benchmark in community development 

Community awareness programmes on different skill 
development training options are regularly organised bry the 
Central Public Sector Enterprises to upgrade the women's 
existing traditional skills and simultaneously develop new 
skills. In keeping with the spirit, Hindustan Copper Limited 
(hICL) conducts workshops for the rural women from the states 
like hark hand, Chetri in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh 
to make them aware about various livelihood options, Oil and 
Natural Gas Corporation (0NGO) organises awareness 
caps to help the women residing in Tendagaon village, in 
Balasore district, Odisha. Manganese Ore (India) Limited 
(MOL, through its initiative 'Mahdla Rozgar Melava' 
created awareness among the women of Masar Maharashtra, 
to live their lives with self-worth, respect and dignity 

The Central Pubic Sector Enter prises mobilise the rural women 
through various awareness programmes which are centred on 
sustainable methods of income generation. 

A•••••'"" compo,..,.sud � Ol/111.dNofutalGos '°"'""''-'-" ► 
(0NG on laura Mani Devi'initiative help women in 

fndag@on village, Balas.ore district,Odis.ha 
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Bharat Electrode Limited (8L) 4pporteat pul.hi, in Pu, Maharashtra, felling in tailing by Nati el Thermal Power Corpe tie (T9Al won 
by providing tailoring training to help woven earn livelihood lea ad get skid i oderverikhad, Karim Alegar district, feeleagana 
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TAILORING TRAINING 
Womm /11 rum/ ..,.... ll<wt no1 ocllvtzy 

participated in their emancipation due to the 
societal norms and ttteracy and this aspect needs to 
be improved and strengthened at the grassroots level 
to ensure their financial independence, The Central 
Public Sector Enterprises (CPSE) are making 
several efforts in that direction to make rural women 
self sufficient through sewing training courses at 
various centres across the country I vletw of the 
financial constraints that their failles foe, these 
skill battling programmes str toe to empower them 
and the community at large. It was observed that {f 

some kind of skill is imparted to the women, it would 
gloe them more avenues to earn thetr livelihood 

National Thermal Power Corporation 
Limited (NTPC also realised that women need 
some kind of vocational trating or skills to ensure 
they are gainfully employed. They should be self 
reliant in addition to being an earning member 
of the famtty Training in tailoring and dress 
destgming by National Thermal Power Corporation 
Limited helps women get skilled and self-reliant 
in Godavarikhad, Karim Nagar district, 
Telega. Industrial Training Institute (TI 

Mulshd, in Pune, Maharashtra, is supported by 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) to provide 
sewing machines to help women earn livelihood 
ndia Railway Construction Company 
Limited (ROON has stepped forward to upgrade 
skills of the women by providing them taloring 
training in Asher village, Ramban district, 
Jam ad Kashmir 

These tailoring programmes run by the Central 
Pubic Sector Eer prises enable the rural women 
ad girts in enhancing thetr confidence level ad 
provide livelihood for a secure future 

ndian #eihwary Construction Company Lirite (#CON takes initiative tr upgrade skills of women, by providing tailoring training in As.hr 
village, Ramban district, lam ad Kashmir 
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Steel Authority of Andie Limited(SAL/trains women in cherkhcr waving in rilbru Ah.erk.ha 
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Bharat Coking Coal Limited's (8CCL Mukunda 
Mandie . , t'give o eying roe on 

charkha training in Ohan.bad district Ahark hand 
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SPINNING YARN ON A 'CHARKHA 

TIie �ll'XY of IM 'cll4rkho' or spfnn/ng 
wheel is as old ts Verdie age, going back to 

the traditional role of women tn India society 
Spinning would ofen become a social activity for 
women as they spun in groups and socialised too 
Cotton and slk fibres were generally spun on the 
char#ha, into cloth or rugs. So power fl was the 
influence of the chark.ha, that the first designs of 
the India flag created included the traditional 
spinning wheel, a symbol of setf reliance. The 
char#ha eventually was replaced by the Ashoko 
chakra, but hand-spinning survived with cottage 
industry till today as a source of noome for the 

rural women 
Today, the primary product of the had loom 

industry is spun yarn which ts almost entirely 
manufactured by the women as raw materials 
Thurs. an adequate avatlabtity of yarn 
determines the prospect of the hand looms add 
powerioom weavers. The production of spun 
yarn has consistently been increasing, due to a 
increase in the spinning capacity 

With the efforts of the Central Puubtie Sector 
Enterprises (CPSEs), the charkha is used to 
create wonderful pieces of clothing and other 
products. Hindustan Copper Limited (HCL) 

brought charkha weaving methods to the 
women of Ghats#la, Jhark hand. Women of 
Dhasnbad district, Jhark.hand, have been skilled 
in had spinning under Bharat Coking Coal 
Limited's 'Mkunda Hand loom Weaving 
Profeet' Women are trained in chark.ha weaving 
by Steel Authority f India Limited (SAIL) 
in iribr, Jhark had. 

The wheels of the charkhat, afer India's 71 ye0rs 
of Independence, are still turning and telling the 
story of self-reliance, resilience ad the India 
way of life 

Womer wervers spin charkha, ars they are trained on charkhr weaving by Minds.ta Coper Limited 4Qi art Ghats.la, Ahrkhad .., 
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Sanitary napkin machine units by National hermal Power Corporation (N9harvemade Low cost sanitary nap.kins made by women, s/pp0rted by National 
men producers and sellers, creating employment opportunities, in Sipat Chharttis.gear Thermal Power Corporation (NP), in Sipat, Chharttisgu rt 
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SENSITISING: MENSTRUAL HYGIENE 
I'/ 11"'5 and women qre IO l/11t ,,.,,ui,y aM 

productive lives, with dignity, menstrual 
health is a priority In majority of rural areas, 
there is a neglect of sanitation and menstrual 
hygiene de to low awareness levels a Late 
of access to sanitary products. Thanks lo 
Arun@chalam Murugaat han, a school dropout 
from a poor family in southern India, tho 
revolutionised menstrual heath for rural woen 
in the country by inventing a simple machine 
which can be used to make cheap sanitary pads. He 
was once asked whether receiving the award fro 

the India president wars the happiest moment of 
his life. He said no - his proudest moment came 
when he installed a machine in a remote village in 
Uttarakhan«d, in the foothills of the Himalayas 

Building on existing experience in the county, 
several Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSE's) 
have taken initiatives to promote the participation 
of women self help groups in the manufacturing 
of sanitary napkins. The enterprises not only 
generate econode livelihood for the people in 

the villages, but also promote local demad and 
distribution at q relatively low cost. National 

Thermal Power Corporation Limited (NTPC)y 
by setting up sanitary napkin machine units 
in the villages of Chhattisgarh, has created 
employment opportunities for them. Coal India 
Limited (CIL) has m@de the girls and woe 
of Purulia, West Bengal aware about the 
importance of sanitation ad menstrual health 

The Central Public Sector Enterprises 'initiatives 
area major effort in promoting menstrual hygiene 
as well as making women financially self.reliant 
in rural India 
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Livelihood training of women in dress making by 
Engineers India Limited (ElL) in Andhra Pradesh 

Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL) gives women training in 
dress making at Digbol, Assam 



DRESS MAKING 
TRAINING 
D ,.,.. ,nakzng a/111 00,:,c ,iudung ,k,11, ffltJbk th, 

women to work from home, they can continue their 
role as a homemaker and yet earn a livelihood. Dress 
making is an activity which women can immediately start 
right from their homes pon completion of appropriate 
training Interested women are trained for embroidery 
arts and designing skills, pattern making as well as basic 
cutting and stitching The short-term training programme 
from three to six months imparts a skill of dressmaking to 
a group of 152 women in rural and semi.urban elust rs 
of India, redefines their social standing and gives them 
economic freedom and self confidence 

By imparting training in this essential skill, the 
Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) are 
helping women evolve into self assured, economically 
independent individuals. Consequently, it is bringing 
forth a transformation in the socioeconomic landscape 
of the region. Engineers India Limited (EIL) imparts 
training in dress making and embroidery to 
under privileged women and girls in Kota, Rajasthan 
The company also provides training in dressmaking to 
women of Andhra Pradesh, SA4/ development centre 
established by Indian oit corporation Limited (toe 
at Dig bot, Assam creates avenues where the women can 
market their dresses and add to their household income. 

These initiatives by Central Public Sector Enterprises 
help these creative ladies in ttwo ways one, they sharpen 
their skills by practising more and learning new dress 
designs, and secondly they con quickly eke out a livelihood 
by stitching clothes for the people living in and around 
their areas. 

vocational training of women in dress making by• 
Engineers ladia Lilted (Ent) at tat ajar.then 
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omen given baking training by Gars Authority of lei 
Limited (6Alt/ in drapraryag district Uttarakhand 
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CULINARY TRAINING 
Empoi«ring wom,n at the grassroots level to create 

tangible progress is more vital now than ever 
before, These women who have found their potential to 
take charge of their lives are bringing prosperity to their 
families and communities by getting culinary training 
and gaining employment opportunities in restaurants, 
hotels or private family homes. Several Central Public 
Sector Enterprises (PSEs) have made efforts in remote 
towns and villages, to reach marginalised women 
and provide them cooking skills, financial literacy 
confidence and networks in the field. The objective 
of these initiatives is not only to provide employment 
opportunities to the women, but to offer them job search 
assistance too 

The Oentrat Public Sector Enterprises aim to create 
a conducive atmosphere for these women's effective 
participation in culinary training. Engineers India 
Limited (EIL) conducts culinary training for women 
in Kashipur Uttarakhand. Satlauj lat Vidyat Nigam 
Limited (SVNy gives training in fast food cooking 
to the women from Alampur village, Kangra district of 
Himachal Pradesh, Woen from Ruudraprayag district, 
Uttarakhand were also trained in baker's skills by 
Gas Authority of India Limited (GAIL. These women 
get motivated by the programme since it promises them 
employment opportunities, new business opp0or tu/ties 
and skills, 

Now with the growth ad development of hotel ad 
restaurant industry in India, there ls an unmatched 
demand for these trained women with expertise in 
professions wtthn culinary, baking restaurant, pastry 
arts, and other related skills. Above all, these women start 
believing that their lives can chage for the better 

◄ _,,.nu/vt ,..a,..,,, 1n>1,ti,,11 b,ln!I>_,, r,,,/;o 
limited (Ent) in Kshipr, Uttarak hand 
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A 
Woden halo units given to women by lutan Copp«Lilted ( 
prdwlees then opportultlee fr sustalabe llvelihod in Ghat#la, Jharkeh.ad 

= 

Maloon weervig units, setup by Hindustan Copper Limited (ML) 
train women on man lly operated looms in Ghats#la, Aharkhand 



HANDLOOM WEAVING - TOWARDS SELF RELIANCE 
Wlwl IMds txelusiv/1}' W U,, /lafl<l/o<,nu "' 

India is the unique skill of making intricate 
designs. In order to boost this industry, India 
government has introduced various schemes for 
the benefit of weavers, embroiders and fabric 
printers. Indian hand loo industry contributes 
a sizeable revenue to the country's economy qnd 
employs 13 million artisans in rural and semi 
urban areas. The industry is expected to employ 
17.8 million by the year 2022. The hand loo 
industry is also witnessing huge demand in 

domes.tie and international markets, with exports 
alone aggregating $35 billion in FY1 

Tb add impetus to this industry, the government, 
through its initiatives and schemes influences 
the entire value chain, raw material sourcing 
financing and minimum wages, among other 
critical issues, while the Ministry of Textiles has 
also latched India Had loom Brand to create 
a differential identity for authentic and quality 
had loom products, making it easier for the buyer 
to make a purchase decision 

Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSE's) 
play key role by providing opportunities to 
the weavers at multiple locations of the country 
Hindustan Copper Limited (ICL) has set up 

wooden hand loom and anally-operated 
units for the women in Ghatstla, Jhark had, to 
provide these women opportunities for sustainable 
livelihood. Bharat Coking Coal Limited s 
(BCCL) 'Gareria Hand loom Weaving 
Profeet empowers women to become self.reliant 
through had loom weaving at Dhabad district, 
Jhark had 

On an overall basis, had loom industry of India 
has a sense of unity in diversity that makes it 
capable of capturing markets both domes.tie q 
international and make women more financially 
independent 

aria aloe rvling Project, an initiative by Bharat Coking Coe Lilted (CL), at Dhabad district, Ahearkhad ... 
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e future of India lies in its villages 

9Mahatma Gandhi 

Building 'Bharat 
Garden Reach Shipbuilders and 
Engineers Limited (GRSE) and around 
the peripheral areas of Anguul and Jhar 
gda by Mahaaett Coalfields 
Limited (McL 

With women, forming an important 
part of our society Metallurgical and 
Engineering Consultants (India) 
Limited (MEOON) and Tehri Hydro 
Development Corporation (THDO took 
initiatives to male them self independent 
by engaging them in embroidery ad 
tailoring. These initiatives to improve 
hivehthoods of women in villages are tn 
pacting the rural economies in a positive 
a.her 

Around-the-clock operations facility 
bry Airports Authority of media (AA, 
led to rehabilitating and financially sup 
porting thousands of people in Leh, who 
faoedd the cloud burst ad heavy over nag ht 
rains which triggered flass.h floods, mud 
flows and debris flows. 

These, ad may other major activities 
mobilised by Central Public Sector En.er 
prises, have led to developing beautiful, 
self relict and mode villages. 

Brahmasadra village, in Sbra Taluk 
of Tumkr district, a model village, The 
building of important infrastructure 
ike roads provides multiple benefits like 
better accessibility to markets, schools, 
healthcare services and place of work for 
the villagers 

Where the houses in rural areas lacked 
adequate lighting they now shine bright 
with solar-based LED lanterns, a move 
towards clean and renewable energy dis 
tributed by Poer System Operation 
Corporation Limited (Pos00o), Ru 
rat Electrification Corporation (REC)y 
ad National Fertilisers Limited 
(NFL). These Central Public Sector Enter 
prises are promoting the usage of renew 
able energy thereby ensuring sustainable 
development of rural India 

Several Central Puublie Enterprises are 
making efforts to achieve the mission of 
Quality Healthcare for AI!' with a spe 
cial focus on rural India. They have set up 
health check up caps in several locations 
ad also specialised camps for cataract 
series ad eye care caps example 
at Metiaru, Kolkeata, West Bengal, by 

Th, -nmen,,.,,,,. ...,,..,,,,,. - 
for the al rotund development of the 

villages. Schemes like Pradhan Mantri 
Adarsh Gram Yolane (MA0Y) for re 
ral development, Pradhan Matr Gram 
Sadak Yolane (PMGSY for rural roads 
development and Sarna/aoyanti Gram 
Swaroagar Yolane (SGS) fr rural em 
ployment aomg maoyothers. Wh Central 
Public Sector Enter prises (CPS.E's), Joining 
hands with the government, projects such 
as building roads in remote areas, medical 
facilities and energy efficiency in villages, 
rehabilitation assistance to people sager 
tng from the setbacks of natural calamities 
and making women self reliant, hars tahen 
of suooe sfully in rural India 
In an example of improving village in 

fastructure a cement concrete-based 
approach road between Nagpur vtl 
loge to Nagpur raway station, was co 
structed by South Eastern Coe[feted's 
Limited (SECL). going villagers a com 
fortable vehicular ride. Similarly, A 
trite Corporation Limited (A€L), with 
tts efforts to work towards betterment of 
roads ad drainage facility, has made 
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South Eastern Coalfield Limited (SJ makes travel easy for villagers, by core 
structing cement concrete road in Nagpur, Maharashtra 

A 
Sustainable development in villages of ukur district karat.aka, through 
Model Village Development Programme by Atrb Corporation Limited (AL 



CONNECTIVITY IN RURAL INDIA 
Ind/arons:U,,,,. OM(/' tht lo,g,:,t road network 

in the world Weh majority of the country's pop 
lation residing in our villages, rural roads form a 
substantial portion of road network in India, to be 
precise, approximately 70 per cent of the total road 
surface in the country For the construction, man 
tenaoe, proper connectivity to rural inhabitants 
and development of these roads. E/forts have also 
been made by Central Public Sector Enter prises 
(CPSEs) to give the villagers a hassle free travel 
A cement concrete-based approach road be 

tween Nagpur village to Nagpur railway station, 
was constructed by South Eastern Coalfields 
Limited (SEC), giving villagers a comfortable 

vehicular ride. Antrix Corporation Limited 
(ACL), under lits Model Village Development 
Programme, adopted Brahmasadra village, in 
Sra Tluk of Tukur district, for its integrated 
and holistic development. Lack of proper roads, 
mproper drainage and absence of slgage outside 
the village, posed diflculty for the villagers. With 
Antrix Corporation Limited, working towards 
the betterment of the roads, the village now has a 
board displayed right in the beginning of the vtl 
loge highlighting details of the Model Village De 
beloprent Programme. Effective transportation 
ls facilitated through properly maintained roads, 
which provide economic benefits, thus resulting 

in multiple benefits such as better accessibility to 
markets, schools, health services and work places. 

Tb ensure that the infrastructure development 
programmes are firmly footed and responsive to 
the actual needs of the people, Manganese Ore 
(India) Limited (Mo1L), constructed cement 
concrete roads, internal roads and took care of 
the drainage system in Aoat/hart village, at 
Balaghat district, Madhya Pradesh 

All these initiatives taken by Central Public 
Sector Enterprises, towards the betterment of 
roads in the villages of India, have led to improv 
ing the quality of lives of the rural people resid 
tng in the villages 

Mag«es re (lndia Limited (MOHL/constructs cement concrete roads ad proper drainage system in Awalj.hart village, art Bala.ghat district, Madhya Pradesh 
� 
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A 
Rural women of Tehri district in Uttarakhand, skilled in hand spinning, by Tehri Hydro Development Corporation (THDC) 

Women from Sungi village, Khunti district, Jharkhand, trained in embroidery at the training centre set up by Metallurgical and Engineering Consultants (India) 
Limited (MECONJ 
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MAKING WOMEN 
SELF-RELIANT 
was in October last year, when Abdul Haq Khan, minister for rural 
ddevelopment, panchayatt raj. law and Justice (RDPRLJ), Jame 
and Kashmir, welcomed the flrst batch of Self-Help Groups (SHGs), 
from Leh, for maiden tn-house training. He announced that the state 
government is making serious efforts to uplift the status of women folk 
in the society ad making them economically self-sufficient is the flrst 
step in this regard. Likewise, Central Puubie Sector Eer prises (CPS 
Ee) are empowering women as a meas to economic development in 
rurat India 
Ssh#la Devi, a resident of Suungt village, hanti district, Jhark had 

had to travel ten kilometers, to get her clothes stitched, in the absenoe of 
relevant tailoring shops or stitching training centres in her area. Metal 
lwrgical and Engineering Consultants (India) LAmled (MECON) 
has adopted a 'ashram for extremism affected orphans (boys 
ad girts) in Sungt village. The engineering consultancy's initiative 
in setting up a stitching training centre for women in the ext en 
ism affected village, had led to addressing a very sensitive issue of ho 
education and support ca bring changes in the attitudes of people 
Also, it has given Sus.hla a opportunity to get skilled in stitching 
thus enabling her to sew clothes for herself and for her loved ones, 

On the other hand, Tehri Hydro Development Corporation's 
(THDC Samath', provides vocational training to women of al ages 
in a hope to make them self sufficient, to boos.t their confidence ad to 
provide them meas for finding soroes of income generation. The cen 
tres in Tehri and Uttarkars.hi districts in Utarak had, provide stitch 
ing, kn~ting. weaving ad embroidery training to women, especially 
from weaker sections, in order to strengthen their livelihood, thus act 
ing as a strong channel of growth and development for the region 

Overall, with Central Public Sector Enterprises, taking initiative in 
empotoering women, they are helping them become financially inde 
pendent as well as boost the rural economies 

hi Hydro Development Corporation (THDC makes village women. 
of fhri proficient in chika embroidery 
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Cloudburst and flash flood devastated Leh in lammer and Kashmir, leering a trail Rescue operations by Airports Authority of lndia AA) at Leh, Jen 
of destruction. Airports Authority of lndia AA) offered rehabilitation assistance ad as.h.le 
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REHABIIJTATION 
INITIATIVES IN VILLAGES 
A lar//ll pan of Ladakll, a region in lilt IW'lll#rnmoM lndf4n 

state of Jam and Kashmir, was devastated by floods 
More than 70 totons and villages were damaged, including the 
man town tn the area, Leh, after a cloud burst and heavy over 
night rains triggered flash floods, mud flows ad debris flows. 
Over 9,000 people were directly affected, with may reportedly 
went missing after the initial aftermath of the storm ad oth 
ers were rendered homeless, after the flooding caused extensive 
damage to property ad infrastructure, 

Around-the-clock operations facility at Leh was ex 
tended by Airports Authority of ntia (AAD), in close co 
ordination with the state government and the Indian Ar 
Force, to enable seamless low of choppers, aircraft and 
ground operations, for the relief operations An the ca 
lamtty hit region. A help desk-cum-relief camp, to extend 
emergency services, for the flood victims ad their relatives 
at the airport, was set up by Ar ports Authority of Indio 
n the gushing water, mud which was 10 feet high in places, 
roads and the connecting bridges which were damaged, Air 
ports Authority of India helped the devastated totons and 
villages of the flood affected state, with the relief material 
supplied through trucks and choppers. AAI also made pro 
vision of mobile toilet vans, ambulances with team of doe 
tors, food ad drinking water facility for the people, at the 
shelter camps 

Airports Authority of India, not Just extended rehabilitation 
support, but also helped the villagers, who had lost their shops 
in the massive devastation. The copay played a important 
role, in providing disaster relief, to the flood affected population 
in eh 

• 

Airports Authority of india (AAl) provided' 
assistance to villagers, to rebuild their homes etc 

during devastation, at4eh, au and Kashmir 
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Cataract surgery provided through health carny set up by Gorden Reach Shipbuilders 
and Engineers Limited (GARS. benefits villagers in Metiabra, Kolata est Benge 

d 
ye check up camp.set up by Mahana Coalfields Limited (MC carters to 
th healthcare need of villagers in Ang0d, 0di. 



MEDICAL FACILITIES 
IN RURAL INDIA 

Quality healthcare access to the rural population is one 
of biggest challenges, which is a matter of concern, for 

the health ministry of India. To improve access and to make 
healthcare affordable, several steps have been taken up by 
Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs), to improve the 
accessibility for villagers residing in rural India. 

Cataract surgery for the people of Metiabruz, Kolka 
ta, West Bengal, was provided by Garden Reach Ship 
builders and Engineers Limited (GRSE), as cataract has 
been identified as a major health problem. Cataract surger 
ies are conducted by Garden Reach Shipbuilders and En 
gineers India Limited (EIL), conforming to the All India 
Ophthalmology Society (AI0S) guidelines. Pre-operative 
check up with investigations and post-operative check up 
with medicines, consumables are provided up to six weeks 
from the date of surgery. Spectacles are also provided after 
proper binocular refractive correction. 

Every year, Mahanadi Coalfields limited (MCL) con 
tributes approximately 25 lakh towards healthcare by set 
ting up various health camps especially for eye care, 
regular health check up, diabetes, family planning, 
AIDS awareness among others around the peripheral 
areas of Angul and Jharsuguda, Odis ha. Healthcare as 
sistance is also offered by Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL) to 
the villagers at Headland Sada, Vasco, Goa. 
In the acute dearth of specialised healthcare facilities in 

the villages, Central Public Sector Enterprises are making 
several efforts to achieve the mission of 'Quality Healthcare 
for All'. These efforts are resulting in impacting the rural 
economies positively. 

◄ Healthcare assistance offered by Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL) 
through eye camps set up for communities in Vasco, Goa 
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Solar LED-based lap provided by Power System Oration Corporation 
090gooks step towards making won self reliant in Meghalerye 

d 
Distribution of solar lanterns to women in Uttarakhan by National 
fertilizers Limited (Ng 



ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
C l«ln--,,,Uc keytktntmlnadl/.ttJ/ng,ood 

health and environmental sustainability 
n rural areas, which demand utmost attention, 
when it comes to the health and wellness of tts oil 
lagers, the same can be improved with the use of 
renewable energy Several Central Public Sector 
Enterprises (PSEs) have taken the initiative to 
enable the rural folk in an environment-friendly 
manner thus working towards sustainable devet 
opment of the vtllages. 

Conservation and management of the enol 
ronment ts an integral part of rural develop 
met. Power System Operation Corporation 
(Pos0co)y and National Fertilisers Lm 

ited (NFL) believe in putting women at the 
forefront. Solar LED-based lamps provided 
to women in the remotest villages of Meg ha 
laya and Uttarakhand respectively, is a step 
towards making them appreciate the virtues of 
clean energy 

Rural Electrification Corporation (REC) 
Integrates sustainability in its core business and 
commits itself to conduct ts business operations 
with minimal impact on environment and at 
ma resources. Its prime focus lies on promoting 
renewable energy projects, conserving e0cosy.s 
ten, reducing car bon emissions and helping in 
greening the supply chain. LED based solar 

lanterns have replaced kerosene and paraffin 
lanterns, which have been distributed to vllag 
ers, residing in poorly electrified villages, thus 
making electricity accessible to villagers in As 
seam and Odis.ha 

With, Central Pubtie Sector Enterprises, pro 
moting the usage of renewable energy there has 
been a substantial reduction in usage of on 
renewable energy, dependency on kerosene and 
paraffin laterns, reduction in atr pollution, 
power consumption, carbon footprint and ex 
pend tture towards power utilisation ad a move 
towards using clean, sustainable ad energy&f 
flcient systems in villages. 

kerosene and peraffle laterns replaced withe»friendly soler lighting l villages of 0di.ha by Rural Electrification Corp6ratios (Re CJ 

w 
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Ile nation behaves well if it treats tfe natural resources 
as assets wfich it must turn over to tfe net generation 

increased; and not impaired in value. 

Theodore Roosevelt 
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Hindustan Aeronautics Limited 
(HAL is a dedicated project to rejuvenate 
the watershed of umdvath riper in 
Bangalore. It increased the ecosystem 
of the river basin ad improved supply 
of water for human, cattle and birds 
Many Central Public Sector Enter prises 
have also taken initiatives towards 
segregating waste initially as ogaie 
waste ad then to convert tt into 0om,post 
Manganese Ore (India) Limited 
(MOIL installed the biogas units with 
the help of the community people in 
Bhandara, Maharashtra. The biogas, 
besides providing cheap source of fuel also 
helps ingoing slurry to prepare cot,post 
The paper recycling unit set up in New 
belt by Airports Authority of India 
(AA) saves early 3,000 trees 

In order to have a bright future 
spreading awareness about the need 
to conserve nature and the method's 
to be used for the same is of utmost 
importance as demonstrated by the 
Central Pubic Sector Enterprises. 

(THDO) towards construction of 
permanent water sources qnd recharge 
pits that restores grotund water Sunken 
ponds are yet another addition to create 
alter ate sources of water 

Rashtriya lspat Nigam Limited 
(RINL) has executed a project 
named Malad hara', through whlehe 
the acute problem of drinking water in 

tribal areas of Visakhapatnaam district, 
Andhra Pradesh has been addressed 
The flow of water from natural spring 
to storage tank is due to gravity and does 
not require any electrical power supply 
to operate. The supply is perennial so the 
water problem is solved permanently 
The scheme was implemented under 
trying conditions in remote tribal areas 
of Araki, Paler qad Chin.tapatli 
About 2,400 people in I0 villages 
tere benefitted with this project. By 
integrating eco-friendly initiatives like 
plantation drives, a lot is done towards 
soil conservation 

Construction of water ponds by 

T� JWJPI, are encouraged to go 
green through the concept of using 

natural resources in a sustainable 
manner and minimising impuet on 
the environment. This approach does 
not sag8est limiting growth but to use 
natural resources in a responsible way 
Also, solutions by Central Pubic Sector 
Enterprises (CSE), in terms of what 
sits best for a particular region, hears 
led to creation of alternate sources of 
water ad helped conserve our natural 
resources 

Construction of check dams by Goar 
Shipyard Limited (GsL), in @epem 
district in South Goa, and Power 
Grid Corporation of India Limited 
(POWERGRID) in Kurnool, And hr 
Pradesh, harnesses the potentiatof rain 
fed areas, Water table across the villages 
of Maharashtra and Uttarak hand 
was improved by the continual efforts of 
Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers 
Limited (RCF) and Tehri Hydro 
Development Corporation Limited 

Gifts of nature 



A 
Clean Aadakhr' initiative by Gas Authority of tndia Lilted (GAL spreads 
awareness in4ad0kh, am and a.heir regarding solid waste 
disposal renewable energy and baring the use of plastic bags 

A 
Gas Authority of tedia Lilted (GAt)through lean Lada.kt takes care of 
the solid waste management in4ado.kh, /arm an#as.hair, which rd 
multitudes of visitors from across the world 



PROJECT 'CLEAN LADAKH' 

Ladakh drow, multitudn of visitors from 
across the country and the world, who 

are eager to experience its inimitable culture 
and breathtaking mountainous landscape 
Undeniably, the tourist boom has brought in 
increased revenue and created employment, but 
it has also strained the region's scarce natural 
resources. Consumption patterns have changed 
and this is most apparent in the deluge of 
packaged food and plastic water bottles. The 
garbage, notably plastic waste, is dumped by 
the tourists and visitors alike every day making 
the local residents worry 

The high altitude cold desert approximately 
4000 metres above the sea level, was the site of 
Gas Authority of India Limited's (GAL 
motorcycle expedition called Clean Ladakh 
for clean and environment-friendly disposal 
of plastic wastes in the region. Although the 
initiative was a significant demonstration for the 
future of Ladakh, for a longterm implication 
and effect, the local people have to take ownership 
of their environment. When people under stand 
their roles and responsibilities towards a clean 
environment, only then any scheme becomes a 
success The expedition also attempted to 

create awareness among the people on waste 
matge ent the processes of segregation, 
recycling and composting 

This of course, would ease things in Ladakh 
But even so, a crucial point is missed. It is as 
important, if not more, to prevent waste from 
being generated in the first place. At any rate, 
solid waste management in Ladakh needs to 
do more than just deal with the challenges of 
modern life. It needs to recall and incorporate 
elements that protect the natural resources 
that this region has in abundance. 

A motorcycle expedition called Clean Lada.kch by Gers Authority of Andie Limited (GAAL), for clear a 
environment-friendly disposal of plastic waste art4adakh, Jam and as.hr .... 
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d 
Construction of a sunken pod in uepem, South Go, 
ported by Goa Shipyard Limited (64) 

d 
fib.al villagers constructed sun.ken pond in Queper, South Goa, which is a part of Go 
Shipyard Limited's (Gs Watershed Development Project 



'WATERSHED 
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT' 

Wo"1'rht<I <tevdopmem "' no< a mw "'""'"' "' lnd,a bu< 111, 
people of the country have adapted by either living along 

river ban#t or by harvesting, storing and managing rainfall, 
rwhoff and stream flows. Most of India's water management has 
been at the community level, relying upon diverse methods for 
harvesting rainwater in tanks and small underground storage 
structures. 

he Government of India has also taken up programmes based 
on traditional water management approaches, focusing on micro 
watersheds as the basis for planning and intervention since 
the late 1980s. The Guidelines for Watershed Development 
Projects became operational in 199.5, and there has been A 

massive eoit ywide increase in the number sinee then. These 
projects are based on rainfall and runoff harvesting schemes that 
involve rehabilitating building small check dams and tanks, and 
groundwater recharge structures. A lot of importance is being 
placed on these programmes as they hate been thought of as 
important initiatives to bring about rural development 

It has been realised by companies like Goa Shipyard 
Limited (6SL) that these programmes have been more about 
rural development than about watersheds and water resources 
management and it has been felt that the programmes should 

focus more on water resources objectives. Goa Shipyard Limited 
in collaboration with Somnath Pandlot Sangh comprising 13 
self help groups (1Gs) having 100 per cent tribal women 
participation, has carried out @ watershed development project 
in epem Taluka, Goa 

This project has proved to be beneficial for many bottom of the 
pyramid families and the socially economically disadvantaged 
women hailing from the rural villages in the region and also helps 
in significant increase in water table 

Tribes carried out construction of a sunken pond in Qepen. 
South Got supported by Goe Shipyard Lilted (GS) aider its 

Watershed Development Project 

I 
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I Borewell and water tonk set up by Hindustan ► 
Copper Limited (HCL) in Kendadih, Jharkhand 

' 
Fulfilling the water demand of villagers of Yayung, Arunachal Pradesh, North Eastern Electric Power Corporation (NEEPCO) built a water tank in the region 
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WATER TANKS AND PONDS 
Klllllud .... rl>I H<'fr. u,t,kl, _, the major 

soroe of water for Bangalore, has been 
slowly drying upfor a couple of decades creating 
a challenge for water supply to the garden city 
The main reasons being massive deforestation, 
eucalyptus plantation, sat mining and other 
side effects of rapid urbanisation. Hence, 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) 
tarted a project to rejuvenate the watershed 
of umdvathi river Under the protect, several 
water ponds were constructed to boost the eco 
system. As a result, note there is more water 
supply for farmers'fields, birds and animals 

Ken&dadih village in hark hard receives lo, 
uneven and erratte rainfall. Consequently, 
cultivable land in the village was a/ected 
by drought. Rainwater harvesting and 
groundwater recharging were given top 
priority by Hintuustan Copper Limited (HCL) 
in Kendadih village. Desilting and deepening 
of county water tanks increased the storage 
capacity. The average ground water table has 
risen as compared to previous years 

Drought ts a major constraint in the village 
of Yayang in Aruunachat Pradesh. Therefore, in 
order to mitigate the drought to some extent,major 

focus was on water harvesting through micro 
irrigation systems. eeping in view the fragile 
eco-system of the region, a series of Certified 
Standard Solutions, water storage tonks 
were constructed by North Eastern Electrie 
Power Corporation Limited (NEEPCO) 
under the profeet in Yayang village 

In addition, farmers in these drought affected 
regions were also motivate to construct water 
harvesting structures through awareness 
programmes, which resulted in construction of 
epera water storage tanks and ponds as part 
of various developmental schemes 

Construction of water ponds by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (A(became a source of water for human cattle and birds art umdoath river, Bangalore 
w 
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Preparation of vermi compost by self help groups, an initiative by Goa Shipyard Shed constructed by Numaligar Refinery Limited (Ni/ for the production of 
Limited (GS) in Cana«cone Taluka, Goer vermicompost from cattle-equine organic waste in Gola.ghat, Assam 
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COMPOST UNITS FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Today JtJlld wam 1Mnar,num Is an 
important focus area across the world 

Around 5 per cent of the waste in the world is 
organic waste. India being the second largest 
populated country in the world, produces 
more than 100 tonnes of solid waste a day. By 
composting organic waste, resources can be 
preserved and produced into a valuable by 
product which ca be used as fertiliser Man 
Central Pubic Sector Er prises (CPSEs) are 
taking initiatives on waste management to 
segregate organte waste and covert it into 
0om,post 

Manganese Ore (India) LAmdted (MOIL 
has been encouraging several activities 
towards protection of resources. In order 
to manage the waste effectively, the company 
inst@led the biogas wits wth the help of the 
sef-help group in Bhandara, Maharashtra 
The biogas, apart from providing cheap source 
of fuel, also helps in improving sanitation of the 
homestead and provision of slurry which ca be 
used for preparation of compost 

Along-term project has been undertaken by 
Goa Shpy@rd Lilted (6SL in the villages 
of Gaonadongri ad hotlgao, n Canavcomar 

Taluka of Goat, through the collective ferg 
cooper.ioe societies -Oaondongi Collective 
Farming Cooperative Society ad htlgoo 
Collectte Farming Cooperative Society Ltd, Since 
the inception, this project has yielded 4 tones 
of vermt compost. Also Numa llgarh Refinery 
Ldmted (NRRL) constructed composting unit 
in Golaghat, Assam for the production of verm 
00,post 

In eoos-ystems, co,post is useful for controlling 
sotl erosion, land and stream reclamation, 
wetland construction ad landfill cover 

• 
• 
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Permanent water source constructed by ashtriya Chemicals an4• 
fertilizers Limited(Ria Marathweda, Maharashtra 
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PROJECT 'JALYUKT 
SHIVAR ABHIYAN' 
The Ja/yukta Shi var Abhiyan was launched by Maharashtra 

government to make the state drought-free by 2019. The 
programme aims to make 5,000 villages get rid of water 
scarcity every year. This campaign aims at initiating permanent 
measures and to harvest rainwater within the village boundaries, 
thereby increasing ground water levels. Under the programme, 
micro-irrigation systems have been encouraged for proficient use 
of water, hence increasing the irrigated area. The government of 
Maharashtra initially allocated &1,000 crore for the scheme 
It is also partially funded from other sources after the state's 
Chief Minister issued an appeal for the monetary contribution 
The list of contributors includes celebrities, NGOs and Central 
Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs). 

This flagship micro-irrigation scheme of the Maharashtra 
government, which aims to end dependency on large dams and 
move to village-level projects for harvesting and conserving water, 
yielded substantial results. Farmers in many villages have started 
growing corn, wheat, cotton, ete. The fields were barren because 
there was no water. Marathwada is one of them. Water table in 
this badly hit region by the state's agrarian crisis, improved with 
the construction of a permanent water source by Rashtriya 
Chemicals and Fertilizers Limited (RCF), as part of its 
contribution towards the campaign. To improve the water table 
and the irrigation percentage in the region, Rashtriya Chemicals 
and Fertilizers Limited has contribute 75 lakh in Jalykt 
Shivar Abhiyan' in response to the appeal from the government 
of Maharashtra. 

Impressed with the progress of Maharashtra's Jal Yuukt Shivar 
Abhiyan,' other states are also adopting their water conservation 
and integrated water management schemes. 

◄ Water table in Marathwada, Maharashtra, improved with the 
construction of a permanent water source by Rashtriya Chemicals 
and Fertilizers Limited (RCF) as part of Jalyukt Shivar Abhiyan' 
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Collection of waste paper for recycling purpose by Airports Authority of India (AAl) 
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After calendaring the sheets are carefully sorted and then cut 
to desired sies 
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PAPER RECYCLING 
UNIT 
NtJlltim,.whmyo,,,-<JU!QJ'llw,�throw'1!:rap 

papers or other relevant paper, which is in good shape 
but of no use to you, into the bin, remember, it is produced 
from a valuable natural resource which is trees. Save 
the environment by saving paper wastage by reusing le 
Recycling is the key to help conserve our natural resources 

Looking at the usage of paper on a daily basis, it has 
become an indispensable part of our loves. Hence, comes 
forth the need to recycle and reuse it. Airports Authority of 
ndia (AA) believes in giving back to the society. A 
Peper Recycling Unit, set up in Neve pethd, is the result 
of commitment from this Central Pubic Sector Enterprise 
(PSE to improve the lives of people living in the vicinity of 
the airport. This makes them the fest Central Public Sector 
Enterprise in India to support the cause of Government 
Recycled 0flee Waste (GROW), The unit converts waste 
paper, collected from Airports Authority of India offices 
across the country, nto useful paper stationery products, 
which was earlier either being burnt, dumped or sold. It also 
provides employment to workers who were earlier working 
as washer men, domestic help etc. and were displaced due 
to taking over of Airports Authority of India residential 
colony by Delhi International Airport Limited (DAL 

This environment saving initiative, by Airports Authority 
of India, sawed more than 3,000 trees by recycling 
paper thus reducing oar bone-dioxide emission, about 
350 barrels of ot, 12,78,447 gallons of water, 54T 
cubic yards of laatftt space and more than ,50,000 
W hours of electricity. This initiative is yet another 
example of innovative methods to help generate employment 
as we as help n conserving our natural resources. 

•About3,000trees saved by Airports Authority of tidier' 
(AAl Paper Recycling Unit set up in New Delhi 
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We are the only species with the power 
to destroy the earth and also the 

capacity to protect it. 

Dalai Lama 

Towards a cleaner and greener India 
E very generation has a responsibility 

towards its next, to leave this planet 
a better and more livable place. To do that, 
it must balance economic growth with 
environmental sustainability. No one 
faces this challenge more than the fastest 
growing countries globally. India, being 
one of those economies is scripting its 
own story of sustainable development. 

In this story, one of the most interesting 
parts is being played by the Central Public 
Sector Enterprises (CPSEs), who are 
leading the country's industrialisation, 
playing a crucial role in the economic 
development of the country. But at 
the same time, they are conscious that 
growth and development extract a price. 
It is this consciousness that has spurred 
many of them to launch a range of green 
initiatives. 

While Rashtriya Ispat Nigam 
Limited (RINL) has planted millions 
of trees in Andhra Pradesh helping 

to grow the state's forest cover in last 
two years, Oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation (ONGC) has prevented 
the felling of trees, by innovating a 
green cremation system that uses 
one-third of the wood required in 
traditional cremation system. Named 
'Harit Moksha', the innovation in 
cremation also cuts air pollution by 60 
to 75 per cent, compared to conventional 
cremation. Amongfactors that prompted 
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation to 
act was a piece of statistic over 50 
million trees are cut to provide for the 
4.15 million tonnes of fuel wood required 
for traditional cremation every year. 

The country has not only lost trees 
to traditions like cremation but also 
due to rapid industrialisation. In fact, 
deforestation, according to some accounts 
peaked during British rule and India 
lost 40 per cent of its forest cover in last 
130 years. This has resulted in the count 

of exotic animals coming down. Central 
Public Sector Enterprises are taking steps 
to correct this. 
In Assam, Oil and Natural Gas 

Corporation is saving Eastern Swamp 
Deers by creating other viable habitats 
for the species and Oil India Limited 
(OIL) is saving one-horned rhino from 
extinction by adopting abandoned rhino 
calves. In neighbouring Durgapur, 
Steel Authority of India Limited 
(SAIL) is restoring biodiversity in a 
409-acre park. 

Some others have adopted upkeep of 
monuments and parks, and yet others 
are pitching in by converting organic 
waste into manure. One more initiative 
is grooming wild-life photographers 
to connect the youth with nature. The 
Central Public Sector Enterprises, despite 
being the torch-bearers of industrial 
development, are working towards a 
cleaner India and a greener India. 
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Oil an Natural er Corporation (0NG} puts.lgr ages and maintain 
peat#cry at fikoa Perk in New Deihl 

... 
fikoa Perk in New Delhi got a facelift like pc the@yst bridge proper wiring 
lighting benches for visitors, dustbin ad sigages by Oil ad Natural Ge 
Corpe itie (0NGC 



BEAUTIFYING: TIKONA PARK 
1, ,,..,. Ml an ordinary patch qf 11"""- in the 

centre of the national capital called Tikona 
Perk. Neighbour to the iconic heritage sun -dial 
Jantar Matar it has been a witness to the making 
of history in this country The park covering an 
area of 5.500 square metres, had some wtld tweeds 
and overgrown shrubs and walking paths which 
were not maintained in a manner to ensure that 
the park would impress thousands of tourists that 
visited the park, when they were touring the world 
heritage site, Jantar Manta.r 

This began to change in December 2014, shortly 
after the Prine Milster Narendra Modi gave a 

call for Swachh Bharat Abhtyan' asking every 
company every citizen to contribute in cleaning 
India. Among other countrymen, tho armed 
themselves with brooms and took to the streets 
was the minister of petroleum and natural gas 
Dharmendra Pradhan, who was seen cleaning a4p 
the Tkona Parke. Soon after, the oil and Natural 
Gas Corporation (0NGO) took it upon itself 
to give Tikond Park a male-over and beaut(y 
it. As part of lits Corporate Social Responsibility 
Just a month ago in November 204, it had already 
adopted the upkeep of cleanliness in and around 
Matar Matar, wlth its top officials kicking 

off the programme by scrubbing the molasses 
accumulated over the moon-dial structure. 

To redo Tikona Perk, Oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation tied up with Indian National Truest 
for Art and Cultural Heritage, a not for profit truest 
Since then, they have renovated the pathways 
and tree-bridges, installed aesthetic benches 
and essentials like dustbins, completely 
redone the gates and signages, and added to the 
landscapes by planting Thu@-orientate. This 
green initiative ls sure to cheer up the heart of 
Delhi and soothe the eyes of the tourists coming to 
the capital city 

Benches for visitors put up by Oil ad Natural Gers Corporation (0NGC at ikona Park in New Delhi .... 
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0if and Natural Ga Corporation (0NG) promotes ec@tourism and wlife 
photogaphy through it Geen Hub programme at eer, A4gen 

( 
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.... 
elm.leg programme of youth underwary at letpur, Asam, by 0if 
ad Natural Gers Corporation (0NG-C 
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·GREEN HUB' 
PROGRAMME 
twas a bizarrely delightful sight, 11 wild elephants swaying 

their way in the heart of Tezpar town in Assam. Among the 
onlookers who crowded the rooftop of Cotton Road to take in the 
view were 20 promising photographers equipped with latest 
high definition cameras, who would preserve different angles of 
this incident in their photographs forever 

Eight of those cameras displayed a logo of oil and Natural 
Gas Corporation (0N6C. But the Central Public Sector 
Enterprise has dome much more than just providing them 
with professional cameras. It is funding the Green ub 
programme, by partnering with the North East Network, 
and production hose Dusty Foot. EDery year the project train.e 
20 budding photographers to harness their photographic talents 
in environmental conservation 

In a thee.month camp with wildlife preserving nor 
governmental organisations, their photographic skills are honed 
These photographers are selected from across the North Eastern 
states, with one significant criterion for shortlisting being whether 
they are environmentally conscious 

Small wonder then, that their backgrounds are varied In one 
group there was Zak huuma, a forest guard from Mizoram and 
Geeta Timsin, who had never handled a professional camera 
but had saved 14 lives while working against child trafficking 
A third photographer Pinder Marak is a bird watcher who co 
founded Garo Hills based eco-tourism and conservation society 
That the programme is hand holding the next generation leaders 
in wild life photography ts clear from the promise that already 
trained professionals have shown. allo Anthony of Arunachal 
Pradesh from the first batch trained has already won 'Youn 
Achievers Award 2016 in the Wood Pecker Film Festival 

Besides grooming photographers, the initiative is doing 
something far more important connecting todays youth with 
the nature 

Green Hub programme by Oil and Natural Gars Corporation 
(0NGChlgblights preservation of fauna at fer, Assn 
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SOLID WASTE 
MANAGEMENT 
Tidus make an offering of flowers in temples every 
fay as a symbol of their devotion. These beautiful 
flotoers packing millions of prayers quietly make their way 
to the rivers and other wqter-bodies, since tt is considered 
auspicious to up these with other garbage in the trash 
bins. Cumulatively however, about 8 million tones of solid 
waste of these wilted flowers is poured out every year into 
the India waters, causing pollution 

Eastern Coatfieteds Limited (ECL) thought through the 
problem, and came p with its Waste into Wealth 'project 
It tied up with a fee non-governmental organisation which 
specialised in this work that could sort out orgaie waste, 
use a small machine called orgate waste converter to 
turn the waste into mare in 15 days time. This manure 
could then be sold in market at about 20 per Ag. thus 
turning waste into wealth 

The proposal sounded irpressite but convincing the 
temple trusts and managements to let this happen an allot 
them some open spee for flower.sorting was a challenge 
Eastern Coalfields Limited, while selecting the NGos, tool 
into account their relations with the local temple authorities 
Since inauguration in December 2015, the programme 
has been successfully running at tu0o sites Kolk.ate 
based Dakshines.hear Temple and Deoghar-based 
Baba Mand'ir At two more locations, in Bir bhum based 
Tarpith Temple and Kolkata-based Kalig hat Temple, 
the project has been flagged off and is in the process of 
being implemented 

Spurred by the success, the programme no proposes 
to cover schools and hospitals that churn out 200 kg of 
organic waste every deary 

◄ Solld-tcManog•mo,,<l'n,Jttf<rr O.lsltlnullw, 
Temple, West#ng, by Eastern Coalfields Limited (CL 
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infertility-cu-health cap for livestock at Musa, Gujarat, by Mages Ore (lndia) Sustainable livelihood from dairy farming in villages of Perren 
Limited (Molt) talk, North Goa, by Goa Shipyard Limited (GS4J 



LIVESTOCK 
DEVELOPMENT 
N.,,,,, Srpar m &la,pur dulrl<:1 of Chhattisgarh, 'Gopal 

comes on a motor bike. He is an expert in handling cattle 
He can do first«aids, vaccinations and deworm the cattle. He can 
even castrate the bulls, treat the infertile cattle and artificially 
inseminate them with imported pedigreed frozen semen so that 
their off springs are a different breed, one that yields much 
more milk. Gopal is not his name, and he is not the only Gopal 
in that area. He is called Gopal because of his association with 
the Corporate Social Responsibility programme of National 
Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC} 

These local young men, who are educated but unemployed are 
trained intensively for four months on these special techniques 
and animal health subjects and then employed to operate the 
Integrated Livestock Development Centre of National 
Thermal Power Corporation that covers eight villages each. This 
helps augment the income of dairy farmers 

Further West, Goa Shipyard Limited (GsL) also runs an 
initiative for dairy farmers in Pernem taluk of North Goa. [ts 
cooperative model has 2.000 members as beneficiaries. Each 
member wot given floe cattle to start a dairy business, and then 
helped with financial and technical inputs such as better fodder, 
medicines, and improved rearing techniques to make the business 
profitable. There are side benefits too, like a biogas unit for cooking 
as and turning waste into ver micompost. Many more villagers 
even young men hate sought membership in these cooperatives, 
after witnessing their fellow lagers' success. Also helping 
dairy farmers is Manganese Ore (India) Limited (MoIL) that 
hosts health camps for cattle, where it treats infertility and other 
health issues. In all, it has organised 87 such camps ad treated 
5,402 cattle These Central Public Sector Enterprises have helped 
datry farmers improve ther tietng standards significantly, 

integrated Livestock Development Centre by National. Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) at Sipart Chharttisgarh, 

' Ill 
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’ ‘ ’Rashtriy spat Nigam Limited s (Nt Gren Visakho, a project to promote healthier erwirorent through large scale plantation drive, around Virag Steed#let 
iakhaptram, And/ha Pradesh 
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PROJECT 
'GREEN VISAKHA' 
Asteel plant is not where you expect green areas, Yet, 
/ you can count on eoofriendly Vizag Steel Plat of 
Rashtriya spat Nigam LAmdted (RINI), rated among 
three top green plants in the country to break that 
perception, It has promised to plat tree for every tonne 
of steel tt produces, Since then, in a massive tree plantation 
drive, the Central Pubic Sector Enter prise (CPSE) has 
already plated 5 million trees that have turned 4 per 
cent of the land it owns green. This also means that it is 
on its way to plant another .38 mlion trees to keep its 
promise 

When the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Science, 
Environment and Forests headed by T Subbarmd Reddy 
mooted Green Vishakh, another mega tree plantation 
drie, the steel plat espoded by comm.ttig 40 lak he 
more trees in Visakhapatman oer meet flee years. Of 
this, it has already planted over lakh trees, a age chunk 
of it in village Parada 

According to various estimates, Andhra Pradesh has 
between 15 to 3 per cent of forest cover, short of the 33 per 
cent recommended for each state. Eben those who claim a 
quarter of the state is green, admit that only 12 per cent of 
the state's lad has good forest'ared. 

Though it's still earty to predict a complete turnaround, 
last too years hape seen a small growth in forest cover 
in Andhra Pradesh. Among all districts in the state, 
Visakhapatnam has been pronounced the greenest 
Standing among those green shoots that have started 
appearing o the horizon to reclaim the lost forest cover, 
are millions of those planted by Rashtriya spat Nigon 
Limited 

◄ ,, •�l)ols,Ht�Umlt<,d•/RINlJ - 
iakh project engages people le tree plantations at 
Vis.khpart0, Adle Pre.es.h 
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'he Versundhara Perk on the plains of Damodar river belt in Durgapur, West 

Bengal, developed by Steel Authority of India Limited (All), preserves the 
natural heritage and attracts migratory birds 

Steel Authority of ldia Lirited (All/ preserves the natural heritage of the 
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PROJECT 
'VASUNDHARA' 
Som, ve-, ,pedal rtl/uklC <ouri.rt,- ho.WI llO{Jp,d oom/ng U, 

India. The exotic migratory birds. Industrialisation and 
urbanisation shrink bio-diversity Steel Authority of India 
Limited (SAAL) understands this, and has seen it happening 
in Durgapr on the banks of Damodar river, which once 
attracted birds of over 100 species. Project 'Vasund hara 
is its attempt and commitment to cut those adterse effects on 
environment 

One of its major steel plants at Dungapr is in a mission 
mode to develop 409 acres of bio-diversity park with seven 
water-bodies. These water-sources are aesthetically designed 
to harvest rain water and conserve soil. It has also planted 
60,000 saplings of 400 different species of plants and 
trees, especially brought from Utarakhand. This it hopes 
will attract migratory birds and multiply the growth of rare 
medicinal plants in the region 

It has created a network of pathways and small islands 
within the water bodies. An 8 acre fr ult orchard, with trees 
loaded with mangoes, Jack/fruits, guava, Alme and jamuun 
tempt tourists, Part of the landscape is acre dedicated to 
palm groves and bamboo parks each. 

The biodiversity park has a sculpture zone too designed in 
a floe-petal flower shape to display the themes carnivore, 
herbivore, avian, aquatic ad reptile. The themed pork is 
arranged in 4 activity zones with corridors dedicated to 
grasslands, butterfly cactus gardens, tea hillocks among other 
categories. If that'snot enough, it also has an eco village, spice 
trail, rockery, wetlands, rain forest and other amusements for 
the adventurous. It ts fast becoming a char mtg tourist spot 
for 75,000 natives and those visiting the place, including the 
migratory birds who had shunned the route ear tier 

The Vasondhara Pork by Steel Authority of lodia Limited• 
($Al) attracts migratory birds in Drgap, West Bengal 
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he one-horned rhino calves of airanga National Park, Assam, are undergoing. 
rehabilitation, as part of an initiative by Oil Adie Limited (0llJ after floods in the region 

A 
Eastern wamp Deer from airanga Aiatioat#eek 0Assam were relocated to#anas Aition0 erk in#As.a, 4step taken by Oil and Natural 6as Corporation 
(0NG)to preserve this endangered species 
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PROTECTING: ENDANGERED SPECIES 
0 ,w the Barastngha, or S""""l'M Dt!tt' 

had enough character to male ts place in 
Rudyard Kipling's The Second Jungle Book' 
Today one of its sub-species, the eastern swamp 
deer is struggling to male sure it continues to exist 
outside the pages of Jungle Book' in a real jungle 
When the Wild Life Trust of India alerted oil 
and Natural Gas Corporation (0NGO)y about 
how alarmingly it is heading towards extinction, 
lt acted promptly bry launching ONG Eastern 
Swamp Deer Conservation Project' 

In the flrst phase, they estimated the population, 
its genetics, use of habitat and healthcare needed 

But after experts concluded grimly the need for 
more viable habitats for the species to be saved, 
the real action began. Transloating I9 deers, 
delicate lives that dle of heart-attacks east by om 
Kaziranga to Maas National Perk wasn't easy 
Experts from South Africa camped in Kairanga 
for a month, created Jungle-lie ambience inside 
the truck to capture the deers, and moved them 330 
kilometres by road to Manas National Perk. By 
July 2015, all I9 deers had adapted to their new 
habitat, aad birthed six new fawns, motivating 
Oil ad Natural Oas Corporation to announce 
traslocation of 20 more. 

In Kaziranga, oil India Limited (01L is 
scripting a similar story for one-horned rhos, 
another endangered species. Rhinos dread 
monsoons because floods wreak disaster in thetr 
ties. Many rhinos get killed in this season and 
often mothers get separated from baby rhos. 
The floods of 20I6 were particularly severe. Oil 
media Amited adopted three such abandoned 
rhino calves and ls taking their care for 
four years. They twill be set free in the wild once 
self-sufficient. These initiatives are making sure 
that these beautiful creatures llve beyond the 
stories they inspire 

Oi lndia Limited(Oil/preserves the or-horned rhino calves of theiranga National Park after floods in A.an .... 
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A 
Green crematorium constructed by Indian Railway Construction Company 
Limited (IRCON) in Raebareli, Uttar Pradesh 

- 

A 
Harit Moksha, an eco-friendly cremation system, by Oil and Natural 
Gas Corporation (ONGCJ in New Delhi 



ECO-FRIENDLY CREMATION SYSTEMS 

T/uu ll'fef WU<:k men, from backgrounds 
0asty diverse, stood there in Lodhd 

crematorium, united only by the worst tragedy 
the loss of a loved one. Baja, from a family 

of timber merchant was waiting for 45.0 kgs of 
sandalwood to arripe so that he could perform 
the last rites for his mother Other men were from 
the family of Naveen, a rickshaw puller ad 
Kasha,p a ecologist, both of whom had lost their 
lives. While the first family didn't hare enough 
money to afford a flt cremation, the second 
family was bound by Kash.yaps last wish use 

as little wood as is possible. They used oil and 
Natural Gas Corporation's initiative 'Hart 
Moksha an ec-friendly cremation system that 
cuts usage of woods almost by 70 per cent 
Instead of consuming 350 to 500 kilograms wood, 
this technology uses principles of thermal science 
with natural drafting of air to consume 80 t0 150 
kilogram wood 

In Indio, 0er million trees are cut to provide 
for the 45 million tonnes of fuel wood nequired 
for traditional cremation every year Be ides large 
scale deforestation, it also causes massive pol lion 

in the environemnt. The green cremation sys#en 
is estimated to slash such pollution bey 60 t0 5 
per cent. Also, the soaring prioe of wood moles the 
traditional cremation system beyond the reach of 
poor Green cremation, because it uses lesser wood 
makes the process cheaper bry a least 1,0001,5.00 
India Railway Construction Company Limited 
(ICON) has provided a similar Mok.sha gee 
erenation syten in Reebreti to reduce carbon 
footprint. These Central Public Sector Enterprises 
hae shown that it is possible to ear goo karma 
not only in this Ate, bout even in after-life 

Energy efficient ad environment-friendly wood based crematorium in New Delhi, by Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (0NG¢ 

"" 
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e will be remembered only if we give to our younger 
generation a prosperous and safe India, resulting out of 
economic prosperity coupled with civilizational heritage 

9.. $. 96du( lam 

1 Glorious Past 
Tqj M«llal, rM }twtl Qf Mlll/llol 

art in India has a lotus atop the 
chhattri, and stads on an elevated 
plinth, both distinct elements of Hindu 
architecture. The emperor Shah Ja.ha 
tho commissioned this grand piece of 
oorder in the memory of his beloved we 
twas himself a son of a Mag had emperor 
ad a Rapt princess 

Ancestry ad architecture in India have 
seen religions melt into them. And the 
result has been spectacular structures that 
stand majestically as a tribute to their 
times. t is as close one gets to stones ad 
metals coming aloe 

One such site in the National Capital of 
Delhi, Purana 6ilea, tohichis now believed 
to have served as the Panda kingdom 
of Indraprosthe before Sher Shah Suri, 
founder of a great empire made a citadel 
on it, serves as a brilliant example of 

a layered historical site. This has been 
hand picked bry National Butting 
Construction Company (NBOC) utter 
the Adopt a Heritage Project'scheme. I 
would not only conserve ad beautt/y the 
ste but also do excavations ad expand 
the museum there. Similarly oil and 
Natrat Gas Corporation (0NGO) has 
adopted a series of Ah mouent in 
Assam to co.serve a beautify Among 
them ae the dynasty's palace, army base 
with secret tunnels, amphitheatres where 
the nobility watched bull-fights and their 
tombs which often remind tourists of 
Pyramids of Beypt 

In other parts of the country Oil and 
Natural Gas Corporation has restored 
and cleaned historical water bodies, from 
kuunds to beoris. It repaired an immense 
tepwell named kshetrape! bail 
by Aladdin Khilji hear Ranthambore 

National Park in Rafa sthan which has 
more than just historical sigmdflcace. If 
still serves as a lifeline to villages nearby 
who depend on t for drinking water 
In Varanasi, it is in the process of 
cleaning four important kds that 
Hindus take a hoby dip in 

Other Central Public Sector Enterprise 
$ (CPSEs) are extending the warm India 
hospitality to tourist places by aw,pg aching 
basic amenities ad constructing wort 
class facilities at poplar historical 
sites. Indian oil Corporation Limited 
(I0CL) has begun work at Sun temple 
of Konark, and Kha/uraho group of 
temples among other chosen historical 
sites. These initiatives by Central Public 
Sector Enterprises to preserve ant promote 
the heritage sites will contribute immensely 
n attractng tousts to experenee a 
Incredible India 
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Oil and Natural Gars Corporation (0NGC beautified the walls of the kands 
with religious murals in area 
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Fountains put by Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (0NGC) adds 



BEAUTIFYING: 'THE KUNDS OF VARANASI' 

Tht kund,, ""1 iiha" and the temples ae 1M iv. 
force of acity that is described by Mark Twat 

as older than history, tradition, ad even legend In 
Varanasi, mlions of tourists take a dip in these 
kunds with utmost devotion and a belief that an 
immersion wold wash away their sins. The banks 
of these #wads are places of grad celebrations, as 
they host reg iots fairs ad festivals regularly 

But kunds have their ow ways of aging and 
demand upkeep Over the yeas etu.trophic.tion had 
led to a dense overgrowth of algae and aquatic 
plants in these water bodies. Besides, solid waste 

and sewerage also heeded constant cleaning 
Sensitised to the pious and eiie relevance of 
the kunds, Oil ad Natural Gas Corporation 
(0NGC) adopted the cleaning and maintenance 
of four historically significant water-bodies 
in the city Darga und, Lal Bharat und, 
Laci und and Saratg Nathe und After 
consultations with environmentalists, a detailed 
pla was chalked out to implement the cleaning 
Either water was totally drained off for the clearing 
of the debris or other scientific methods were used 
to purify those kuns, where the aquatic life twas 

found to be rich 
Oil and Natural Gas Cor poration tied up with 

National Building Construction Corporation and 
Nager Ngem Varanasi to implement the civic and 
beautification work that include filling p cracks, 
enhance protection through the railing.s an 
landscaping around the kuunAs. Local residents 
were also made pertieipats in the process. Oil 
and Natural Gas Corporation has promised to 
keep up the maintenance of all the four kn.ds 
for five years. These efforts are sure to leave the 
experience of holy.dips a little purer 

Adding beauty to Varanasi Oil an Natural es Corporation (0NGC¢ driniters revers eutrophication in four pod-Durga 'ud Lenord 
undLat8hairavud and orang iathud Theseknd now boast of unique features like defenders for treatment of drainage water, 

railing, fountain installations, sad stone cladding weal paintings and murals 

., 
i 
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tourist-friendly facilities provided by Andie Oil 
Corporation Limited (I0CL at Dholervire, Gujarat 

A 
8hga Naes.hara fele maintained by Andie Oil Corporation Limited (I0Li karate.kt 



DEVELOPING 
TOURIST-FRIENDLY 
FACILITIES AT MONUMENTS 

The essence a/ how Indians 1rro11/u,,r guests at home is best packed 
in a short Sanskrit saying Atithi devo bhavah' (Guests are truly 

Gods), The Indian Oil Foundation, a not for profit trust of the oil 
marketing public sector Indian oil Corporation Limited (ocL) 
wants to extend that warm feeling all the way to the tourists visiting 
the country's magnificent monuments each telling a tale from a slice 
of history 

It is upgrading basic tourist friendly conveniences such as clean 
toilets, parking places, snack and water counters in those sites, It is 
also developing world-class facilities like visitor lounges, resting 
locations, interpretation centres (with display galleries and 
audio-visual centres) and landscapes around these select historical 
places across the country This is coming at a time when India is 
witnessing a significant surge in the flow of international tourists. The 
number of foreign tourists visiting India touched a record high of one 
crore in 2017 

Indian Oil Corporation Limited has partnered with the National 
Culture Fund and Archaeological Survey of India, to do the conservation 
work while the Indian Oil Foundation is developing conveniences 
for the tourists at these sites. In the first phase, work has begun at 
the Sun temple of Konark, a few hours drive from Bhubaneswar in 
Odis.ha and the World Heritage Site at Kha jraho group of temples in 
Madhya Pradesh. Other sites where work has commenced include the 
Kotha caves in Vaishalt of Bihar, the birthplace of Lord Mahavira, 
the Kanheri Caves near Mumbai in Maharashtra, and Bhog@ 
Nandeeshwara temple, near Bengaluru in Karnataka. Some of the 
other sites identified for facility upgrade include Chittorgarh Fort of 
Rajasthan and Dholavira in Gujarat. These value added comforts and 
conveniences provided by Indian Oil Corporation Limited will go a long 
way in enhancing the Incredible India experience for the tourists. 

Indian Oil Corporation Limited (I0CL), along with The Archaeological Survey• 
of tndie (AS/) and The Nature Conservation Foundation (NF], maintains 

and provides tourist-friendly facilities at Chittorgarh fort, Rajasthan 

16l 



◄ Ga Authority of ladle Lilted (GA) preserves the rich heritage 
with cur.tructlo of Heritage Gate at Si.rpalgqrh, Odil.he 

d 
Ga Authority of Andie Limited (GAAL) motes tori with construction of Heritage Gate at Sis.up.algarh, 0dis.ha 
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PROJECT 'HERITAGE GATE' 

II iWS <I � balllt 111<>1 /Urn,d the fierce 
Maw ya emperor Asoka into one of the 

greatest ambassadors of peace. After fighting 
the battle of Katinga in 262 BC, Asoka started 
to champion no-violence ad the Budd hist 
philosophy of Dharm 

Tb get a better sense of what inspired the 
transformation in Asoka, one must vis.if 
Sis4palgarh, which is said to be the probable 
capital of Kalinga of that period. Excavations 
reveal a flourishing fortified city there between the 
third century BC and fourth century AD The city 

predates even the Mau yan empire, that produced 
the great emperor. But lack of proper upkeep led to 
encroachment and construction activities around 
isapalgarh, which is boated hear Bhbaeswa. 
the capital of Odis.her 

Itisinthis backdropthat Gas Authority of Indier 
Limited (GAL committed and bult a Heritage 
Gate at Sis#palgorh which is a nationally 
protected mouent. Some historians hee 
estimated that defences of Sis4pagqrh were the 
highest #now of their period in India. But these 
defences hare crumbled over tine 

Constructing a Heritage Gate at the Sisupalgrhe 
was an attempt to give it, its defence' back, 
metaphor icay speaking Practically, the gate 
marks the boundary that protects the rehie of d 
city that archaeologists estimate had a popa ion 
0f 20,000 40 25,000, double of the classical Athens 
in Greece The me is expected to increase tourist 
foot-falls. But more importantly the Heritage Oate 
built by Gas Authority of India Limited protects a 
relie that lives on as a reminder that violence tan 
be transmuted into peee 

Ga Authority of ladle Lilted' (Ali)efforts le outructlo of the Meritage Gate at Slpalgerh, 0di.ha, is a step to preserve rich heritage and promote tori. .... 
eh@ • 4 
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Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) restores the 
beauty of Ahom monuments of Assam .... 

A 
The 'Amulya Dharohar' project of Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) beautifies the Ahom monuments of Assam 
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PROJECT 'AMULYA 
DHAROHAR' 

Th, &/alt <>f A=m hlu1 one,, Wu,td /IS namt from the 
dynasty of Ahom Kings. The Ahom Kings there known 

for resisting Mug hats ad maintaining their sovereignty in 
the North East for over 600 ye0rs and were based in the upper 
reaches of riper Brahmaputra. Bt today, in order to preserve 
its near forgotten history, its relics meed a face-lift 

Having worked in the region for half a century, the oil 
and Natural Gas Corporation (0NGC) understands the 
significance of Ahom dynasty's historical monuments. It has 
selected four sch sites to conserve and beautify 

One of them Talatal Ghar ruins of an army base with 
secret tunnels connecting to the nearest riper is the grandest 
example of Tai Ahom architecture. Second is Rang Ghar, the 
royal sports-pavilion where Ahom kings watched the spectacle 
of buffalo and bull fights along with other sports, particularly 
during the Rongali Bih festival. The third site, Kareng Ghar 
is the palace, originally made of wood and stone. The final site 
Mai(dams at Charaide hillocks is the most intriguing 
These are the tombs of Ahom kings and qteens that display 
great architectural acumen, and often remind tourists of 
Pyramids of Egypt 

oil and Natural Gas Corporation has partnered with 
the Archaeological Survey of India and National Culture 
Foundation to sqve the monuments as part of a project called 
Am/ya Dharohanr tt entails first listing oat scientific 
measures needed for conservation and getting clearances for 
that. Second phase would see those steps implemented and 
develop facilities for tourists at the sites. And in the third, it 
would promote these sites tc pull more tourists, both Indian 
and international, The initiative is all about restoring a lost 
legacy to its rightful place in the history 

◄ Ollat></HrmualGa< Co,po -n� /0/IIGCJ 'A,nu/y<, /Jltarol,a,' 
project beautifies the Ahom monuments of#an 
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0it and Natural Gas Corporation (ONG&restores the beauty oft hetrapal Step Well' in Rajas than 
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Oil and Natural Gars Corporation (pG&took up restoration work of hetrepel Step ii Rajas.than 



RESTORING: 'KSHETRAPAL 
STEP WELL' 
A o<IIGg, ,n 5oW<11 Madlwwr du<nc< Qf f/q/<U//Jan 6<>ff by the 

name of Suk hwas' that can be loosely translated to the abode 
of happiness. Its eighty plus years old resident Kaushaambi Devi 
indeed has such happy memories of water-abundant Suk has 
Those were times when they could rely on an immense step-well for 
drinking water before it became usable 

This _fifty metres deep step-well named Kshetrapal, is among 3,000 
such structures in Raja.sthan and Gujarat, the design of which allows 
pillagers to climb down and draw water Because of its architecture, it 
restricted evaporation, ant could provide drinking tater throughout 
the year The 1,000 people living around the well depended on it, 
till it started needing repairs and the villagers started to grow fully 
dependent on the tankers that gave out rationed water twice a day 
This is when oil and Natural Gas Corporation (0NGC) stepped 
in to help 

Besides its eivie necessity the Central Public Sector Enterprise 
(cPSE) was @ware of its historical and geographical significance 
too. It is located close to the Ranthambore National Park. and was 
built by Alla udin htji, 60 years back. The Maharatna company 
partnered with Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural 
Heritage (NT40Ht restore the structure and increase the 
water availability in it 

They meticulously cleaned it up, de.silted it and removed all the 
worr-out stones as part of primary restoration work within a few 
months of starting. Over next few months, they replaced the stones 
repaired the chhatris and plastered it, among other secondary 
restoration and final conservation work The grand step-well was 
ready within ear to be used by the villagers again. Oil and 
Natural Gas Corporation has earned the blessings of Skhwas by 
restoring a lifeline back to the village 

Restoration work of shetrapat Step Welt',near 
Ranthambore Natial Park in Raja.than, taken up by Oil ad 

Natural Gar Corporation (0NG 
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National Buildings Construction Corporation (NBCC) restores 
'Purana Qila' in New Delhi ► 

A 
The beauty of 'Purana Qila' in New Delhi, conserved and restored by National Buildings Construction Corporation (NBCC) 
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RESTORATION AND CONSERVATION: 'PURANA QILA' 

P,da/1/r,g a boat across the lake flanking 
Purana Gila in the busy national capital 

of Delhi, you hardly realise hot far you have 
travelled in time, The site is now believed to be the 
Pandava kingdom of Indraprastha, dated back 
to 900 BC, when the war in epic Mahabharata is 
estimated by some historians to have taken place 

That males Purana 6la one of the most 
historically layered sites in this couuntry It is the 
only place in Dehl, wlth history of the last 2,500 
years in #ts various layers, from the pre-Marya 
to the modern era. Its location by the Yamana, 

made it an important site for trade and industrial 
activity in all periods, be it the Mawr yan, Shnga, 
Kushana, Ra/put or the Maghal era. The present 
citadel qt Purana 6la is believed to have been butlt 
under Sher Shah Suri, before his death in 1545 
Unsurprisingly, the site has emerged as a prime 
tourist hot-spot, and needs constant maintenance 

This is where National Building Construction 
Company (NBOO) stepped in to pick the Puran 
Gila under the 'Adopt a Heritage Profeet 
scheme conceived by the ministry of tourism 
The Centrat Puubtle Sector Enterprise that 

specialises in construction signed a pact with 
Archaeological Survey of India and National 
Culture Fund to conserve and develop the site 
in three phases over next five years. 

Besides conserving and restoring the site, 
National Butlding Construction Company would 
redo and expand the museum and also take 
ip excavation work and display the artefacts 
The initiative wttt brighten up a site that is 
a rare amalgamation of Islamic and Hinde 
architecture 

Conservation and restoration work undertaken by Metia Bulling Construction Corporation (NCC fer Pura Qi.la le New Del .... 
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Livelihood for alf 

17 

The Ari Co-operative Project' by Goa 
Shipyard Limited (GsL), has produced 
60 totes of vegetables and has extended 
agricultural support to more than 700 
tribal famlies in Canacona Taluka of 
Oo. Om the other hand, women engaged 
in the concept of kitchen gardening, by 
Tehri Hydro Development Corporation 
(THDC), in Thouldar and Narendra Nagar 
Agriculture Development Block (ADD,), in 
Tehrt distriet, Uttarakhad, were able to 
sate a sizeable amount of their income on 
vegetables purchased from the market, In 
the states of Gujarat, Maharashtra and 
Telangaa, Cotton Corporation of India 
Limited (CCI has provided 3o0 hand 
operated kapes (raw cotton) plucker 
machines to farmers for better harvesting 

Central Public Sector Enterprises have 
realised the importance of sustainable 
livelihood development in the rural 
areas where the economy is primarily 
agrarian based, Their contribution 
to the mission of 'Livelihoods for All 
is immense 

Authority of India Limited's (GAIL) 
Project 'Shr/an' in Rudraprayag district, 
Urtarakhand. Oil India Limited (OIL 
was also able to successfully form 300 
Self-Help Groups and Joint Liability 
Groups thereby assisting more than 
2,000 families in Dibruugarh, Tins.uukla and 
Siasagqr districts of Assam as part of 
Project Raupantar' 

Realising the importance of poultry 
tn the agrarian economy, livelihood 
oriented training twas imparted to women 
beneficiaries, in hagodara (Dama,jodi), 
Olis.ha, by National Aluminium Company 
Limited (NALCO), and to the rural youth 
in Theuldhar and Prata pnagear blocks of 
Thi district, Uttarakhand, by Tehri Hydro 
Development Corporation (THDC) 

Similarly, mushroom production 
and cultivation training by Central 
Railside Warehouse Company (CRWC) 
has made women of Lamipwra village 
in Sawai Madhopuur, Rajasthan, self 
reliant thus developing the village as qn 
Adarsh Gram 

We make a living by wfat we get, but 
we make a fife by wfat we give 

Winston Cfurcfif 

II IS fflunal<id that by 2020, more than 700 
million people will be of the working age 

(24 to 59 ea0rs), of which about 500 million 
people twill need some or the other kind of 
vocational or skill training Besides, about 50 
to 0 million jobs are required to be created 
over the next floe years. With more than 
5 per cent of this workforce falling under 
unorganised sector, building capacity of 
these workers.in terms.of livelihood generation 
is a must 

This burgeoning work force has necessitated 
the need to generate productive employment 
on a large scale, so that the growing numbers 
can be easily absorbed in this expanding 
economy The process of strengthening this 
work force has already started, as Central 
Public Sector Enterprises(CPS.Es)aremaking 
efforts, bry creating sustainable livelihood 
opportunities for rural population in poultry 
farming agriculture, mushroom production 
and cultivation, kitchen gardening. vegetable 
cultivation among others 

More than 7.000 people across 28 skill 
trades were bemefitted, through Gas 
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Women of #udrapayag Uttarakhand, turn traditional handicrafts to 
beautiful products, as part of Gears Authority of Andie Limiteds (GAAL) 
project Shijan 

72 

d 
ocartioaf treeing to youth in Au.drapery0g Utterakkhad, under 
Gars Authority f lndia Limiteds (GA) project Shrijen 
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PROJECT 'SHRIJAN' 
An ulttrl:,, awkward •lltrw surroandtd, zo.ytcr--0/d NI/am, 1<'/lo 

had endless complaints, would cry incessantly and started 
disbelieving in God, She had experienced grief in all forms - loss 
of husband, father and brother, which the young widow had to face 
all alone, after the 2o3 catastrophic flash-flood, caused by multi-day 
cloud burst in Uttarak hand, took away the best of her memories. If 
is then Gas Authority of Ilia Limiteds (GAIL) Shi/an' team 
approached her After several sessions of counselling Nilam, today is a 
proud member of Setf Help Group (8HG), trained in organic farming 
and earns her livelihood through animal husbandry 

When Oas Authority of India Limited concetved project 'Shrt/a', the 
focus was on bringing back, the lives of hundreds of disaster affected 
pillagers, residing in Rudraprayag district of Uttarakhand, to normal 
They were diagnosed wtth post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and 
given regular counselling, with capacity building ant livelihood 
generation training programmes, immensely benefiting more than 
7,000 people across 28 skAlt-trales. 36 SHGs were formed and 
empowered through facial literacy and livelihood training bank 
linkages ad inter-loaning. Three Community Resource Training 
Centres (CRT€s), equipped with different skill training units, 
were established. The CRTs also have display units, wherein local 
products, produced by the community members are sold 

Women, being the important stakeholder in the recovery process, 
with may becoming head of families after the disaster, the project 
endeavoured to involve them at every stage, Like men, they were 
empowered with skills that ensure continuity of income even in 
absence of traditional occupations. Trig traditional handicrafts 
into beaut/al products, constructing water-powered grinding units 
(gharaats), setting a poultry farm among others were some of the 
initatives undertaken, to reduce dependence on conventional sources 
of income 

It wouldn't be an exaggeration to say that the disaster affected 
villagers in the valley have got newer means to Ave their lives, all 
thanks to project 'Shrijan 

Villagers of Rudraparyag, tttarakchad, benefit fro skef tr@laing 
under project Silla of Gar Authority of ladle Lilted (GA) 
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'AGRICULTURE PROJECT' 

TM """""'Y rJ' A.mJm b- ma<nzy agrorian. 
With the state experiencing heavy rainfall and 

a fertile land, it is highly suitable for agricultural 
production, The superior quality of land has led 
to flourishing growth in crops in Assam, which 
provides livelihood support to about 7 per cent of 
the population of the region 

Started in 199I, the 'Agriculture Project' 
implemented by Oil India Rural Development 
Society (0RDS) under the aegis of oil tdia 
Limited (0IL), was conceived with the principal 
objective of promoting sustainable growth of rural 
economy in Assam. The project adopts villages 
registered under Pathar Par ichalaa Samtut (pp9y 
le. field management committees and aims to 

encourage unemployed youth to adopt agriculture 
as a means of earning livelihood. Alongside, it 
provides assistance and technical guidance to 
farmers, spreads awareness about the modern 
methods of cultivation, which helps in generating 
large scale crop production, The farmers are able 
to maximise their farm yields with proper and 
adequate usage of technology Field training by 
experts from agriculture department, Government 
of Assam and Assam Agriculture University (AA0, 
provides them the requisite expertise 

Tb boost the morale of farmers, the oil India 
Rural Development Society introduces them to 
high yielding variety of paddy seeds specially 
collected from Regional Agriculture Research 

Stations (ARS), Titabor, and organic mane 
that revitalises the paddy seeds. Farmers, when 
trained to use appropriate farming techniques, 
thereafter become skilled to check the progress of 
sowed seeds. Extensive in -field training on modern 
methods of cultivation, of Khart and Rabi crops, 
engages women of Pea.bhojan Gaon, Assam in crop 
harvesting activity 

Till date, more than 10 villages have been 
adopted under Oil India Limited's Agriculture 
Project' thus benefitting more than 7.000 families. 
Al these initiatives, taken in the interest of farmers, 
by the fully integrated uupstream petroleum company 
have contributed to Assam s increased productivity 
in agriculture. 

' . ' 
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at opted ka.as plucker machines that yield better netuts were provided by 
Cotton Copora.tlo of Ania Lilted(CC/ in elag6n 
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Mand operated kopas plucker training provided in• 
elongana by Cotton Corporation of tadia Limited (CCI 

Durfng the cotton season (October 2016-September 
207), the acreage under cotton cultivation twas I0 

lakh hectares.e. 36 per cent of the world area under cotton 
and 34I lakh bales of approximate cotton production A.e 
26 per cent of the world cotton production. This makes 
India the largest producer of cotton in the world but on the 
flip side, the country lags in terms of cotton productivity, 
the main constraint being non-adoption of productivity 
enhancing technologies 

Cotton Corporation of India Limited (€CD has been 
at the forefront of Corporate Social Responsibility 
activities, taken An the interest of cotton farmers 
Taking the initiative, the textile company has provided 
300 hand operated kapas (raw cotton) plucker 
machines to cotton farmers in the states of Gujarat, 
Maharashtra ad Telangaa, motivating them to use the 
machines for better yield and lesser trash tn comparison 
to manual plucking 

The hand-held machines, running on batteries, ae 
encouraged by Cotton Corporation of India Limited, for 
they are cost effective, as the cost of picking is reduced by 35 
to 45 per cent with profit level going up by to 10 per cent 
tis also the best substitute for high cost labour Improved 
quality, appearance and contamination fee machine 
packed cotton also fetches better price to farmers 

The textile company, through awareness meetings 
conducted in different areas across the country, is educating 
farmers about the benefits of achine plucking over 
manual picking. Frequent usage in the fields and adequate 
awareness among the cotton cultivators, ll soo make 
hapas plucker machines a boon for cotton farmers 

'KAPAS PLUCKER' 
TRAINING 

17 
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A 
ongmn of Utterekha are teared in moos.hroon 
production by el#yr Develop.et Corporation (4DC) 

A 
Mushroom cultivation training to women of Lcnripre village by Central 
#ellgide rehouse Company (CAW)4e $rw@ Madhopu, Raja.th.a 



MUSHROOM PRODUCTION 
AND CULTIVATION 
TRAINING 

For c •II r,1/ant ""'""'· <Mn'to/1 dt/ztnsa,n <VlllrUxlt" l<>IMrru 
the growth of the country, it is imperative that the «divide 

between the urban ad rural population is addressed timely In fact, 
many economists have directly linked the growth of a nation to the 
development of their rural sectors. With majority of the county's 
population residing in the villages of India, the development of the 
country cannot be visualised, without a inclusive grototh of rural 
Idia 

Central Reitside Warehouse Company (€RWO), afer various 
baseline surveys, identified Laxmdprain Sawed Mad hopuur, Raja sthan, 
as the village that has the potential to develop as a Adas.h Gram 
with improved socio-economic community empowerment status, better 
accessibility to health, education, livelihood, infrastructure ad 
environment. Central Rails#de Warehouse Company took up the 
challenge to help the end beneficiaries, by choosing activities 
that the villagers themselves identified as primary needs, Out 
of the may identified needs, such as constructing a approach road 
for better accessibility of villagers and their Livestock, education ad 
provision of better infrastructure, health and hygiene, distribution of 
solar lanterns to villagers, was the need togioe mushroom ettvat to 
training to the women of Lanoipwra, thus making then self-relict 

Tb achieve the overa goal of holistic development, Tehri Hydro 
Development Corporation (THDC), on the other had, carried 
out training programmes in mushroom production to empower 
young male villagers in the skill trade. Scientife inputs given to the 
youth in agriculture activities helped in increasing the productivity of 
mushrooms, thereby increasing their income 

Specialised skill development training. togeted towards sustainable 
income generation, has led to empowering the pillagers to take on 
mushroom production and cultivation 

◄ ..,_,,. of•IIJq,fl•.......,., So""'1-- lldj,udl...,_ -.,i., 
mushroom cultivation by Central Rallele arehouse Company (AC 
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Poultry reared by villagers, a le#tlatlveb ehi yr 
Develop vent Corporation (THDCJ in Uttarakhad 

[-6. •  
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d 
Villagers engaged in poultry farming by ell ro Development 
Corporation (T4DC in Urtarakhand 



POULTRY REARING 

Rtallsl,ig /IK /mgorta11ct Q{ pou/,ry in the agrarian 
economy, training and support is given to fames 

in the field of livestock farming, which covers aspects of 
poultry farming The farmers are encouragedd to take on 
poultry farming, as a subsidiary occupation, that ca help 
augment their income 

Long term Corporate Socia Responsibility programmes 
have been organised by Tehri Hydro Developet 
Corporatto (rHDC), for holistic development of villages, 
in rural areas of Tehri district, Uttarakhand. To provide 
the pillagers with an alternate source of employment 
and income generation, the project of poultry farming 
in the backyard was taken up bry the NGO Rural Are 
Development Society (RADS), in more than o villages of 
Thad har block of Tehri district. The beneficiaries for 
poultry farming were selected through an open gram sabha 
meeting and interested candidates were provided chicks 
from RADS. Similar by, poultry project was taken up by the 
NGO Himalayan Educational and Resource Development 
Society (HERDS), in more than 30 villages of Prata pnag oar 
block of Tehri district. On an average, So chicks were given 
to each beneficiary in both the blocks, after they received 
the required training So far over 300 poultry nits have 
been developed in the district 

Livelihood oriented trainings were also imparted by 
National Aluminium Company Limited (NALCO) to 
twomen beneficiaries of poultry rearing, in khagodare 
(Damas joti), Odis.ha 

Through the continted efforts of Central Public Sector 
Enterprises (CPSEs), the objectives of poultry farming to 
empower the community, enhance their livelihood statue 
and bring sustainable growth, are getting fulfilled 

Poultry rearing initiative by National Alum.llum Copay. 
Limited (NALCO) povldee lcone and employment to large 

umber of woven le hgoara (bee.le, 0di.he 
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◄ Go.I 5""7<><du,,,/tf<I/GW,...,_, Mffl-a4tm:l- lr""'"'f to 
women in Canacona talk 60 

What could be easier and bmn- than stepping outside your dwelling 
harvesting the freshest of herbs or vegetables and preparing a 

meal that is aromatic, savoury and above all is freshly produced and thus 
consumed? Kitchen gardens have been around for a long time, ever since 
people decided to grow plants for their own consumption. With Central 
Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEe), stepping ahead, the concept has gained 
momentum among farmers 

Tehrt Hydro Development Corporation (T4DO) realised that the 
farmers in Tholdar and Narendra Nagar Agriculture Development 
Block (ADB), in Tehrt district, Uttarakhad, used to spend a sizeable 
amount of their income on vegetables purchased from the market. Tb male 
them self reliant, the concept of kitchen gardening, on bare land, nearby 
their houses was promoted, by providing mint kit of seasonal vegetables 
to farmers. Women were made conscious of the concept and berefitted 
through nutritional kitchen gardening. Maximum net saving through 
kitchen gardening was accrued through rabid, zaid and kharif crops 

The Ari Cooperative Project', by Goa Shipyard Limited (GsL), 
was undertaken in Gaondongrt ad Cotlgoo vtllages, in Caacona Talk 
of Goa, through the formation of two collective farming cooperative 
societies .e, Gaondongrt Collective Farming Cooperative Society Limited 
and Cotlgao Collective Farming Cooperative Society Limited. WAh 
vegetables growing predominantly in the area, their productivity levels 
have increased multi folds due to efficient practices, application of organic 
fertilizers ad diversifying into other allied agricultural activities Zike 
vermi compost, further enhancing the yield. Since its inception, the project 
has produced 60 tonnes of vegetables and has extended agricultural 
support to more than 700 tribal families 

Sch interventions have helped many progressive farmers, as they 
are able to cultivate seasonal vegetables on a large scale, for enhanced 
income 

KITCHEN GARDENING AND 
VEGETABLE CULTIVATION 

VEGE TABLE 
CULTIVATION% 
SELF HELP GROUP 
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Project pantar, by Oil #di Limited (0i) focuses on formation of Self Help 
Groups of youth, enabling livelihood generation, in Assa 
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A 
0if Ania Limited (04/ project #upantr provide lei.hood 
opportunities to youth in Assam 



‘ ’

PROJECT 'RUPANTAR' 

Tlllrt,, t,roy,,,r-<1/d MalcmoWkc got married 
to a farmer at a very young age. Effervescent, 

cheerful and full of tie, Mala embraced the sea of 
challenges after her marriage. Insufficient income 
of husband made Mala toll hard, for she had to 
manage her household expenses and also ensure 
quality education to her three daughters. Inspired 
to take up weaving as a small business, she along 
twtth few others from the same village, formed a 
otnt Liability Group (LG titled 'apall Serving 
the role of a president, Mala was able to translate 
her dreams into reality, all thanks tao Oil di 
Limited's project 'Rupantar 

Deeply committed to socio-economic development 
in Dibrugah, Tins.kia ad Sia.sagar districts 
of Assam, Oil India Limited, in partners.hi 
with the State Institute of Rural Development 

(sIRD, launched project 'Rap@tar meaning 
transformation, in 200. Aiming to overcome 
unemployment, especially among rural youth add 
women, 'upatar mot ates the villagers towards 
entrepreneurship development programmes and 
sef employment opportunities in the primary 
secondary ad tertiary sectors, 

This, sustainable livelihood generation project, 
is based on Se Help Orops (SHGs) and Joint 
Liability Groups model. It hasa central focus to assist 
Self Help Groups fr development of agro based 
industries like bamboo cultivation, floriculture, 
fishery, ser iculture, orgale farming etc. ad other 
allied activities Aike duck farming pig rearing 
goat farming, dairy farming, had loom and small 
baste among others 

Power tillers,provided under farm.mechanisation, 

has not fast helped the youth in increasing output n 
the fields in Assam but has also become an attractive 
Self Help Group activity option. On the other had, 
duck rearing has opened up a potent source of 
noome generation for women Self Help Groups in 
the region 

Eber since project pater's 'inception, more tho 
8,500 Self-Help Groups and Joint Liability Groups 
have provided farmers, women ad youth, mostly in 
tea garden areas, 50 per cent subsidy facial add 
material inputs. In the flscal ye&er 2016-17, Oil Inclia 
Limited was able to successfully form 300 Setf 
Help Groups ad Joint Liability Groups thereby 
assist#mg more than 2,o00 families 

Rupaar' by Oil ucia Limited, has defitely 
spread the rays of inspiration for may Ake 
Metamallika in Assa 

I BS 
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The advance of technology is based on making it fit in so that 
you don't really even notice it, so it's part of everyday life. 

8i/ Gates 

Technology for a better tomorrow 
T� plan a important role in 

improving the standard of living of 
people across all regions ad sections of 
society. In India, toe see technology mah ig 
rapid inroads to emote areas teith the 
efforts of the government and Central 
Public Sector Enterprises (CP'SE's). These 
entities are committed towards giving beek 
to the society in a mater that resonates 
with India's national development goals 
Through leveraging technology ad 
inoation, the endeavour is to provide 
livelihood solutions for the marginalised 
and underprivileged communities across 
the country 

The Central Public Sector Enterprises 
focus mainly on those technologies which are 
simple and within the neach of the ordinary 
people for the benefit of their community 
and harness the local or negioal capacity 
to meet local needs without increasing 

dependence on external factors. A large 
number of these enterprises are involved in 
developing technologies for rural area.s 

Installation of solar panels has 
successfully reduced the carbon footprint 
thereby promoting sustainable solution to 
potoer shortage. Other activities powered 
by solar energy ihe setting up of charging 
stations, street lights and distribution of 
lanterns in villages ensure that children 
can study during a potter shutdoto 
Power Grid Corporation of India 
(PowERGRID) took the initiative to 
brighten up the villages in Ang l 
district, Odis.ha, with solar lanterns, 
while the finance company in India's 
power sector, Rural Electrification 
Corporation (REC), replaced kerosene 
and paraffin lanterns with eco-friendly 
solar lighting devioes in villages of 
Odis.ha which face frequent power 
outages. The engineering works com,pay 
Rail Vikas Nigam Limited (RV,NL) 
Cochin Shipyard Limited (CSL) 
and Metallurgical ad Engineering 
Consultants (India) Limited (EON) 
are also actively involved in lighting up 

streets with LED and soler tights in 
West Bengals Murshidabat district, 
Kerala's Ermakla district @d 
Jharkhad's Ranchi district. 

Computer-aided education and IT 
enabled solutions hae boosted the 
morale of students and drastically red woe 
dropout rates in schools. The producer 
of fertilisers and chemicals, National 
Fertilizers Limited (NFL), provides 
base computer skill training courses 
and the students receive certificates after 
completing t20 hour basic computer skill 
training course sponsored by the copay' 
Bathinda unit 
Drip irrigation systems installed by 

Manganese Ore (India Limited (MOIL) 
is another technology intervention which 
helps pillagers in Bhandare district, 
Nag pr Maharashtra. 

The implementation of these new 
technologies has resulted in increased 
productivity and a better quality of life for 
the rural population 
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Digital library for school children by Engineers Andie Lilted (el) in Ag0sty 
Carpus at#up, Atha Pradee. 

A 
Oil ad Natura Gas Cop6ratio (0NG.Cits computer 
training to women in New Del.hd 



GETTING COMPUTER LITERATE 
Comp,,Ur l!duMllon b """ qf lht n3ffltU1/ 

qualifications required for employment to 
day, in any working environment. This new gen 
eration technology can help the youth perform in 
a better way in their lives. Central Public Sector 
Enterprises (OPSE) have taken the lead to pro 
vlde the knowledge of computer fundamentals 
and use of information technology to the youth 
across India 

The computer literacy programme is supported 
by Engineers India Limited (EILA. This Central 
Public Sactor Enterprise has stepped forward to set 
up digital libraries at Agastya Campus at up- 

pam, Andhra Pradesh. This digital platform glues 
the school children a chance to get acquainted with 
the technology that is essential in today 's world 

On the other hand, oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation (0NGO) has partnered with Ad 
harsh#la, a charitable trust working to empotw 
er women, through its vocational training pro 
grammes. With a vocational training centre 
set up in J slum clusters at Tigri village 
in New Dethd, the corporation puts women in 
the front as it imparts them training through its 
computer application course. 

National Fertilizers Limited (NL) is an 

other Central Public Sector Enterprise impart 
ing computer education to youth. The com,pay is 
giving a lot of impetus to engage the youth in in 
come generation activities bry providing them nec 
essary skills. Computer training programmes 
are conducted for the youth in Bat hind, 
Pun/db Trained to work as hardware technicians, 
the youth, wtll be gainfully employed after the 
completion of the course. 

The emphasis of the Central Public Sector 
Enter prises is to groom the youth with the best of 
computer training so that they become gainfully 
employed or entrepreneurs in the near future. 

Computer training course by National Fertilizers Limited (NFL at Barth.inda, Punjab .., 
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Distribution of solar lanterns to kl i Dadri, Utter Pradesh, by 
National here Power Corporation (NTPC 
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INNOVATION 
IN CHILD LEARNING 
WUh 111<1}orlty Qf IM country's population raiding fn tht o/1 

lages, At is imperative to gtoe rural children, an education, 
which enhances their learning outcomes. Lack of adequate lg ht tng 
in villages, restricts the chile's wtll to study, thus affecting their per 
for maoe in schools. In a mission to support every chld's right to 
education, Centreat Puwbie Sector Enter prises (CPSEs) have stepped 
forward to gtoe them a brighter, safe, clean ad lotw oost solar poto 
ered solution, in the form of solar panel-charged LED lamps or la 
terns, in the absence of adequate hlg ht hg solutions 

Rural Electrification Corporation (REC) hears made studying 
easy for children, residing in Jhasrkhad and Odis.ha, by extend 
ing them solar lantern support, which can easily be echo.gedd 
using solar panels. These solar powered lanterns help children 
study in a pollution free environment ad the labour of using pol 
luting kerosene lamps, resulting in increased study hours during 
the night. Similarly the energy conglomerate, National Thermal 
Power Corporation (NTPC), believes in supplying winterrupted 
potoer to rural population. Their support towards providing rell 
able source of light, A.e. solar lamps to students, in Dari, U't 
tar Pradesh, has led to proving children's study environment 

The central transmission utility of the country, Power Grid Cor 
poration of India (powERGRID), strongly believes in conser 
vat ion and management of the environment. Key initiatives taken 
by Power Grid Corporation of India, towards sustainable develop 
ment, are teehologice initiatives like providing solar lanterns 
to children in Agal district, Odis.he 

With Central Public Sector Enterprises like these and others, 
coming forward tao provide reliable and affordable Ag hting sole 
tions to school children, the day is not far when we ca witness 
other major technolgicat innovation that enable the mission to 
provide education to one ant all 

Power Grid Corporation of tadie (POWER GRID) provides solar 
lanterns t children in Ago itrict, 0di.ha l 
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A 
installation of LED lights on the streets of Murshidab ad Wiest Bengal, by 
Raif Vikars Migam Limited (RVNLJ 

tribal houses of #ujippr@ village Ernakulam district Kral, 
electrified through solar street light by Cochin Shipyard Limited (SL 



ELECTRIFICATION IN 
RURAL AREAS 
A/arll'pOrllM of the rural population does not have the benefit 

of electricity stpply in the remote villages that they live in 
unfippara tribal village at ttampuzha Panchayath, 

in Brnaklam district, Aerala, is an example of one such oil 
lge which does not have any lighting facility, due to the topos 
phy and poor proximity of the area. Living in darkness over the 
years, the only source of light tribal villagers can recall, apart 
from the day light, was the light from the kerosene oil lamps and 
bonfire, which they would light at nights. Cochin Shipyard 
Limited (CSL), along with NGO Samridhoy, supported the region 
with solar lighting systems, 7 tribal families were provided 
independent mini solar power plant consisting of state-of 
the-art materials and equipments at a cost of 1,00, 000 per 
family udt. There has been an increase in the household income 
with money getting saved as there isn't a need to buy kerosene oll 
for lamps. 

Solar solutions, in the form of street lights, were also 
provided by Rail Vikas Nigam Limited (RVNL), in Mrsht 
dabaet, West Bengal. Many villages in Jhark had were facing 
dark nights. Arotund 300 solar street lights were installed by 
Metallurgical ad Engineering Consultants (India) Limited 
(MEOON) in Rpr village, Ranchi district of hark had 
The children are gainfully utilising these lights in the night for 
their studies as earlier they were using kerosene laps which were 
strenuous for thetr eyes ad health, which in turn affected thetr 
studies. The street lights have also made it easy for villagers to 
travel anywhere with ease during ndg ht 

As the proverb goes, When the going gets tough, the tough gets 
going' through the efforts of Central Pubie Sector Enterprises 
(CPSEs), these lighting solutions have not only removed darkness, 
but also brought hopes for a brighter future, 

Engineering Consultants (ldia Limited (ECON 
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Pressure sand filter, installed by Western Coalfields Limited (WCL), meets 
the water requirement of Kanhan village in Nagpur, Maharashtra 

Water discharged from open cast mines after due filtration is converted into potable 
drinking water by Western Coalfields Limited (WCL) in Nagpur, Maharashtra 
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WATER MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS 
Wau,r manog,m,nl ,. an imP(ll"Ulnl <J<l<V"Y whu:h m• 

volves careful planing, usage and distribution of wa 
ter, so that the same can be used efficiently and effectively for 
drinking and for agriculture, where the latter consumes about 
70 per cent of freshwater globally 

This came as an opportunity with Western Coalfields 
Limited (wCL), where the coal producer, decided to supply 
this most precious resource of nature, ie water to village 
ers of Kahan and Pipri, in Nagpur, Maharashtra, by 
properly utilising mime water Titled as '2 the water 
discharged from Kamptee Open Cast Mines, after due filtra 
tion, was converted into potable water Prior to implement. 
tion of this project, the villagers were facing acute shortage of 
water Implementation of this particular project helped them 
in overcoming the problem of water scarcity as they were sup 
plied clean and safe drinking water. About 7,000 villagers 
benefitted with this water supply scheme as it serves nearly 
9,00,000 litres of drinking water per day in these villages 
and few others surrounding the area 

With agriculture making for the most of the water uusage 
Manganese Ore (India) Limited (4oL) has taken the 
path of micro-irrigation, where, by installation of drip 
irrigation systems, Manganese Ore (India) Limited, 
saves water and nutrients by allowing tater to drip slowly 
to the roots of sugarcane plants, The drip irrigation system 
efficiently uses water in Bhandara district, Nagpur Ma 
harashtra and Balaghat of Madhya Pradesh 

By means of irrigation and water utilisation systems, Cer 
tral Public Sector Enterprises (CPSE's) are helping villagers 
get access to clean drinking water as well as also improving 
irrigation systems 

◄ 0,,,/mpl.lo,ts,s-/rufdf<lft,r�--ol 
f0gar.came le villages of&hadra district igpun, 
Maharashtra, by Manganese Ore (die (rited (0lJ 
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YMTSOJl(J. 111tro,wp1 of care homes was 
unheard of in India especially in sem 

urban and rurat India. Over a period of 
time, our country especially the semi-urban 
and rural population, started accepting 
elderly homes, nursing homes, hostels, 
specially-abled homes and day-care centres 
Daring this stage of life, when specially 
abled children, widows, old aged men and 
women demand care ad attention, qua tty 
healthcare and companionship, these units 
serve as a perfect platform. It's like being 
reborn into a new family 

Central Public Sector Enterprises (CSE) 
like oil and Natural Gas Corporation's 
(0NGO) 'Samarpan in Lucknow, 
Engineers India Limited's (EIL) 'Guru 
Vis#ram Vridh Ashram at Lathire 
village and Rural Electrification 
Corporation Limited's (REC) 'Maltri 
Ghan in Vrindavan have given the 
state of Uttar Pradesh severet otd age 
homes that are equipped with necessary 
services, amenities and care tailored to 
meet the inhabitants health needs. 

The night shelter homes by lousing 
and Urban Development Corporation 
(HUDOOy are a perfect example of safety 
offered through secured infrastructure 

Designed with quality furnishings and all 
relevant facilities, the shelterless get a roof 
over thetr heads with several amenities 

Empowerment also comes to the special 
section of the society through innovative 
education methods and inclusion in 
employment. National Thermal Power 
Corporation's (NTPC) 'Asha Kira 
School' for deaf, dumb and specially 
abed children in Vin@hyachal, 
Singrauli district, Madhya Pradesh and 
the company's initiative for Disability 
Rehabilitation Centres (DRes) in six 
locations across the country motivates the 
visually ad physically challenged children, 
through unique learning methods, to live a 
happy and independent life. 

oil and Natural Gas Corporation's 
(0NG€) supported 'Ashuirwad Special 
Education School in New Delhi, 
Sakalp a centre for children with 
disabilities, in Vadodara, Gujarat, ad 
Raphael Special School, Dehradun, are 
examples of children with disabilities 
getting integrated in the society 

Periodic health check-ups and timely 
counselling sessions are also extended to 
children and elderly by Central Public Sector 
Enterprises. As mobility is considered a 

important aspect of being healthy, Sat lug Jal 
Vid yat Nigem Limited ($VNJ, Dredging 
Corporation of India Limited (D€I and 
National Thermal Power Corporation 
(NTpO extend orthotics and prosthetics 
tpport in Bihar, And hra Pradesh and 
Uttar Pradesh ad give hope to the people 
across the country, who have lost limbs and 
require posture and mobility support 

With recent advancements in technology, 
there is a growing recognition of the 
fact that if equipped with the necessary 
adaptive and assisttve technologies, persons 
with disabilities can perform well in their 
lives, Metallurgical ad Engineering 
Consultants (India) Limited's (MEO0Ny 
customer care operations training to the 
girls of Brakishore Netraheen Balika 
Vidyalaya at Ranchd, hark hand, is a 
perfect example of sch endeavour 

Central Public Sector Enterprises are not 
just instrumental in enhancing abilities, 
skills and providing quality education, but 
they have also been successful in ensuring 
that these children and elderly lead a 
productive and fruitful life. After all, at the 
end of the day it is about fuflting one's 
dreams, aspirations and ambitions. 
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Aha le $chel' for deaf, dumb and special abed children by National Thermal Power corporation (NP at 
Singrll, Aadhy Pradesh 
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UNIQUE LEARNING METHODS: SPECIALLY-ABLED 

Th, .,ghl of p1")'/ul ch1/dnn, 1M Olin ll'lll"Ji' 
education through unique meas and stories 

of all these young warriors oho have fought may 
battles against hearing and speech handicap, 
dejection, loneliness, despair and economic eris.is, 
can all be witnessed at National Thermal Power 
Corporation (NTPC) supported Asha Kira' 
school for deaf, dumb and specially.bled 
children, in Vindhyachal, Singraui district, 
Madhya Pradesh. 

Asha iran', meaning A ray of hope' is 
school that pioneers in specially.bled 

education. With support from National Thermal 
Power Corporation, it uses innovative methods to 
teach children with special abilities and alongside 

prepares them to face the challenge of the world 
Om the other hand National Thermal Poteer 

Corporation supports the physically challenged 
people through NTPC Foundation, where the 
Central Public Sector Enterprise (ePSE) has 
set up Disability Rehabilitation Centres (DRCs) 
at six locations ie Korba (Chhattisgarh), Rihand 
(tar Pradesh), Gautam Budh Nagar (Uttar 
Pradesh,), Tada (Uttar Pradesh), Bongo goon 
(Assam,) and Farakka (West Bengal. National 
Institute for Orthopaedically Hadicopped (NI0AD) 
olkta is the copays partner in this endeavor 

The services provided at Disability 
Rehabilitation Centres include survey 
and identification of Persons with Disability 

(PuwD through camps, awareness generation 
for encouraging and enhancing prevention of 
disabilities, early detection an intervention 
assessment of need, provision and repair of 
assistipe deices, therapeutie services like 
physiotherapy, occupation therapy and speech 
therapy ete_referral and arrangement of surgical 
correction throtugh government hospitals and 
vocational trairing keeping in view local resources 
soas to make them economically independent 

With sch endeavours, National Thermal Poteer 
Corporation is making a difference in the society 
by giving the specially-abled a happy and a 
independent life 

Unique methods are used to teach specially-abled children at 'Asha Kira School, st up exclusively by 
National hmal Power Corporation (NT9¢ at ingrauli, Madhya Pradesh 
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Specially-arbled children re provided advanced computer kno ledge by 
lousing on Urban Development Corporation (0DC0 in New eh¥ 
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Educational and vocational training by Metallurgical and Engineering Consultants 
(ndiea) Limited (ME CON) t visually-impaired girls art Ranchi #hark hand 



COMPUTER TRAINING: 
SPECIALLY-ABLED 

V/su,,/Jy /mpoll'l!d l>y birth r,11/i with IOI! p,r c,nt d/scb/11(),, V(ltto Parmar 
did not confine herself to school education but actively participated in extra 

curricular acto~ties lie singing sports, debate etc. In order to be independent, she 
decided to continue her studies and opted for a graduation course from Daulat Ra 
College, University of Delhi. During her graduation days, she got to know about 
Delhi University (DU- National Thermal Power Corporation (Tpe) Foundation's, 
Equal Opportunity Cell(EO). There she avaled facilities like computer labs, reading 
services, conversion of text books nto e-books ad could complete her two short term 
courses in basic and advanced computer course from the DU.NTPC Foundation 
Today, VWeta is successfully placed as a clerical staff wtth a reputed bank 
tis through National Therm Power Corporation's (Np) Information 

ad Communication Technology (CT)Centres, equipped with latest assistive 
so ware ad devices, persons ike Vi/eta tho are visually and physically 
impaired, ca fftt thetr dreams. Such centres are jointly run with Guuwahat 
University, Del Ahi/yea Vi.havidyala ya, Indore ad existing schools for blind in 
Luc#note, Amer, Thruuaat ha,pram ad Mysore 

Housing and Urban Development Corporation (HUDO too extends its support 
to the specially-abled sections of the society by providing them financial assistance 
The computer training programmes run for the specially-a.bled children 
across the country helps in upgrading their knowledge about computers 

On the other ad, Metal lwgoal ad Engineering Consultants (India 
Limited (M'ECON) has been financing and creating infrastructural facilities for the 
cdibyavg (visually challenged) boys ad girls at different institutions in hark hand 
The engineering consultancy company has provided the vtswally challenged, 
a «dormitory, computer trang centre along with computer peripherals for 
skill development ad medical facilities through ts mobile health check-up var 
The centre also extends customer care operations training to the girls of Brakishore 
Netraheen Batika Victyalaya at Rach, Jharkhand. 

With recent advancements in technology, there is a growing recognition that 
equipped with the necessary adaptive ad assistive technologies, persons with 
disabilities can perform equally well in their lives 

◄ __ ,,,,., .. .--,r�c-...t,,1tof/<NW11Tho,.1.ol 
Power Corporation (0PC)in New beth¢, provides computer trolling to 
visually-impaired women 
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$atluj 4al Viyt Miga Limited($/VN} polls artificial lib ad 
ass.st/ve devices to persons withs.ela abilities in Bua, Bihr 
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Artificial limb provided to the specially-bled by Dredging Corporation of 
lndia Limited (0I in Vi.ekhapartma, Andra Pradesh 



PROSTHETICS 
SUPPORT 
lobility is an important aspect of being healthy The state -of-the art 
[fares set up by Central Public Sector Enterprises (CP'SE's) aim to 
give hope to the people across the country who have lost limbs and also to 
those who require posture and mobility support 

Satluu] Jal Vid yat Nigam Limited (SVNy believes in the welfare and 
development of its host community and that their success as a business 
entity is directly linked with the socio-economic vitality and health of the 
communities around their business units. The power copay has signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Artificial Limbs 
Manufacturing Corporation of India (ALIMCO) for providing aids 
and assistive devices to Persons th Disabilities (pwps). Six caps 
were conducted with three in Himachat Pradesh, two in Uttarakhand and 
one in Buxar, Bihar, where the beneficiaries were provided artificial limbs, 
tricycles, heel chairs, hearing aids, crutches, smart canes, braille kits 
among other aids and assistive devices. 

Dredging Corporation of India Limited (DCI) also believes in 

fulfilling its responsibility towards society The dredging company has 
provided artificial limbs to about 150 specially-abled persons from 
the weaker sections of society amounting to 0 lakh at Visakhapatnam, 
Andhra Pradesh 

Being at the forefront of supporting the special needs community, National 
Thermal Power Corporation (NTPO), through its foundation, is serving 
and empowering the physically challenged and economically weaker 
sections of the society or providing services in the area of rehabilitation, 
restorative sun8er aids and appliances to persons with disability the 
foundation has set up Disability Rehabilitation Centres (DR€s) at 
Tande, Uttar Pradesh, in collaboration with National Institute for 
the Orthopaedicaly Handicapped (NOH offering prosthetics and 
orthoties smpport. Fbur more Disability Rehabilitation Centres have 
been established at NTPC R#hand, Korba, Dadri and Bonga~goon. The 
Disability Rehabilitation Centres have benefited about 38,000 persons 
with disabilities so far 

National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC extends assistance 
to the specially-bled in land, Uttar Pradesh 
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Centre for geially-able children, Se.kelp, in Vadoder, Gujarat, -·zzszz 
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and makes therself reliant 

aphoe Special School by Oil and Natural Gas Corporation 
(0NG in Der@dun, Uttaro.khand, trains the specially-arbled 

full few years ago, Prateek Jain had attention disorder, Rah 
L/yada being blind used to spend madam time at his house 

and A#shay used to face his alcoholic father s abuses as he was not 
capable of standing on his own feet. But today, their circumstances 
have changed for the better Prateek has won a medal for India at 
an international sports event, Rahut 's designer candles sold out 
tn minutes in an exhibition and Ahshay can now walk wit ho 
support. Hundreds of other specially-abled children could 
find ability in their dis@bites through Oil and Natural 
Gas Corporation's (0NGO)y supported Aashirwad Special 
Eeducation School in Nee Delhi 

Front providing vehicles for transporting children to catering 
for their diet and medication, from engaging chdlcren in creative 
activities to encouraging them to participate in cultural acts, Oil add 
Natural Gas Corporation has given children a great environment 
and learning at Aashtrwad Special Education School' 

The oll and gas company has also been associated 
wth Sakalp' a centre for ehdlcdren with disabilities, in 
Va@dodos, Gujarat. More than 90 per oemt children with 
multiple disabilities are ta.hen care of at Sarka lp' The centre 
ts equipped with sensory integration room, physiotherapy add 
audiology units, doctors, retired dedicated volunteers ad social 
workers on board, ad provisions for special rang, nutritional 
supplements b ides others. The copay too Joined hands w.th 
Raphael Special School, Dehracu, in a set/less endeavour to provide 
relief to specially-a.bled eh.lctren battling with leprosy, intellectual 
disability ad tuberculosis, so that these children get a fair chance 
to hie a disease-fee life 

Through Oil and Natural Gas Corporation's association with 
various specialy-a.bled schools, the oom,pay has been swooesfut in 
bringing changes in the attitudes of people a.boat cdisab tty 

NURTURING 
SPECIAL-ABILITY 
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A 
lye Sade, hon where th elderly enjoy meal together, get by 
Steel Authority of Ania Lilted(SAAL)ill, Ch.hattigarh 

A 
$/ya Sada at Bhllal Chhattlgorh, by Steel Authority of ledia Leite. 
(5Alfosters homely environment for senior eltlens 
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PROJECT 'SIYAN SADAN' 

E� are the heart of every oompa 
Ensuring their happiness isvita(fora business's 

ice In ire with the ideology to keep employees 
as a top priority, Steel Authority of India Limited 
(SAIL) - Bhilai Steel Plat (SP) refurbished 
the old Bhlai Management Training Centre 
building at Bhilai, Chhattisgarh, into Siya 
Sada the senior citizen hone, which looks 
after the retired employees of Steel Authority 
of India Limited 

Fulfilling the objective of a homely environment, 
Siyan Sada has all the required facilities 
such as 20 double bedded rooms with attached 
bathrooms, refrigerator room cooler side table 

and chair kitchen, dining hall, multipurpose 
hall, recreation hall and an office (with telephone 
and internet facility). Adding to recreation of the 
residents are facilities such as TV with dig ital 
connection, newspapers, indoor games like chess, 
carom board ete which are provided in the loge 
Cultural programmes like kepi same la, 
musical evenings, bhaja sandhya are arranged 
for the elderly on a regular basis, A teat of tee 
officers and two support staff members look after 
the welfare of the senior citizens with round-the 
clock security provided to them in the premises 

A mew beginning was made at Siyan Sade 
when Aksharya Petra supported the elderly hone 

by supplying nutrient-rich meals in Jen.any 
last ear Doctor visit the old age home for a 
routine cheek up once a month with too exclusive 
medical camps being organised for senior eiti.ens 
every month 

Currently, 34 senior citizens are resiting in 20 
fully furnished roors, teith respect and digity 
a majority of them from the initial batches of the 
engineering department.Stee Authority of Id ie 
Limited - Bhilai Steel Plant's Siya Sada" 
es qarde the prestigious 'Varyo.shes.ht ha 
Samas on October 1, 2016, by the President 
of India, in recognition of this remarkable 
initiative 

Steel Authority of lie (Alt) et p S/yen Seda' in Ahle, Chhearttlgarh, for the elderly 
w 
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'he elderly enjoy leisure tire at Samarpa, a old ege home by Oil and 
Natural ear Corporation (0NGC)in Lucke, Utter Pr des.h 
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Samapan, a hone for the like minded set up by Oil ad Natura 
as Corporation (0NGC)in Lucknow, Utter Pradesh .., 
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PROJECT 'SAMARPAN' 

V,..ma. a mum _,,,, from Uttar Pradesh state 
government, has never asked for any kind of favour from 

his family relatives or friends. A man of digit Verma was 
left to face the harsh reality of life, as he was finding it difficult 
toget along with his so after retirement. With his wife passing 

awaya pear thereafter he used to spend most of his time either 
at his daughter's residence or on pilgrimage. During one such 
trip where he lost his wallet and twas stranded at Lucknow 
railway station for two days, he had to do petty jobs to fund his 
trip back home. It was then, he realised that he cannot continue 
living like this. He arrived at the doorstep of Sama pan' a 
old age home, run by Major Vijay Kumar Khare, under the 
aegis of Gayatri Par~war Trust, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh 

Aretired armymaturned busies.sa-turned.social 
worker hare was mooed by the plight of senior citizens who 
were abandoned by their family members, lacked the love and 
health care that they deserved at this stage of their lives. It was 
then he took the initiative to establish 'Samar pan' with his 
personal contribution. Acopay deeply committed to integrity 
and responsibility Oil and Natural Gas Corporation 
(0NGey, extended financial support of 42 lakh for thee 
construction of seven additional rooms on the first floor 
of the elderly home, which led to happily accommodating 
Verma ad may other like-minded individuals of his age. 

Samarpan'gives the elderly facilities such as bedrooms 
equipped with all basic amenities, a yoga meditation 
centre, library, dispensary, dining hall, round the clock 
ambulance service, 24hors security all packed withe 
much mes led love, companionship, care and attention 
This old age home gives the elderly a reason to enjoy leisure 
time and live their lives to the fullest ' 

Sam» rpa, an old age home in tuckow, Utter Pradesh• 
by Oil and Natural Gars Corpe tlon (0NG-CJ gives the 

elderly aeato tollve their lees to the fullest 
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hudco 

IGHT SHELTER FOR SHELT ERLESS POOR 
Constructed with the Financial Assistance from 
HOUSING and URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION(HUDCOla.CSR ts'9 gzoa me»& :a 

mom i 
A ,,6an Development Corporation (HUDCO) set up a night shelter Housing anc Iba 

home in Kolkata, West Bengal 
i!r shelter home built by Housing and Urban Development Corporation 
(HUDCO) in Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh 
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NIGHT SHELTER 
HOMES 

With "" aim to provide a/fordable housing to urban poor. 
Pradhan Matri Awas Yofa (PMAY) Housing 

For All' an initiative by Prine Minster Narendrd Moel, is a 
scheme launched by the Mistry of Housing and Urban Poverty 
Alleviation (MoHUPA), which envisions to butt two crore 
houses for the poor, inc lad tng economically tweaker sections ad 
low income groups, #n urban areas by the year 2022 through a 
financial assistance of approximately ttoo trillion from the 
central government 

Sinoe its inception, lousing ad Urben Development 
Corporation (HUDOO) has focused on providing affordable 
houstg to the economical by weaker sections ad lot income groups 
as well as providing basic infrastructure facilities fr proving the 
quality of life of citizens, especially the poor and the marginalised 
Tb serve this mission of Housing for All, when the nation completes 
years of independence, Housing and Urban Development 
Corporation ureter its Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR thrust 
area has extended its support by constructing lg ht shelter 
facilities for wr ban population, comprising separate rooms for 
men, women at children, tolets, kitchen etc. The construction 
and renovation works for these ght shelters have taken place at 
various locations across the coy le. Visakhapata, And hr 
Pradesh Kolk@ta, West Bengal; Chenet, Team.l Nad, Assa New 
Delhi, erala, Punja.h, Rajarsthan, Telangaa, Utarak had ad 
Utter Pradesh. The night shelters in var iotas states not Just provide 
shelter to the she terless pop la t ion but also a low then to a00es 
satiation facilities especialy constructed along with these shelter 
hones, keeping in mid the Spach.h Bharat Abhtyan 

For those, who are of1en foroed to sleep in the corridors ad 
on pavements on the roads, Housing and Urban Development 
Corporation's shelter homes, give the shelterless a home that they 
0a cal their own 

losing and Urban Development Corporation (4DO} 
constructed night shelter facilities in Chenail, Tammi lad 
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Maitri her, an ageing resource centre, in Vrindeve Uttar Pradesh, by 
Rural Electrification Corporation (REC/is a home for elderly and widows h 

centre provides then vocational training and employment opportunities 

A 
A newly constructed old age ho by Airports Authority of Andie (AAl) 
in Raipur, Ch.hattigarh 
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HOME SWEET HOME 
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS 

Ind,a has the second largest ageing population in the world. With this 
significant rise in the ageing population, comes the need to give them a 

roof with quality care facilities as caring for the elderly is a challenge that 
heeds to be addressed timely Central Public Sector Enterprises (ePSE's) have 
taken steps to give the elderly facility of homes that they can call their own. 

Development of senior citizen home by Airports Authority of India 
(AAD) at Mana Camp, neqr SV Airport, Raipur, Chhattisgarh, for the 
elderly women, who were transited from Bangladesh to Mana Camp 
barracks in 1965-1972. The barracks were in a very dilapidated condition 
while the newly constructed building, on the other hand, isa reinforced concrete 
framed structure with eight dormitories in four blocks. Each dormitory has 
twelve beds, cupboards and is furnished with all the relevant facilities. The 
dining hall extends as an entertainment room and is equipped with LED TV 
and a sound system. The four garden areas give the much needed space to the 
elderly to relax amidst the greens 

Maitri Ghar, an elderly widows ashram, in Vrind@van, Uttar 
Pradesh, by Rural Electrification Corporation Limited (REC, is a 
home to 00 destitute elderly widows. The ashram provides them essentials 
for life including mid day meals, nutritional supplements, clothing and 
healthcare. 'Maitri Ghar serves as an ageing resource centre for research 
in ageing as well as a training institute for elderly care, which empowers 
the widows with skill building. income generation opportunities and educate 
them about government-provided benefits. 

Engineers India Limited (EIL) has funded the construction of 
one block of 'Guru Vishram Vridh Ashram in Luthira village, 
Gar hmukteshwar, Uttar Pradesh. The old age home serves as a caring 
home for street picked physically and mentally challenged destitute 
elderly. 

These homes, by Central Public Sector Enterprises, give the elderly a reason 
and hope to live their lives to the fullest. 

uu isRf vFi ASHRAM, 
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Guru Vishram Vridh Ashram' at Lathira, Uttar Pradesh, is an old age home for senior citizens by Engineers India Limited(El 
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and training young artists to become 
part of this mission 

Then, there are folk art-forms that 
have adapted, evolved over time qnd 
are thriving irrespective of their 
antiquity Ore sch poplar form is 
Nkkad Nata or street play, that is 
as much a art as it is a form af social 
communication. National Therms 
Power Corporation (NTPC) hos 
used this artform to create awareness 
about the Seach.h Bharat 
Abhiyan'to underscore the importance 
of hygiene qnd sanitation in 

building a healthy India. Some other 
Central Public Sector Enterprises have 
fused regional art-forms and social 
messagng n a ton attempt to create 
awareness and preserve tradition 
Emerging as a new set of patrons, 
Central Public Sector Enterprises.arene 
energising these traditional art-form 
that were fast fading into oblivion 

may folk-msic traditions, theatres 
and instruments, is its strength ad 
challenge 

lt is this diversity that is celebrated 
in the anal festival Vira.sat 
supported by oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation (0NG€). The 15 day 
long art-fest in Dehrad that hosts 
to concerts ad features 400 crafts 
attracts q mil/iot people ad has 
come to be known n some quarters as 
the biggest cultural festival in Asia 
oil and Natural Gas Corporation 

has also come to a realisation that many 
of the wildly popular performing art 
forms of ester ears have started coying 
after losing their following to satellite 
television, cinema ad other sources 
of entertainment. This prompted the 
Central Pubic Sector Enterprise (CPS.E) 
to pick one such musieatheatre for 

Natali and work with eminent 
folk-artists to revive it by inspiring 

Ile world speaks to me in colours, 
t soul answers in music. 

This diversity of Indian culture 
with eight recognised classical dances, 
numerous folk dances, two dominant 
Indian classical music streams, 

A"""" /IK "'"""'' art,faas. 
archaeologists excavated fro 

Indus Valley Civilisation was a 
prehistoric bronze sculpture of 2500 
Be named the 'Dancing Girt for the 
pose she struck. Ancient scriptures 
such a Vedas ad Brahmanas cite 
rituals of performing arts and plays 
The mythology of this land imagines 
semi-divine beings, Apsoras and 
Gad harvas dedicated to dace ad 
masie as teell as some Gods from the 
Hindu Pantheon such as the austere 
Shiva and the playful Krishna dance 
with gay abandon. The tradition 
of music and dace in this land is older 
than eten the concept of a country 
and the idea of India. t is as old as it 

India, a collage of culture 
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spreads awareness about 'Nkeked Nate.k performance by vilagers in Rih.and, Sonbhadra district Utter Pradesh,by 
ormnces legaen, #a,jars.th.a Natl0al 'hrrel Power Corpora.ti (0Pt sped awareness about cleanliness 



'NUKKAD NATAK' 

Nukkad Natakor street plays areas democratic 
as art can get. It is a form of art made of the 

people, by the people and for the people. Deeply 
rooted in India's folk tradition, it has been used 
since ancient times for spreading social and 
political messages. It does that with little to no 
props, no barriers between audience and actors and 
no paying audience. For a stage, it uses the streets 
or just any public place. 

This social communication through art-form had 
been employed by the national freedom fighters 
to unite this diverse country and kindle a spirit 
of Indian brotherhood. Notable actors, such as 

Utpal Dutt and Habib Tanvir, yet to gain stardom 
took to streets, and used theatre to create political 
awareness in the 1940s and 1950s. 

Taking that tradition ahead, National Thermal 
Power Corporation (NTPC) uses 'Nukkad 
Natak' to create awareness about a wide range 
of social issues including those that affect our 
daily lives. After Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
started the 'Swachh Bharat' campaign, the Central 
Public Sector Enterprise (CPSE) organised over 
20 'Nukkad Natak' on cleanliness in different 
places from Singrauli in Madhya Pradesh to 
Solapur in Maharashtra. The street theatres 

intended to drive home the importance of hygiene 
and sanitation in creating a healthy individual, 
and a healthy India. 

While cleanliness was the central theme it focused 
on, issues of women's rights were also highlighted in 
street theatres it hosted in Solapur. Most importantly, 
National Thermal Power Corporation engages 
the villagers and community people in the act, 
making them invest themselves in the social messages 
deeper. It does more than just help turn commoners 
into artists. Practicing and delivering the social 
messages may help people internalise them deep 
enough to turn from messengers to ambassadors. 

National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) engages youth in 'Nukkad Natak' performance at Vindhyanagar, Singrauli, Madhya Pradesh ..... 
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lee.art, a festival thart features or ff0concerts and 4000rafts, organised by Oil and Natura 
Gas Corporation (0NG,creates crwcremess about our rich cultural heritage in beau 
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0it and Natura Gers Corporation' (0NG4 Virant upholds the 
heritage and tradition of our country in Dehradr 
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PROJECT 'VIRASAT' 
Come winter, and Dehradun cheers up. Not only because 

the people there are excited to drive two hours to see the 
first snow of the season, but also because they are excited 
to lend an ear and shake a leg to music in the Himalayas. 
Their social calendar is fully booked with what is referred 
to as the biggest cultural festival of Asia 'Virasat' 
A 15 days long art-fest supported by Oil and Natural 
Gas Corporation (0NGC) brings together the music 
maestros with the renowned folk artists, the rock 
stars of Indian culture. 

Over the last 22 years, 'Virasat' has showcased the 
best Indian culture and brings legends like Pandit Ravi 
Shankar, Bhim Sen Joshi, Hari Prasad Chaurasia on its 
stage. The festival, organised by not-for profit REACH 
(Rural Entrepreneurship for Art and Cultural Heritage), 
also features rising artists. 

Popular singers Kailash Kher and Hans Raj Hans have 
enthralled the crowds in the celebrations. Each year, the 
festival hosts over 1I0concerts. It also features over 400 
crafts. Theatre and cinema stalwarts Shyam Benegal, 
Adoor Gopalakrishnan and Govind Nihlani in the 
past have been great crowd pullers in the festival that 
is estimated to be attended by more than a million people. 

Over last two decades, this festival has grown in scope to 
include much beyond just arts and crafts. Talks, seminars, 
literature festival, ayurvedic treatments, heritage walks, 
challenging hikes, yoga sessions add to the experience. The 
events in the festival are organised by young volunteers 
on a not-for-profit basis. 'Virasat' originally inspired by 
Theban Celebrations of ancient Greece, has today become 
a festival that is a mass celebration of the Indian culture. 

'Virasat', by Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONG CJ, ► 
engages women in cultural performance in Dehradun 

I - •. . . . 
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Children fro $th24 Parga, tkeg0l, performed cultural act spreading 
wreness against child carriage, a let.lathe b#ell Vilar Nin Lilted (RNL 

National Bull dings Construction Corporation (N8CC)engages tribal 
students fro hbeeswortoraise awareness about Arie fees.th ls 
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AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS BY ARTISTS 
Chlldrtn ci,n IN the best teachers, and when made to act out 

the parts of Gods and spout wisdom, they not only look 
cute but seem effective. Some Central Pubtie Sector Enterprises 
(CPSE) have harnessed ancient art-forms, particularly 
drawing from rich folk-culture to transform children into 
agents of change. Little girls in remote South 24 Parganas, 
West Bengal, perform a folk dace asking adults not to marry 
them off as kids. This was an initiative of Reil Vikass Nlgam 
Limited (RVNL) to use cultural act to induce social change 
Making these children narrate the evils of child marriage 
made for a powerful sight 

In the neighboring state Otis.ha, National Butting's 
Construction Corporation (NBOO) engages tribal ehdlcdren 
to showcase Indian culture and festivals and raise awareness 
about them. An ambitious attempt by South aster Coalfields 
Limited (SEC) sees it supporting the Pe.ti Mahotsav in orbe 
district of Chhetttsgarh. Locals are trainee in the folk daces, plays, 
music ad made to practice ht ltgentty for the whole year before they 
ae ready to perform for the aach eroe. And on the important dry 
alongside vibrant performo.noes, contributions of senior artists ae 
acknowledged. It also offers local craftsmen a opportunity to display 
ad sell their woes 

Organised by the district authority, the 'Pali Mahotsav', an 
annual a/far has emerged as a cultural marketplace that 
showcases and preserves the regional tradition and ereate 
livelihoods for may The number of people estimated to be 
benefited stads at about 1,000. The Central Public Sector 
Enterprises are fusing different cultural art-forms with social 
messaging to create awareness among local people and preserve 
their traditions 

.4Poi Mahotsav'started at orb, Chharttisgarh, by Soth 
Eastem Coalfields Limited (SC aims to create a cultural 
market place for artists 
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Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC engages the youth in Matan#d' 
staged across Varanasi Utter odes.h 
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A 
0if ad Natural Gas Corporation (0NG()spreads awareness about Nau.take"though contemporary plays staged across Varanasi Uttar Pradesh 
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REVIVING 'NAUTANKI' 

Tlw 4/l<rnt,uy la"1 Qf t1,111r lrul/tful KIii/i 
Satyavadi Raja Haris.hchadra' as 

ploying at The Great Glab Theatre in Kanpur 
in a folk opera form. Anshuumant was among the 
full house audience watching it a second tine 
Only this second time had come after a prolonged 
wait of four decades 

When he last saw the play in 1976, it was the 
golden era of The Great Glab Theatre, adjust its 
name was enough to draw a fl house. Same can 
be said of 'Nata the musical theatre form, 
with its roots in North India. A wildly popular 
Source of entertainment in the pre-television era, 

these musical theatres played all night and drew 
crowds of 10,000 t0 15,000. And then with the 
invasion of satellite television into homes, the 
performing art started dying 

To revive Natanki Oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation (0NGC) teamed up with renowned 
folk singer Malini Aasthi and her organisation, 
Son Chiraiya that works to preserve the foll 
music, dace and theatre of Uttar Pradesh. The 
Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR)team of Oil 
and Natura Gas Corporation designed three 
month long Nautanki workshops to be 
conducted under the guidance of The Great 

Glab Theatre. The workshop trains a bunch 
of new artists and creates awareness about 
this performing art 

Originally, Nautaki drew from themes of 
mythologies and stories of local heroes. Over time 
it epoled to become a tool of expression in the 
National Freedom Movement, playing otut stories 
of Jalianwala Bagh and Sultana Daku. Late, 
it adapted itself to social messaging based on 
awareness about HIV/AIDS, dowry, and family 
planing Efforts like that of Oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation is bringing the music back to this 
musical theatre of art-form 'Nautahi 

Courtemporarry plays, staged across Lucknow, Utter Pradesh, by 0ill ad Natura Gar Corporatie (0NGA 4pr6ad awareness bet the b.duty of taut.ke" .... 
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Tod,,,: .,,,,,.. U a,nnhr,d mwr,ro/ 
to al-rotund development of one 's 

personality Making an international 
mark in the field of sports also has a 
great bearing on national pride. n 
order to meet the increasing demands of 
the changing times, at national as well 
as international level, the Government 
of Indio, under Sports Authority of 
India (SAD), has taken p various 
programmes to promote excellence 
in sports 

Identifying and supporting sports at 
grassroots level remained important as 
there is no dearth of sporting talent in 
our country They need encouragement 
and support to excel in their choice of 
sports. Several Central Public Sector 
Enterprises (CPS.Es) have taken 
the initiative of tapping the hidden 
potential in rural ad tribal areas 
by developing a sports ecosystem. In 
Olis.has Korapt district, Hindustan 
Aeronautics Limited's (HAL) sports 
academy, trains tribal oth in 

football and archery. This project 
is technically supported bry the Sports 
Authority of India. Barut village in 
U'tar Pradesh, has a modern state 
of-the-art wrestling hall, which was 
constructed bry Airports Authority of 
India (AAD), which comes under the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation 

As a catabyst to the cause of 
empowering India's sports talent 
at international level, these Central 
PubNie Sector Enterprises have been 
spotting the potential in young 
sporting talents ad grooming them 
into champions across multiple 
Olympics and Parabympic disciplines. 
Thetr support covers high performance 
training travel and competition need's, 
nutritional counselling fitness and 
injury management, rehabilitation, 
physiotherapy ad strength training. I 
order to groom ad make them ready for 
the next Olympics, Gas Authority of 
India Limited (GAIL) took an 
initiative and embarked upon a 

grassroots athletics programme 
India Speed'star aiming at 
unearthing otung talent across India 

These Central Public Sector 
Enterprises keep organising many 
track and field events at national and 
international levels in association 
with Sports Authority of India and 
state governments. Regular sports 
eventsarealso being conducted atraural 
areas and new sports complexes 
equipped with modern facilities 
are being developed in areas with 
almost no infrastructure to provide 
budding players an opportunity to 
hone their inherent talent National 
Thermal Power Corporation 
(NTPC) regularly conducts sports 
events across rural areas, which elicit 
enthusiastic responses from the people 
of the area 

The concerted efforts of the Central 
Public Sector Enterprises will lead to 
several benefits for sports,persons, the 
team and society 

225 

·Making sports a way of life 

Whatever level you reacf, getting 
fetter ever stops. 
Sachin Tendkar 
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A 
The state.ftheart wrestling heal in Barut, Utter 
Pradesh, by Airports Authority of India (AA) 

A 
Budding wrestlers get trained in the state-of the-art half in Barut, Utter Pradesh, by Airports 
Authority f ndia (AAI) 
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International wrestling facility supported by Airports 
Authority of India (AAI) at Barut, Uttar Pradesh 

With blockbuster 'Danga/' brmging wrestling mto 
limelight, 'kushti' is finally getting the attention that 

it always deserved. India has been the breeding ground for 
martial artists of various classifications. These art forms 
thrived in India's traditional sports and gave birth to 
many sporting legends. Modern combat sports, armed, as 
well as bare-handed, find their roots in ancient India. One 
such combat sport is wrestling. Counted among the most 
prestigious and oldest sports in the Olympic Games, wrestling 
is India's gift to the world 

Talking of 'kuushti, an 'akhada' is the training arena 
where wrestlers are bred and trained. Airports Authority of 
India (AAI) recognised the need for improved sporting 
infrastructure in rural India and developed sports 

facilities to encourage and nurture sporting talents hidden 
in interior and remote areas of the country Taking this into 
consideration, a double mat wrestling-cum-multipurpose 
hall has been constructed in Barut, Utt@r Pradesh, a 
place teeming with wrestling talent and aspiring grapplers. 
This initiative is helping in grooming youth of the area who 
aspire to take part in national and international wrestling 
championships. The hall has a capacity of around 300 people 
and is equipped with sporting facilities of international 
standards. It's having tensile fabric (Pp coated), roofing 
structure of 2,200 square metre area and two wrestling 
mattresses of international standard 

This initiative of Airports Authority of India has changed 
the scenario in Barut village and now more wrestlers get 
trained in this state-of-the-art hall. This is amongst the many 
other initiatives taken by Central Public Sector Enterprises 
(CPSEs) to promote sports at the grassroots. 

'AKHADAFOR 
REAL-LIFE DANGAL 
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The state-of-the-art iadoor stadium by Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (0NGC becomeg the training ground for bdlite plcry.erg i Sers.agar, Asam 



NURTURING 
BADMINTON TALENT 

T he shuttlers of Sll!C,agar In A....,m """'" ,.,,.,,,. to 
smile. They, no longer have to practise on a broken 

surface or under a cracked ceting. oil amed Natural 
Gas Corporation (0NGO constructed the Cha-Lung 
Syakapha Indoor Stadium'at this town in the state of 
Assam, which nurtures the talent of the you# players in 
badminton game 

Ltke any other sport, badminton too requires a lot of 
dedication, practice, perseverance and of course proper 
infrastructure, making it much more than just playing 
with racquets and a shuttle cock. Oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation ls committed towards promoting sports 
and sponsors international and national events 
while lending a financial support to sportspersons 
Improving infrastructure, training in the country and 
abroad, providing necessary kits and equipment and 
endowing scholarship support and sponsorship to 
the young and upcoming talented spor tsper sons are 
an integral part of the company's sports credo, The 
game evolved in British India from the earlier game of 
battledore and shuttlecock 

By providing infrastructure to the game of badminton, 
Oil ad Natural Gas Corporation ad other Central 
Pubic Sector Enterprises (CPSE's), not only support and 
encourage the development of badminton as a sports for 
all, but also factlttate international exposure to budding 
players to create a progressive pathway for them and for 
the country 

.-/oung spurting talent trained in badminton by Oil and 
Natura Gear Corporation (0NG-Cat Cha-Lung Sy0kesp.he 
teer Stadium'in Ser.agar, Ac 

) (L 
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A 
dian Seedstar, by Gars Authority of irdia Limited (GAAL) prepares 
sportspersoms for Olympics 2020 and2024 

.... 
Gars Authority of lndia Limiteds dian Speedster gives 
young girls a platform to live their dreams 



PROJECT 'INDIAN SPEEDSTAR' 
B don tee talk of Olympie winners, let's figure 

out the basic the more the numbers playing 
sport, the more the chances of excellence. It all starts 
from building a sporting culture. And where does 
this culture come from? It starts with places to platy 
places with facilities and more importantly talents 
with potential to be champions first at national and 
then at international level 
he last decade has seen Indian athletes 

performing admirably at continental meets and the 
Commonwealth Games in long distance running 

and the throw and jump events. However sue 
in the sprint epents is still something the country 
earns for 

History does not just happen, history needs to 
be created Its time to home budding athletes with 
potential to become sceet sfl in the international 
tournaments in the near future. Gas Authority 
of India Limited (GAL), along with National 
Yvar Cooperative Society(NYes), has embarked 
on a grassroots athletics programme India 
Sp dstar which is aimed at unearthing young 

talent across the length and breadth of India 
Indian Speed star identifies and nurtures talent in 

track events (10, 200 and 400), between 
the agegoapof 1tot7years, helping them with 
access to coaching. foreign training. physiotherapy 
mental conditioning ad other support services 

The persisting epoch-making initiate of Gas 
Authority of India Limited has created a pool of 
athletes with talent which will possibly bring honour 
for India in track events at the highest echelon of 
sporting events - the Olympics 2020/ 2024 

Word-class coaching offered to athletes under Gers Authority of ndia Limited's (GAll lndian Speedster,a national talent search programme .., 
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.... 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limiteds (MAL/sports academy trains tribe 
youth in football at or@put district 0di.ha 

+ • 

.... 
Young soccer trainee at ldue.ta Aron@utile«Lelte' (AL6otbell Academy 
at lea@purr, Bengal 'he tales de le.ducted in Ader.1$an def8 
categories 



TRAINING ACADEMIES 
FOR FOOTBALL 
Whtn Ind/a lfOl a cha/IN to show the world that It /oua 

football, it did so bry successfully hosting its first ever 
FIFA event - the Under17 World Cap The tournament was a 
big success, with the host country getting rave reviews from 
the global audience. Although, Indian team bowed out in 
the tournament early the players twon admiration from al 
around for thetr fighting spirit and skills. Indian players 
managed to show the world that they are not that far behind 
and can compete at the highest level and still hold thetr own. 

The 2or edition became the most attended U17 World 
Cps in history with a total stadium attendance of 
1,347,133, which surpassed the previous record of 1,230,976 
set at the 1985 edition in Cha. Much of the credit for 
boosting the enthusiasm among Indian youngsters for the 
beautiful game goes to the Central Pubic Sector Enterprises 
(CPSEs), as they set the platform to spot and nurture young 
talent in football through fottball academies and organising 
tournaments across the country 

Hindustan Aeronautics Lmited (HAL) started a sports 
academy at Koraput district, Oedisha, to train the tribal youth 
in football, The project is technically supported by Sports 
Authority of India (SAD, The aim is to develop players of 
exceptional calibre and prepare them for tough domestic and 
international tournaments. Central Coal/eds Limited 
(ceL), which is also committed for the promotion of football 
in India, has organised football tournament for the youth 
at Ranchi, hark.hand 

In addition to professional grooming emphasis is on holistic 
personality development through a blend of structured 
academic ad sports curriculum in these football academies 
thereby balding a culture of sports at the grassroots level 

centrat coalfields Limited (ct organises football 
tournament for the youth at#Ranchi Aharkhand 
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A 
bis.rs thrower ram/yet/ Dalal, sported b National 8ullgs Construction 
Corporation (NC) clinched a brone medal in th o.en'F$ ertegory at 
World Para Athletle4 Chapioshl 201i Lido 

734 

1en1cs 
4G+HF 

larvell thrower Sudar Singh Gurjair, spported by Nation.tu#tings 
Construction Corporation (NB), won gold in Men'F46 category at World Pars 
Athletics Championships 2017 in London 



PARA-ATHLETES: BRINGING LAURELS TO INDIA 

The special training given to the specially 
abled by Central Public Sector Enterprises 

(CPSEs) not only helps in giving a purpose to 
the lives of these people who with unfortunate 
turn of events were completely disillusioned, but 
also helps exploring their talents. Some of them 
have evolved into Indian para-athletes and have 
become champions, wining laurels for India 
In recent past, some of these para-athletes went 
on to win gold, silver and bronze medals at 
the international events. Thanks to National 
Buildings Construction Corporation (NBOC) 

for their endeavour in empowering these brave 
individuals to do something great in their life even 
after going through such a loss in their life 

The World Para Athletics Championships 
2o17 in London brought moments that would 
last a lifetime of memories for Indian fans and 
athletes. Encouraged by National Buildings 
Construction Corporation, the para-athletes 
won five medals for the country in men's javelin 
throw F46, men's club throw F-51, women's discus 
throw F-55 and men's high jump T-42 categories. 

Sundar Singh Gurjar clinched gold in men's 

Javelin throw F.46 category, Sharad Kumar and 
Varun Singh Bhati won silver in men's high jump 
T42 event respectively, Karamjyoti Dalal bagged 
a bronze medal in the women's discus throw F.55 
category and Amit Kumar Saroha won silver 
medal in men's club throw F-51 event. India 
was represented by 29 para-athletes which 
included five women, 

It is a matter of immense pride for National 
Buildings Construction Corporation to be part 
of such as noble cause and create a benchmark to 
build sporting excellence. 

Encouraged by National Buildings Construction Corporation (NBC), high-jumper Sharad Kumar, won silver at The World Para Athletics Championships 2017 in London 

w -.. -.. { 
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A 
Sports cadets get traiming in archery at Mega Sorts Complex, Ranchi Jharkhand by Central Coalfields Limiteet(ca 
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MODERN COMPETITIVE 
ARCHERY 
ndia archery is now progressing fast towards the 

pinnacle of world archery, thanks to the zealous efforts 
of the Archery Association of India (AAD), which 
encouraged the individual academies end Sports 
Authority of India (SAD centres to take up the mantle 
of training the archers. Archery Association of India 
came into existence in 1973 ith the primary objective 
to organise, encourage and promote the game of archery 
in the country try providing proper training facilities to 
Indian archers. Besides promoting the sport in India, the 
Archery Association of India has been spear heading efforts 
to popularise the game in the Asian region and is one of 
the founder members of the Asian Archery Association 
he Central Public Sector Enterprises (CP'SE's), with 

the help of Archery Association of India and Sport 
Authority f India, hape paid special attention towards 
the establishment of more and more archery training 
centres to serve the meeds of emerging young talent. 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL4, in association 
with Sports Authority of India, provides training to 
the budding talents in the game of archery in Odis.ha 
Central Coalfields Limited (ceL) conducts training 
for sports cadets in the art of hitting bulls eye in 
Ranchi, hark.hand. Hindustan Aeronautics Limited 
with the support of Odisha Archery Association and Sports 
Authority of India, organised the 5th State Level Archery 
Competition at orapt, Odisha. 

The scope of archery is wide in India and it's gaining 
momentum with hope that our budding archers will bring 
laurels for the nation in times to come 

Youth pa ticdparted i the 5th state tevet Archery competitiog organised by Odis.ha Archery Aoletion wit. 
of Sports Authority of indie ($Al-iduster Aeronautics 

Limited (Al) art orapt, Odis.ha 
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◄ ffw<>M-dlllrirt1""1/um<rt./1Nm11f1udo,Od/lllN,/,h/"fl 
constructed by Mahana Coe#fits Limited (MCLJ 

A 
Hindustan Aron@utile«Leite (Ai$pt4 Athlty f in.di ($A/) Sort realm.leg Centre tr@lg tribal youth at Su.bed, 0is.h 
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SPORTS INFRASTRUCTURE 
TM spoNtng cu/tur, fn lnd/a i. wtt,-tng 

a real transformation in recent mes twtth 
sports gaining importance ad high quality sports 
infrastructure in the country. Besides establishing 
sports training centres across the country, Sports 
Authority of Ilia (S4, in recent times, 
introduced National Sports Academy (NSA 
scheme with state-of the-art sports facilities 
to identify more umber of sports,persons. 
To promote sports on single discipline basis, 
Sports Authority of India has implemented 
various schemes tn collaboration wth ooncer med 
national sports federation ad through Oor porate 

Social Responsibility (CSR) partners. Central 
Puubie Sector Enterprises (CPSE's) have come up 
with sports training centres in India aiming to 
bridge the sports infrastructure gap in rural and 
remote areas. 

Central Coafietads Limited (CCL) and 
hark had government run a sports academy 
ad university et 'Sheikh Bhkhart Mego 
Sports Complex, Hotter helgaon, Jhark.hand, 
for the athletes who want to raise standards to 
compete wtth international counter parts. With 
a view to identify ad nurture tribal/rural 
sports talent and bring them up to national 

and international level, a sports academy has 
been established by Hindustan Aeronautics 
Limited (HAL) at Sunabeda, Odis.ha, wth 
technical support from Sports Authority of 
Incle. The one-of-its-kind district stadium at 
harsugdo, Odis.he, ts also being constructed 
by Mahana«di Coalfields Limited (MCL 

Tb ensure that sports get the best of sports 
infrastructure in India, the Central Puwbie Sector 
Etier prises have launched high performaoe 
centres in the country where athletes ca access 
facilities that are on par with ay centre in 
the world 
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IIT Bombay 
to carry out 
CSR study 
for CPSEs 
CSR has come a long way in India. From 

responsive activities to sustainable 
initiatives, corporate entities have clearly 
exhibited their ability to make a significant 
difference to the society and improve the 
overall quality of life. Effective partnerships 
between foundations, industry, NG Os 
and the government aim to place India's 
social development on a fast track. The 
implementation is however still in a transient 
stage with a considerable ad-hoc decision 
making. There are inadequate benchmarking, 
evaluation methodology and documentation 
of the standard procedures and practices, 
etc. Moreover, there is very little research to 
address the policy, process and programmes. 

In order to address this gap, the Department 
of Public Enterprises joined hands with IIT 
Bombay inNovember 2017tocarryoutstudies/ 
research related to CSR with particular 
emphasis on CPSEs. The study, amongst 
other activities would build databases of 
CSR projects and geo-tag the CPSEs units and 
their CSR projects. IIT Bombay would create 
a credible shelf of doable CSR projects for the 
benefit of CPSEs, help in proof of concept 
stage of technology incubation through 
CSR in terms of appraisal, handholding, 
monitoring & evaluation (M&E), assist in 
coordinating a pilot study of the cases where 
proof of concept phase has been successfully 

completed and help to identify scalable best 
practices of CPSEs which can be promoted 
elsewhere. The unit would propagate projects 
and best practices case studies through a 
quarterly newsletter on various aspects of 
CSR: challenges, problem identification, 
planning, implementation, policy, reporting, 
impact assessment, etc. 

Project implementation and monitoring 
through CSR Unit mentoring and assistance 
at various stages of project implementation 
would also be provided to various CPSEs 
depending on their needs as separate projects 
through leveragingtheexpertiseatIIT Bombay. 
Capacity building through formal training 
programmes in planning and implementation 
for officials directly or indirectly involved in 
the CSR activities of the company would be 
conducted periodically. 

The study unit while providing various 
activities would assist CPSEs in CSR Policy 
Review and Designing Action Plan. For 
DPE, the CSR study unit at IIT Bombay, 
would carry out an annual review of the 
CSR projects of CPSEs, conduct socio 
economic and environmental impact 
evaluation assessment of past CSR projects 
to study the efficiency and effectiveness 
while developing suitable templates for the 
impact assessment and course correction of 
CSR projects. 
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GLOSSARY 
• Airports Authority of India (AAI) 

Antrix Corporation Limited (ACLJ 
• Balmer Lawrie and Company Limited (BL) 

• Bharat Coking Coal Limited (BCCL) 
• Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL) 

• Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL} 
• Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHELJ 
e Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL) 

• Central Coalfields Limited (CCL) 

• Coal India Limited (CIL) 

• Cochin Shipyard Limited (CSL) 
• Container Corporation of India limited (CONCOR) 
• Cotton Corporation of India Limited (CCI) 

• Central Railside Warehouse Company Limited (CRWC) 
• Dredging Corporation of India Limited (DCI) 
• Eastern Coalfields Limited (ECL) 
• Electronics Corporation of India Limited (ECIL} 

Engineers India Limited (EIL) 

Engineering Projects (India) Limited (EPI) 

• Gas Authority of India limited (GAIL) 
• Goa Shipyard limited (GSL) 
• Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers limited (GRSE) 
• Hindustan Aeronautics limited (HAL) 
• Hindustan Copper limited (HCL) 
• Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCLJ 

• Mahanadi Coalfields Limited (MCL) 
• Mangalore Refinery and Petrochemicals Limited (MRPL) 
• Mineral Exploration Corporation limited (MECL) 
• Metallurgical and Engineering Consultants {India) limited (MECON) 
e Manganese Ore (India) Limited (MOIL) 
• National Aluminium Company Limited (NALCO) 
• National Buildings Construction Corporation Limited (NBCC) 
e North Eastern Electric Power Corporation Limited (NEEPCO) 
« National Fertilizers Limited (NFL) 

• National Hydroelectric Power Corporation Limited (NHPC) 
• National Mineral Development Corporation Limited (NMDC) 
• National Scheduled Castes Finance and Development Corporation (NSFDC) 
• National Small Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC) 
• National Thermal Power Corporation Limited (NTPC) 
e Neyveli Lignite Corporation India Limited (NLCIL) 
« Numaligarh Refinery Limited (NRL) 
e Oil India Limited (OIL) 
e Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited (ONGC) 
• Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (POWERGRID) 
• Power System Operation Corporation Limited (POSOCO) 
e Rail Vikas Nigam Limited (RVNL) 

• Rajasthan Electronics and Instruments Limited (REIL) 
• Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers Limited (RCF) 
• Rural Electrification Corporation Limited (REC) 
• Rashtriya lspat Nigam Limited (RINL) 

• Housing and Urban Development Corporation Limited (HUDCO) • Rail India Technical and Economic Service Limited (RITES) 
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• Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL) 

• Indian Railway Construction Company Limited (IRCON) 
• India Trade Promotion Organisation (ITPO) 
• Karnataka Antibiotics and Pharmaceuticals Limited (KAPL) 

e Steel Authority of India Limited (SAIL) 
e Satluj Jal Vidyut Nigam Limited (SJVN) 
• South Eastern Coalfields Limited (SECL) 
• Tehri Hydro Development Corporation limited (THDC) 
• Western Coalfields Limited (WCL) 
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Building A New India, is a noteworthy 
initiative taken by Airports Authority of India (AAI), under the aegis 

of Department of Public Enterprises (DPE), 
Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises, Government of India. 

Published in 2018, by India Today Group, this Book 
showcases significant Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

initiatives undertaken by Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPS Es), 
during last 3 years, for strengthening the society at large. 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISES 
Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises Government of India 
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